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Abstract 
 
For companies to be able to compete in the market environment of today it is important to 
care for their customer relationships. To keep the customer satisfied and loyal to the company, 
while the customers require more and more of better service and quality. The strategy of using 
Customer Relationship Management has been developed recently and is spreading among 
organizations. Therefore has the purpose of this research is to provide a better understanding 
in how companies use CRM to create value. This study is a one case research of a company 
and is mainly descriptive. The theory has first been studied and then information from the 
company has been collected through primary data and secondary data. The collected data has 
then been analysed against the theory to form the conclusions of this study. 
 
In order to structure this research it has been divided in to three areas of CRM. The first is 
objectives of CRM, while this is important to know when a company implementing the 
strategy. The next part considers the CRM strategy and the components which could be 
included in it. As a third part the measurements of CRM will be discussed, because it is 
important to know if the strategy is composed to reach the stated objectives.  
 
The theory points out the importance of having a customer-centric view, where the customer 
and the customer relationship are at focus. The analysis of this company has resulted in a lot 
of new insights and knowledge. The research shows that having this customer-centric view 
spread in the whole organization being essential. This is because when a company is applying 
a CRM strategy, they are supposed to focus on the relationships with their customers, and if 
the employees working with the customer do not have this focus it will be difficult to have a 
united organisation towards the customers. The analysis also brings up the different areas 
where CRM have significant importance in terms of contact with customers, front office and 
back office operations and technology.   
 
All in all, this company has many developed parts of CRM and how they should work. The 
company is global and only in Sweden is it one of the largest which makes it more important 
with integration within the company. Their processes are well defined and easy to follow, but 
the different processes are not always connected to each other. With more integration the flow 
of information that will help strengthen customer relationships would be more efficient and 
satisfying. 
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1 Introduction 

The purpose of chapter one is to present the research area. It will start with an introduction 

and a background to describe the chosen subject and why it is of importance. With this 

background the research area will be discussed and research questions will be defined. 

 

1.1 Background 

 
“The customers are always right,” could be a statement in today’s business world, where the 
heart of a business is its customer. A company will not survive without its customers which 
make it important to satisfy them with what they want. (Nguyen et al., 2007) The market of 
today is not the same as in the middle of nineteenth century. It has been a long process of 
development with different ways of selling. In the 1850s many companies where able to sell 
close to everything produced and the strategy was production orientated. About 50 years later, 
the market opened for competition and companies needed to change their strategies when the 
customers suddenly needed reasons to buy the products. Companies became sales orientated. 
Later, in the 1950s, the focus for businesses was to find a marketing orientation where the 
produced products could satisfy the customers’ needs. This strategy later on changed its focus 
over to customer-centric orientation. With this strategy a company may focus on treating all 
of their customers individually shifting from managing a market to managing a unique 
customer. This process over time is found in Figure 1:1. (Bose, 2002) 
 

 

Figure 1:1 Business orientations of the last 150 years. 

SOURCE: Bose, 2002, p. 90 
 
 
Marketing is a well-known concept that has been important during decades which can be 
shown in Figure 1:1. (Bose, 2002) The “marketing mix” is the most known model within 
marketing. It was identified around 1960 and has been the basic model of marketing for many 
years and recognised as the only one to use. The marketing mix has its core elements in the 
4P:s, product, price, place and promotion. Each “P” is considered separately and there is 
nothing that integrates a connection between them. This makes it difficult to apply the theory 
on the different market climates of today. The 4P model has dominated how companies have 
acted and applied marketing during recent decades, and it works mostly with a production 
oriented strategy. When it comes to customer oriented and market oriented strategies the 4P 
strategy may not be the most beneficial model to use. (Grönroos, 1994)  
 
Many researchers have questioned the “marketing mix” over time, but companies have not 
been receptive of the new ideas. (Grönroos, 1994) In time the market and companies have 
accepted new thoughts and the focus have changed. Companies started to think of the 
customer and how to keep them instead of attract new all the time. (Ravald & Grönroos, 
1996) The development that refers to relationship creation has been ongoing during many 
years but the term “relationship marketing” was not stated until late 1980s. (Grönroos, 2004) 
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According to Grönroos (1990, p. 138), the definition of relationship marketing is as follows: 
”Marketing is to establish, maintain and enhance (usually but not necessarily always long 

term) relationships with customers and other partners, at a profit, so that the objectives of the 

parties involved are met. This is achieved by a mutual exchange and fulfilment of promises” 

 
The core of relationship marketing is in the concept of “relations,” the relationship between 
the selling company and all its interested parties. These parties are primary the buying 
company and its end consumer of the product or service, but also suppliers, financial 
institutions and market intermediaries. (Ravald & Grönroos, 1996; Grönroos, 2004) 
Relationship marketing focus on long-term relationship between the parties and the 
perspective on marketing and customers is also for the long-term. (Grönroos, 1994) 
 
The initiative action to a relationship is to attract a customer to the company and its products 
or services. Then it is possible to deepen a relationship with the new customers. During the 
attraction activities companies may make promises to the new customers, but it is really 
important to give promises that they truly can keep. Then the relationship will be longer and 
built on trust and not on false promises. (Grönroos, 1994) 
 
A relationship adds value for all parties, but also offers security, reduces the risks and costs. It 
is important for the selling company to learn about their customers and truly understands their 
needs and demands to be able to strengthen the relationship. (Grönroos, 2004) A selling 
company that complements the core product or service with additional services such as 
technological service, installation, information, technical know-how, and social contacts, 
gives their customer several reasons to engage in a long-term relationship. (Grönroos, 1994) 
These additional services add extra value and are great offerings for a successful and 
competitive strategy. The company may use them to strengthen the relationship but also to 
obtain loyal customers. However, the additional services will not contribute to success if they 
are not customer oriented. A satisfied customer is often a key concept to a loyal customer. 
(Ravald & Grönroos, 1996)  
 
When the business requires contact with customers, relationship marketing is a smart option. 
It becomes an ongoing process that adds extra value, a process that focuses on the 
relationship. (Grönroos, 1994) The key processes of relationship marketing according to 
Grönroos (2004) are communication, interaction and value. Communication refers to the 
marketing communication messages used between the parties and the integration of these. The 
process of interaction is by Grönroos (2004) considered as the centre of marketing and is an 
internal value adding process of the customers. The company needs to adapt their resources, 
competencies and processes with the customer’s value generating process. The process is the 
interaction between the selling firm, with its people, technology, know-how and systems, and 
the customer, which can be a single consumer or a group of buyers, and is defined as the 
business relationship. The third process within relationship marketing is value which is a 
process that will show how the customers experience the creation of value over time. 
(Grönroos, 2004) 
 
The communication between the parties should be two-way or multi-way communication 
processes. All activities separately are not two-way but within the relationship it should be 
close to even. To be able to listen to each other is truly important and the customer wants to 
feel that the selling company has a true interest in them and their needs and demands. In that 
way the customer can feel trust for the company and their products. (Grönroos, 2004) 
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Within relationship marketing, companies build systems of information of their customers. It 
is formed as a database of the customers buying behaviour, what contact they have had with 
the selling company and whether they are satisfied or not. This will result in a database filled 
with information about their customers which can help when developing closer relationships. 
(Grönroos, 1994) 
 
In order to be successful in today’s markets companies have started to implement tools that 
reali se the principles of relationship marketing. In the mid-1990’s many industries 
experienced customers beginning to require more and better service. To reach these increased 
demands the corporations thought of new ways to provide service with higher quality. This 
became the beginning of “Customer Relationship Management,” or CRM. (Smith, 2006) 
 

1.2 Problem discussion 

In the end of the 1990’s the concept of CRM grew for a number of reasons. One of the 
reasons was Information Technology (IT), a foundation for CRM which continues to become 
more and more sophisticated. The increased number of international customers as a result of 
extensive globalisation was another (Bull, 2003). With a larger amount of customers across 
the world, as well as better ways to keep track of their interests CRM became strategically 
possible. (Light, 2003) One major cause was also the software companies that saw a market 
for CRM systems and therefore started to promote them (Peelen, 2005).  
 
In recent years CRM has become a” buzzword” and nearly a necessity for top managers to 
consider for their organisations. With this popularity, CRM grew as the fastest growing 
software application on the US market in the beginning of the 21st century. (Peelen, 2005; 
Peppers and Rogers, 2004) According to an AMR Research, Inc. report, the worldwide 
market for CRM applications reached $11.7 billion in 2005, a growth of 8% since the year 
before. By 2010 AMR predicts that the market will reach to a level of $18 billion worldwide 
for CRM products. Another report done by Forrester Research, which only considered CRM 
in sales marketing and service, predicted the CRM revenues to be $8.4 billion in 2006, which 
is 7% up from previous year. This research forecast an average of 7% per year to reach $10.9 
billion by 2010.1 
 
The implementation of CRM is an investment that hopefully may give increased returns. 
According to CIO Research’s (2002) survey report the average invested in CRM applications 
is $2.2 million dollar (Chen & Popovich, 2003). CRM is used in different ways depending on 
the geographical location. Research done by Jessup (2006) shows that European CRM is more 
focused on a strategic level, while CRM in the USA is directed towards the tactical work in 
the organisation. The cost of implementation does also differ. In Europe the average 
implementation cost almost twice as much than in USA. (Maguire et al., 2007) 
 
Companies have different views on which solution is the best for their business. Some prefer 
to build their solution in-house while other enterprises find it more effective to outsource and 
get a “best of breed” solution. (Peppers & Rogers, 2004) CRM packages can have the 
potential of offering higher value to organisations. In both small and large organisations CRM 
packages can be the only economic suitable choice. (Light, 2003) 

                                                 
1 http://searchcrm.techtarget.com/originalContent/0,289142,sid11_gci1229901,00.html 
 

http://searchcrm.techtarget.com/originalContent/0%2C289142%2Csid11_gci1229901%2C00.html
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1.2.1 Definition of CRM 

It has been numerous studies done in CRM and the views of how to define it vary among the 
researchers within the area. The majority agree that it is a way for companies to look after its 
customer relations. Four different definitions are discussed, the first two represent Peppers 
and Rogers (2004) and Peelen (2005). These statements conclude that CRM is a strategy that 
needs to be taken on by the entire firm.  
 
“An enterprise wide business strategy for achieving customer-specific objectives by taking 

customer-specific actions.” (Peppers & Rogers, 2004, p. 6)  
 
 “CRM is a business strategy and therefore more than a functional strategy alone. It affects 

the organisation as a whole: marketing, IT, service, logistics, finance, production and 

development, HR, management, etc.” (Peelen, 2005, p. 6) 
 
Another explanation has a more specific use of technology when defined, as seen in Bose’s 
(2002) definition. Xu (2002) takes his statement even further when including the on-line 
aspect of the handling of customer relationships. 
 
“CRM is an integration of technologies and business processes used to satisfy the needs of a 

customer during any interaction.” (Bose, 2002, p. 1) 
 

 “CRM is an information industry term for methodologies, software, and usually Internet 

capabilities that help an enterprise manage customer relationships in an organised way.” 
(Xu, 2002, p. 1) 
 
CRM also provides many process improvements to get more goods and services sold. A 
business must make money otherwise there is no point in running it. The fundamental goal of 
CRM is by efficient and effective customer relations improve the profitability of the 
organization (Bull, 2003). The efficiency is achieved through acquisition, analysis and 
increased customer knowledge (Bose, 2002). If used right CRM could enhance a company’s 
ability to achieve the ultimate objective of retaining customer and as a result gain a strategic 
advantage towards the competitors. It is also a way of fulfilling the marketing goal of serving 
the customer better. (Nguyen et al., 2007) 
 
Information technologies (IT) are also important in order to get a CRM system to work 
properly. To communicate there is a need for an infrastructure of channels from the customers 
to the enterprise. By using a central database everyone in the enterprise is able to access 
information of the customers (Xu, 2002). Bose (2002) points out the weight in getting the 
technical functions to work together. These functions can consist of data warehouse, Web site, 
intranet/ extranet, phone support system which should be integrated with accounting, sales, 
marketing and production. (Bose, 2002) 
 
Although IT is important when getting CRM to work many companies do the mistake of 
completely rely on the technological part, which has been proved to be wrong. Without 
having a customer focus the whole idea of implementing CRM will fail. (Zikmund, 2003) 
Every company need their own tailored strategy in order to get CRM to work successfully. 
Therefore it is crucial that the customers are involved in creating the strategy. It should be 
designed based on what they think. (Greenberg, 2004) 
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The performance of the CRM-systems has not nearly fulfilled the objectives. (Peppers & 
Rogers, 2004) Many experts agree that the majority of the technical implications failed 
(Peppers & Rogers, 2004). For example Wang (2007) cited Gartner group’s report by saying 
approximately 70 per cent of CRM implications result in a failure to reach the company goals. 
The reasons to the depressed result are apart from the technology aspect but also the fact that 
companies have insufficient executive sponsorship, poor system design, not enough training 
and goals set to high. (Ibid) 
 

1.2.2 The different types of CRM 

Trepper (2000) suggests three categories for CRM: operational, analytical and collaborative. 
Operational CRM can basically be described as the part of CRM that affect the everyday 
operations (Peppers & Rogers, 2004). The functionality of operational CRM refers to the 
applications which are in contact with the customers and integrates front, back and mobile 
offices. This includes the typical corporate functions of sales force automation, enterprise 
marketing automation but also customer service and support. (Trepper, 2000) Functions 
involving customer service, order management, invoice/billing, or sales and marketing 
automation and management are all part of operational CRM. (Greenberg, 2004)  
 
Analytical CRM is focusing on the strategic planning needed to build customer value 
(Peppers & Rogers, 2004). Greenberg (2004) summarizes it as “the capture, storage, 
extraction, processing, interpretation and reporting of customer data to a user.” The value of 
all interpreted data occurs when it becomes actionable intelligence. The customer data in the 
analytical applications is obtained from the operational tools. This information is then 
analyzed for the purpose of business performance management. Analytical CRM is tied 
together with a data warehouse. (Trepper, 2000) The data warehouse is by an extension of the 
database and is by Zikmund (2003) described as the heart of CRM. A data warehouse is a 
large reservoir of information received from both external and internal sources, with the 
purpose of assisting in decision making. (Zikmund, 2003) 
 
The collaborative CRM can be seen as an overlay between operational and analytical CRM. 
More precise is it the “communication centre” that provides the paths to the customer and its 
suppliers. (Greenberg, 2004) This makes it possible for the organization to get a closer 
relationship with selected customers, suppliers and business partners (Gefen & Ridings, 
2002). Collaborative services consists of personalized publishing, E-mail, communities, 
conferencing, and Web-enabled relationship interaction centres. It is the function of 
collaborative CRM that is the base in creating the lifetime value to customers in the partner 
relationships. (Trepper, 2000)  
 
Today, the heart of the business is the customers and a company’s success is depending on 
how they take care of them through relationship. This is because a company can not survive 
without its customer. (Nguyen et al. 2007) Relationship marketing has been an outcome of the 
change in the marketing environment, and is focusing on long-term relationship between the 
selling company and its interested parties. (Grönroos, 1994 & Grönroos, 2004) 
 
A following step in the history is how organizational changes together with the advancement 
of Information Technology (IT) lead to the strategy called customer relationship management, 
CRM. (Chen & Popovich, 2003) People, process and technology are all combined in CRM, 
all to understand the customers better. (Chen & Popovich, 2003) When implemented in the  
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company it demands a throughout analysis of the business processes. Because of the 
combination of integration of hardware, software and applications an implementation may be 
difficult. For implementation of CRM to be successful it requires not only a lot of work, but 
also different knowledge, project management and a detailed plan. (Bose, 2002)  
 
Difficulties after implementation of CRM are according to a research made by Gartner group 
not unusual. More than half of the companies who implements CRM experience these 
difficulties. (Nguyen et al., 2007) Many companies totally rely on the technological function 
of a CRM strategy, but without customer focus it will never work as beneficial as it could.  
Zikmund, 2003) Therefore it is important that the customers are involved and the strategy 
should be designed based on the customers. (Greenberg, 2004) 
 

1.3 Overall Purpose and Research Questions 

The fact that many failures and difficulties occur when managing with CRM implies that the 
strategy must be designed correctly. Based on this, as well as the problem discussion above, 
the purpose of this study will be to provide a better understanding on how companies use 

CRM to create value. 

 
In order to reach this purpose, the following research questions are stated: 

1.3.1 RQ1: How can the objectives of CRM be described? 

CRM is a business strategy and used for achieving customer-specific objectives (Peelen, 
2004). This question aims to investigate how the objectives of CRM are described in business 
literature. These will be clarified in order to understand what a company using CRM should 
strive to achieve. 
 

1.3.2 RQ2: How can the CRM strategy be described?  

This research question seeks to examine the CRM strategy within a company. To reach 
success every company need their own tailored strategy (Greenberg, 2004). When 
implementing a CRM strategy many different technologies and applications can be used. 
These will be studied to examine how they can be applied in a company’s functions and 
processes.  
 

1.3.3 RQ3: How is the effectiveness of CRM measured?  

This question will concentrate on the measurement and evaluation of how a company fulfil its 
objectives. It will comprise the CRM performance and observe how the activities get along 
with strategy and focus.  
 

1.4 Outline of the study 

This thesis is divided into 7 chapters (Figure 1:2). The first chapter contains of an 
introduction of the research area, followed by a discussion of the problem. The chapter ends 
with the research questions that the research aims to answer. In chapter two is theories 
connected to the research questions presented. After this, in chapter three the conceptual 
model is presented describing what theories that will be used in order to answer the research 
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questions. Chapter four contains a description of the chosen methodology used to conduct the 
study. After that, comes chapter five which comprise the result of the data collection. In 
chapter six is the data discussed and analysed. At last, is chapter seven where the conclusions 
of the study are presented. This chapter also contains recommendations and implications for 
organizational management, the theory and further research.  
 

 

Figure 1:2 Outline of the study 

 
 

Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Chapter 2  
Literature review 

Chapter 4 
Methodology 

Chapter 5 
Data Presentation 

Chapter 6 
Data analysis 

Chapter 7 
Findings & Conclusions  

Chapter 3 
Conceptual framework 
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2 Literature Review  

This chapter will disclose relevant theories of CRM that will further help in understanding 

and answer the research questions of this thesis. Chapter one discussed the background to 

CRM and the research purpose area which led to the research questions. Each section in this 

chapter will now bring knowledge connected to each research question. The first section 

includes different theories about the CRM objectives. Then theories about operational CRM 

and analytical CRM, which concern research question two, will be described. In the third 

part of this chapter, theories concerning measurements of how to measure the effectiveness of 

CRM and research question three are presented. 

2.1 Objectives of CRM 

This section will discuss various definitions of the objectives and benefits of implementing a 
CRM strategy. The different views are defined through research and studies by different 
authors whom are mentioned by each definition.  
 

Objective as defined by Nguyen  
The objectives of CRM can, according to Nguyen (2007), be summarised as the following 
competitive advantages. 
 
Increase in customer loyalty 

All information about the customers are registered, the customers’ profiles and their previous 
purchases and requests. In that way the information will always be available to the 
companies’ representatives of sales and service, which will be used every time the company is 
in contact with each specific customer. 
 

Superior service 

The customers will get personalized service and with the base of what they have purchased 
earlier will they be offered new products and services.  
 
Superior information gathering and knowledge sharing 

Every time a customer is in contact with the company the data about this specific customer is 
updated with the new information. This information will be shared over the organization and 
in that way the company’s sales, marketing, service and technical support functions have 
access to it. 
 

Objective definition as defined by Dyché  
The ideal outcome of a CRM implementation is defined by Dyché (2001) with the following 
objectives. 
 
Increased customer loyalty 

By having a customer-focused culture the company can optimize the customer experience and 
influence how the customer perceives the contact with the company. It will influence the 
customers’ emotions and the customer will feel personally connected with the company. True 
loyal customer stays with the company for repeated purchases. 
 
Better customer service 

A customer who is dissatisfied of the company’s services will spread the no pleasant 
experience to others which will give the company a bad reputation. That is why this objective 
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is really important to a company. Through well-structured contact centres where the needs of 
the customers and their history with the company will help giving the best service. 
 
Additional sales revenues 

Cross-selling and up-selling are examples of how to increase revenues of one customer. This 
is because the costs of sell added services to an existing customer costs less than acquiring a 
new customer. 
 
An overall enhancement of external perception 

From a wider perspective, a company implementing CRM will get an overall increase of 
external perception. They will know the actors in the market and their customers. 
 

Objective as defined by Greenberg 
Greenberg (2004) view of the benefits and objectives of implementing a CRM strategy is 
interpreted and summarised as follows.  
 
Increased profit and revenue 

The economic value of the company is increased by the CRM strategy through, among other 
reasons, improving the total lifetime value of the company’s customers. The CRM strategies 
encourage customers to buy more products and stay with the company for a longer period of 
time. This objective will also be reached by minimizing general costs, by organizing the 
company’s resources more efficient.  

 
Reduced costs of sales 

CRM technologies are resulting in greater productivity, efficiency and control in sales efforts. 
The information within the system gives the company advantage in planning each interaction 
with the customer. With this information the company can prevent the case of trying to sell 
something the customer does not want. This will shorten the sales cycle and consequently 
reduce costs of sales.  

 
Strengthen customer relationships 

To strengthen the customer relationships the company needs to have a high level of customer 
information flow, within the whole organization. In closer relationships, the demands from the 
customers will get higher on quality of product, service and price.  

 
Improved forecast capability 

With higher access of customer information in the CRM system, the company can get a view 
of previous sales performance. This past information makes it possible to predict how future 
sales will be of a specific customer. 
 
Increased customer loyalty 
To increase customer loyalty the front-office needs to be efficiently coordinated with the 
back-office functions. The company needs to organize its resources for serving customers and 
through this fulfil the needs of each customer. 
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Objective as defined by Osarenkhoe 
According to Osarenkhoe (2007) the core components of customer relationship management 
are as follows: 
 
Retention 

To be a successful competitive company it is important to make the customers stay with the 
company. It is not only the core product that will matter, it is important to focus on quality of 
the services that the company needs to add to the core product. To make the customers stay 
with the company it is important to focus on the quality of the total offer. 
 
Higher service level 
To reach a higher service level a company must strive to measure customer satisfaction and 
manage customer service. This involve understanding and defining the advantages a customer 
expects of the offering before the purchase, but also the management after the purchase when 
handling the gap between the customer’s expectations and performance of the offering.  
 
Higher internal efficiency 

To succeed within a relationship oriented organization is it as important to focus on internal 
relationships as it is to focus on external relationships. Investments in people within the 
organization is needed, the personnel need to understand the objectives and standards. 
 
Strengthen customer loyalty 

One of the most important things within CRM is building long-term relationships. Keeping 
dialogues with customers will help the company to listen and adapt to the specific customer. 
This will make the customers stay loyal to the company for a longer period of time.  
 
Increased customization capability 

A company need to understand how the customer experiences the products and what the 
customer see as important in the offering. In that way it becomes possible to set realistic 
targets and estimate performance. 
 
Higher level of communication 
A company needs to handle internal and external customers with high flexibility. 
Communication between the company and its customer should be adapted to the needs of 
each customer. The goal of what a company should do does not always agree on what the 
company actually does. 
 

Objectives as defined by Culbert 
CRM is a customer-focused business strategy and according to Culbert its goal is to optimize: 
(Greenberg, 2004) 
 
Customer satisfaction 

An enterprise-wide commitment is required when understanding each individual customer’s 
needs. Identify, acquire and retain the customer relationships through understanding and 
acting with the customers.  
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Revenue 

Keeping the customers and adding new once to increase the company’s market share may 
seem like the best option, but every customer does not add value to the business. 
Understanding the value of the customer will be a key to success with increasing revenue. 
 

Profitability 
With the knowledge of each customer’s needs the company must create and deliver an offer 
the customer can not resist. The relationship will be profitable when the company can satisfy 
the customers need with a total offering. 
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2.2 Strategy of Customer relationship management 

This section contains theories and descriptions of how a CRM strategy can be described in a 
company. Here the implementation, processes, features, methods and features connected to 
CRM are demonstrated and how it affects the company. Beginning with the overall 
relationship strategy called the IDIC process. Then are the features connected to the front 
office described such as processes, contact channels, initiatives and sales automating tools 
described. The section ends up with the dealings of the analytical back office features, such as 
systems and the collection, storing and analysing of customer data. An overview of CRM in a 
company can be found in Figure 2:1. 
 

 
 

Figure 2:1 CRM applications, supported by ERP/data warehouse, link front and back office function. 

SOURCE Adapted from Chen & Popovich, 2003, p. 674 

 

2.2.1 The IDIC implementation model 

When a company implements a CRM strategy it needs to be able to manage individual 
customer relationships. To do this Peppers and Rogers (2004) suggests that it is done by 
fulfilling four interrelating implementation steps, called the IDIC model. These steps are 
identify, differentiate, interact with customer and customize the treatment. The first two tasks 
are done out of sight of the customer and is therefore categorized as analysis. The last two 
require customer participation and is for that reason categorized as action (Figure 2:2). 
(Peppers & Rogers, 2004) 
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Figure 2:2 Implementation of customer strategy process 

SOURCE Adapted from Peppers & Rogers, 2004, p. 70 
 

In the different steps of the IDIC model there are specific things that need to be carried out in 
aspects of: organization, process, information and technology in order for the company to 
manage the customer relationships in a good way (Table 2:1). The tasks described in the table 
is then further explained. 

Table 2:1 Implementing Customer Strategy 

 

 

CAPABILITY 

Strategy Implementation Level 

IDENTIFY DIFFERENTIATE INTERACT CUSTOMIZE 

 

ORGANIZATION 

Consistent 
recognition of 
one customer 

Understanding of 
customer 
differentiation 

Customer 
skills, training 
and metrics 

Accountability 
for each 
customer 

 

PROCESS 

Privacy policy, 
backed up by 
privacy pledge 
and 
commitment 

Models for value 
and research 
method for needs 

Enterprise- 
wide memory 
of customer at 
all touch points 

Cross- 
functional flow 
of systems 

 

INFORMATION 

Common 
coding system 
for customer 
IDs 

Ease in defining  

the right proxies 

Framework for 
capture of 
value and 
needs 

Adequate 
information to 
allow 
customization 

 

TECHNOLOGY 

Shared 
customer 
database 

Strong data  

analysis tools 

Able to capture 
data at all 
points of 
interaction 

Integration 
between front, 
back-office 
systems 

SOURCE: Peppers and Rogers, 2004, p. 320 

 
 

Identify 
It is important to a company to know their customers, to identify the individual of the 
customer. To get a detailed picture as possible of the customers, the company needs to 
organize its resources of information. Each relationship is exclusive and it can only exist 
between individuals, not with markets or segments. (Peppers & Rogers, 2004) 

 

 

Differentiate Identify Interact Customize 

Analysis Action 
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Organization - Consistent recognition of one customer 

Identifying the company’s customers can be done differently depending on the company and 
its business. In a business-to-business relationship, the selling company has no problems in 
identifying the business partner as the company. The problem is to identify the individuals 
involved in the process, which is highly important. The difficulty is because within the buying 
company there are different actors involved, decision makers, influencers, approvers, 
purchasing agents, contract authorities and the actual users. In the end, these individuals are 
the once that the company need to identify and develop relationships with. The most difficult 
individual to identify will probably be the actual end users of the products. (Ibid) 
 
Process - Privacy policy, backed up by privacy pledge and commitment 

The purpose of this identification of the customers is that it enables the company to develop 
closer, more profitable relationships. It is important to develop a trusting relationship with the 
customer where the customer will feel comfortable and share information with the company. 
Therefore the company needs to ensure the customer that their privacy will be protected. With 
the customer information the company can understand what the customer needs and what 
value the customer has to the company, which is a central key in customer strategy. (Ibid) 
 
Information - Common coding system for customer IDs 

Some of the collected data is stable data, which is information about one customer that will 
not change and only have to be collected once. Then there is the adaptive data, which is 
information about a customer that will change over time. Within this, there are three types of 
data, behavioural, attitudinal and descriptive data, which all describes the individual of the 
customer. When the information is registered each customer needs to have a unique name in 
the system, a name that will just be connected to the specific customer. (Ibid) 
 
Technology - Shared customer database 

Identification can be done through activities like personal meetings, tradeshows, customer 
surveys, customer service interactions, interviews and other direct interactions with the 
customers. But also information from internal operations is useful when identifying the 
customer. This can be information about billing and account status, back orders, customer 
service interactions, product shipment and returns, but also internal operating costs. All the 
information colleted about each customer should be stored at the same place in a data base. 
This makes it easy to share the information throughout the whole organisation with a shared 
customer database. (Ibid) 
 

Differentiate 
Important actions within a customer-strategy company are to understand, analyse and profit 
from customer differences. This can be done by first ranking the customers according to what 
value they will represent to the company in the future and then by differentiate them by their 
needs. A company can then affect the behaviour of a customer in the future to increase the 
overall value of each specific customer. (Peppers & Rogers, 2004) 

 
Organization - Understanding of customer differentiation 

To differentiate means that the company learn how their customers are different. Different 
customer represents different value for the company. If the selling company knows the values 
of their customers, and which are of most value to the company, they can organize their 
priorities of competitive efforts correct. It makes it possible for the company to distribute 
more time, effort and resources on the customers who will present higher returns. When the  
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company knows their customers needs, is it possible to satisfy them and in this way get loyal 
customers. But also to increase the value a customer brings to the company. (Ibid) 
 
Process - Models for value and research method for needs 

The value a customer represents to the company should be considered as the same sort of 
value of any other financial assets. This can be difficult because it is a future-oriented 
variable; it is not possible to predict exactly how a customer will behave and what the 
customer value will be for the company in the future. It is possible though for the company to 
affect the future behaviour of a customer. The company needs to understand the value of each 
customer, and the one customer value compared with other customer. This can, for example, 
be done by calculating the more sophisticated customer lifetime value, (LTV), according to 
Chapter 2.3.2 or by calculating the relative worth of a customer. Most likely, will the 
company realise that only a small amount of its customers will represent a large amount of the 
company’s profitability. (Ibid)  
 
Information - Ease in defining the right proxies  

To calculate the value of a customer is difficult and it is not possible to get an exact value. 
The more sophisticated methods the company use the more correct will the result be. A more 
refined method like LTV is based on statistical estimations and is more expensive and time-
consuming to create. A method that does not cost much to use when estimating customer 
value, is proxy variables which also can be used when calculating the LTV. (Ibid) 
 
Technology - Strong data analysis tools 

When trying to predict the future of a customer, using the calculation of customer value, 
different techniques can be used. A more accurate value of the customer can be calculated 
through an LTV model, but this requires more advanced technology. (Ibid) 
 

Interaction 
It is important for companies using customer-strategy to interact with the customers. To 
handle individual customer relationships is an ongoing process where the company needs to 
get as close to its customer as possible. To try understanding and getting to know an 
individual requires interactions, where the parties learn about each other. (Peppers & Rogers, 
2004) 
 
Organization - Customer skills, training and metrics 

A company have to interact with their customers to get information and knowledge about the 
specific customer. This knowledge can be seen as a valuable business asset to the company, 
because the competitors will never have exactly the same knowledge. The goal is to 
understand each individual the company is interacting with. (Ibid) 

 
Process - Enterprise wide memory of customer at all touch points 

With a customer-focused strategy a company needs to interact with its customers to build 
relationships. To succeed at interaction strategy the company will have to integrate through 
touch points. Every interaction conversation should start where the last one ended. All the 
information about the customer needs to be stored, this also includes information about how 
the customer prefer interacting, by mail, phone or through other channels. (Ibid) 
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Information - Framework for capture of value and needs 
Technology is helping companies to interact with their customer on a personal level, which is 
important when getting to know the customers and understanding their needs. The 
relationships between the company and its customers are characterized by two way, mutually 
beneficial, communication. Every time an interaction is happening, the company has a 
opportunity to learn more about customers needs and value to the organisation. (Ibid) 

 
Technology - Able to capture data at all points of interaction 

All points of interaction, touch points, needs to be integrated in a way where it is always 
possible to identify the customer. It should not matter to the company how the contact is done, 
by mail, phone or something else. The company should never have to ask a customer the same 
question more than one time. (Ibid) 
 

Customization 
A company adopting a customer-oriented strategy have to adapt when satisfying the 
expressed needs of a customer. To treat every customer differently and tailor offers for each 
customer is important when handling close relationships with each customer. (Peppers & 
Roger, 2004) 

 
Organization - Accountability for each customer 

The organization has to change its behaviour toward serving single, individual customers. 
This will imply a need for accountability of each customer in order to make every part of the 
company’s organisation is ready to serve customers individually. (Ibid) 
 
Process - Cross-functional flow of systems 

When entering a customized way of serving the customers the company’s processes need to 
be unique. To perform actions based on the customer needs, the company require cross-
functional systems. This will make the company’s processes able to adopt by the expressed 
wishes. Examples of this can be service configuration or modified delivery options. (Ibid) 
 
Information - Adequate information to allow customization 

To build learning relationships there is a need for close collaborative dialogue between the 
company and the customer. The information flow between the two parts needs to be efficient 
to collect the customer’s precise needs in order to customize their products and service. (Ibid) 
 
Technology - Integration between front, back-office systems 

In order to create a relationship where the customer fully customized service the different 
parts of the company need to be connected to each other. This means that integration between 
the back-office functions such as production should come through to the front end functions 
like sales and marketing. All these functions have to be coordinated to satisfy the individual 
customer. (Ibid)  

2.2.2 Customer touch points 

To give the customer good customer service can be hard, the first thing a company when 
implementing CRM often do is to improve customer support. With the focus on relationships 
it is important to give the customer the best experience possible of the company. This makes it 
essential to deliver the best customer service every time. (Dyché, 2001) Technology is helping 
companies to interact with their customer on a personal level, which is important when getting 
to know the customers and understanding their needs. The relationships between the company 
and its customers are characterized by two way, mutually beneficial, communication.  
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(Peppers & Rogers, 2004) The touch points, which are the actual interaction between the 
customer and company, can be call centres, the internet, email, sales, direct marketing, 
telemarketing operations, advertising, fax, stores and KIOSKS. (Chen & Popovich, 2003) 
Each moment, when a customer and the company interact, is an opportunity for the company 
to get to know the customers need and value to the organization. (Peppers & Rogers, 2004) 
 

Walk-In 
Is a form of touch point where the customer visits a service company or similar. A dot-com 
company might not give this opportunity to their customers, but an example can be a bank 
where the customers can do transactions and more. (Imhoff, 2001) 
 

Field 
Field sales and service is a touch point that refers to salesmen who are out at the customers 
conducting the sales but also companies who are out doing services at their customer. This is 
common in some industries. (Imhoff, 2001) 
 

Call centre 
Peelen (2005) is defining a call centre as a group of employees who are taking care of the 
incoming and the outgoing communication with the company’s customers and prospects. The 
call centre is supported by switchboards to handle all the customers and direct them to the 
right persons. Due to the fact companies are getting more customer-oriented the call centres, 
which play a large role in developing relationships, are expanding. Through the call centre the 
company can develop the relationships and identify, get to know and give the customer the 
service it demands for. Because of the development with information technology the call 
centres have changed and are now including things like e-mail, voice-over-IP and fax. 
Therefore the call centre has changed into a multi channel system called contact centre, here it 
will still be referred as a call centre. 
 
Further on, Peelen (2005) is describing a call centre with four cornerstones; manpower, 
telecommunication, information technology and process management.  
Manpower refers to the human resources, the recruitment and selection, hiring and training of 
the employees. This can be considered as the most important element because it is the people 
working in the call centre that are responsible for the quality. Telecommunication is about the 
system that is used for routing the calls in the right direction, to people or voice response 
system. Information technology is about supporting the employees when talking to customers 
or prospects. An example can be that the technology helps identifying the customer that is 
calling. Process management refers to the management of the contact cycle, where the 
attention should be on capacity planning and quality management. This means that the call 
centre must be planned in a way which makes it possible to handle the amount of incoming 
calls and that the quality needs to be as high as possible. 
 

Internet 
The internet is a touch point that has changed the way the companies interact with their 
customers. (Imhoff, 2001) A website provides the customers with important information and 
answers to questions about the company, any time of the day. The more opportunities a 
customer has in connecting the company the more likely will the company’s services satisfy 
the customer. These can be represented on the webpage, how to call, email and even chat with 
representatives from the company. (Dyché, 2001) 
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Direct mail 
Direct mail is messages that are delivered to a specific person; it is an addressed message 
which is sent by post. This is a flexible way to interact with the customers, the company can 
do it whenever they plan and they do not have to send all the addressed mails at the same 
time. Since the Internet came, this way of interacting with the customers has unfortunately 
decreased. The advantage of this is mainly that it makes it possible to reach the customer at 
times when there are no distractions. (Peelen, 2005) 
 

Kiosk 
A kiosk is a terminal not located at the selling company; it can be a point of information or 
point of payment terminal. Because it is not situated at the selling company these comes 
closer to the customers and the customer can at these points help themselves. (Peelen, 2005) 
 

2.2.3 Front office 

Processes 
In order to get a CRM to work properly the company’s functions must be process-orientated. 
In functions of order delivering and handling customer enquiries are usually designed upon a 
process base. Other functions like sales and marketing are more unstructured and because of 
the non-mechanic nature of their work are they well-known for not being process-oriented. 
(Gentle, 2002) 

 
A process is a series of activities that have to be done when achieving a certain result. The 
processes are made on everyday basis in all parts of an organization. (Graham, 2004) 
 
The definition of a process is by Bosworth (2004) described as: 
“A defined set of repeatable, interrelated activities with outcomes that feed another activity in 

the process. Each outcome can be measured, so that adjustments can be made to the 

activities, the outcomes or the process itself” 

 
The steps of a process can be said to move forward along a line. The line includes a number 
of activities but also periods of non-activity that should be completed before the process can 
move forward. This sequence movement is being followed from process start until 
completion. To illustrate how the flow line is built up, process charts are used. In a well 
defined process chart, descriptions of what is being done, by whom, where and when should 
be described. (Graham, 2004) 
 

The customer life cycle by Imhoff 
The customer life cycle (CLC) describes the stages of a customer considering, purchasing and 
using a product. In Imhoff’s model (2001) the stages are described in a map (Figure 2:3) with 
typical events that occurs between the company and its customer when doing business. The 
model also illustrates what processes the company should perform at a certain stage of the 
cycle. The cycle shape of the map implies that the customer will return and repeat the steps 
over again. (Imhoff, 2001) 
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Figure 2:3 The customer life cycle 

SOURCE Adapted from Imhoff, 2001, p.64 

 
The stages of events come in the order:  
Identify needs, the first thing a company should do is to examining the market for needs that 
products and services can fill. 
Awareness, this step, increased awareness, has to be developed about the company and the 
identified need that can be filled by it. 
Learn, the learning step means that the company should get more knowledge of the own 
organisation and the products and services that may fill the needs of the market. 
Consider, at this time the products and services are well thought-out how well they satisfy the 
needs. 
Evaluate, an evaluation is made to see the suitability of satisfying the needs compared to the 
competitors.  
Customer moment, at this point the customer decide to go for the company’s, the competitors 
or none product at all to fill its need. It is after the customer moment the prospect becomes an 
actual customer. From this moment the company can influence the customer satisfaction 
which will affect future transactions. 
Acquisition, when the decision of purchasing the product, acquisition and delivery are the 
typical steps.  
Use, during this step the customer actually uses the product. 
Re-entry, when the customer decides to re-enter in the CLC, positive experiences have made 
additional business possible for the company. 
 
Along the dotted arrow encircling the event stages in Figure 2:3, are the processes that the 
company need to carry out represented. These processes should be performed in order to 
move the customer through the cycle of events. These processes are:.  
 
Intrude and engage, this process involves the efforts of getting the attention of the prospect. 
This means getting the prospect aware of the company and start off a dialog. The interaction 
should be designed in ways that make the prospect move on in the CLC. 
Acquire, although the prospect is aware of the company, its products and services it is no 
guarantee that a purchase will be made. The acquire process involves even more education of 
the company and persuasion to make the prospect more convinced to make a buying decision. 
Retain and expand, when the purchase is done the prospect becomes a customer. At this time  
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the company need to use many cross-functional business strategies to build satisfaction and 
loyalty with the customer.  
 
When a company do business it is important that the customer life cycle is well defined and 
that the processes are clearly set to its stages. (Imhoff, 2001)  
 

The sales process 
The sales process can be defined as “a logical sequence of selling stages that occurs between 

the times an opportunity is recognised. – a prospect is identified – and the time of follow-up 

activities after a sales closed” (Zikmund, 2003). The steps in the process should be well 
described to make the company able to identify, analyse, qualify, and measure opportunities 
and then determine the next step (Eades, 2004). The process is designed in a way that suits the 
company and its customers in the industry their acting in. The sales process can also be seen 
as a cycle because of repeated transactions with the same customer. Except for the initial steps 
in the process, the same procedure is done over and over again with the customers. (Zikmund, 
2003) Figure 2:4 show an example of how the sales process can look like (Jobber, 2006). 
 

 

Figure 2:4 The personal selling process 

SOURCE: Jobber, 2006, p. 247 

 
The opening, this is the first step where seller and buyer get to know each other. Here the 
salesperson states the purpose of the visit. During this part it is important for the salesperson 
to make a good impression but also to pick up signals of the customers willingness to buy.  
 
Need and problem identification, here the salesperson generally has many different products 
to offer. In this phase the problems and needs of the customer is discovered. By getting 
information of the customer company a solution that satisfy the customer can be designed. 
This is done by investigating the need of products, features and service but also what price 
range the customer is considered. 
 
Presentation and demonstration, the problems and needs are identified by the salesperson so 
the best solution can be chosen. The solution is presented with all its benefits to convince the 
customer of its advantages. The benefits are presented in two levels; the superior features of  
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the product and the things valuable to the customer. By combining these benefits, the 
salesperson gets flexibility to handle the meeting situation. A purchase always include an 
element of risk, the presentation should therefore try to minimise these thoughts.  
 
Dealing with objections, with the product information presented the customer need to give 
his/hers response. Because of reasons like confusion, doubt or disagreement the salesperson 
need to carry out further explanations. The questions from the potential customer do not 
necessarily have come up because of suspicion, but can also be a sign of interest. 
 
Negotiation, in the negotiation part the terms of price, credit terms, delivery times, trade-in 
values and other aspects of the trade transaction are discussed. To get to an agreement both 
parts have to do and give concessions. The negotiations include many techniques for getting 
both parts satisfied with a prospect deal.  
 
Closing the sale, this phase is important in order to get the sale done. The customer may want 
to get some time for deciding, but this also opens for the possibility that he/she will buy from 
a competitor. Therefore the closure of a deal is essential when keeping the customer with the 
company. 
 
Follow-up, in the follow-up phase it is important to ensure that the customer is satisfied with 
everything concerning the product, delivery, installation, usage and service. This is also 
important to keep the customer feeling that the selling company care, which an important 
matter for getting future sales is.  
 
The seven phases in the process do not have to occur in every sale situation. Usually they 
overlap and are performed by multiple people in the selling company (Jobber, 2006). 
 

Segmentation 
In order to divide the customers in the market into different groups with the same criteria, 
segmentation is used. The aim of grouping customers together is to be able to target-market 
specific products or services to them (Dyché, 2001). The three major benefits of segmenting 
are by Jobber (2006) said to be:  

• Clearer identification of market opportunities and the analysis of gaps in the market 

• Ability to tune the design of product and market appeals to the needs of the market 

• A focus on those segments with greatest potential. 
 
There is numerous ways (Table 2:2) of categorising customers; the selection can be done on 
one or with a combination of many bases. Depending on what type of customer the company 
aim for these criteria differs. In companies offering consumer products (B2C) the number of 
consumers usually is large while companies with industrial customers (B2B) have less. 
(Jobber, 2006) 
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Table 2:2 Basis for segmentation 

 

Consumer products/markets 

 

Industrial products/markets 

• Age 

• Sex 

• Income 

• Social class 

• Geographical location 

• Type of residence 

• Personality 

• Benefits sought 

• Usage rate 

• End-use market/ 
      Type of industry/ 
      Product application 

• Benefits sought 

• Company size 

• Geographical location 

• Usage rate 

SOURCE: Jobber, 2006, p.18 

 
Another way of segmenting B2B factors can be in the five categories (Peelen, 2005): 

• Demographic factors, including industrial classification, company size and location. 

• Operating variables, such as technology, user status, customer capabilities, which 
indicate the customers need of support. 

• Purchasing approaches, which describe how purchasing is organised, the dominant 
position with the company, the nature of the relationships and the purchasing criteria 
and conditions.  

• Situational factors, involve importance, the specific application and the order size. 

• Personal characteristic, concerns the values and norms of the employees working for 
the prospect or customer, what is their risk attitude and general loyalty. 

 

Market initiatives 
CRM makes the company able to get more out of their base of customers. Market initiatives 
such as cross-selling and up-selling are fundamental outcomes of an effective CRM system 
(Peppers & Rogers, 2004). When conducting these initiatives it is a need for understanding 
the customer well, otherwise the effort of getting higher profitability can have the opposite 
effect (Dyché, 2001). 
 
Share of wallet 

The idea of the concept share of wallet (or share of customer) is to get more sales from every 
customer. This means pleasing the customer in a way where he or she will purchase other 
products as well. By getting more selling done to the same customer revenue is increased 
because an existing customer cost less than getting a new one. This increases the profitability 
and makes the value of the customer higher for the company. (Dyché, 2001) 
 
Cross-selling  

Cross-selling is similar to the concept of share of wallet with the difference that the will try to 
sell complementary products to a sold product (Dyché, 2001). One aspect of cross-selling is to 
offer a combination of products bundled together at a lower price than the individual prices 
(Zikmund, 2003). 
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Up-selling 

Up-selling means that the company markets a higher value product to a new or existing 
customer (Zikmund, 2003). By motivating the customer to trade to a more profitable product 
or service the company will get higher revenue (Dyché, 2001). 

 

Sales force Automation 
Sales force automation (SFA) is the application of digital and wireless technologies used in 
personal selling (Zikmund, 2003). The goal of the SFA technology is to give the salespeople 
more time to work with the customers instead of doing administrative tasks (Chen & 
Popovich, 2003). The technology innovations have made it possible to exchange information 
directly through a range of channels. Sales force automation includes the use of laptop, 
palmtop computers, mobile telephones, fax, e-mail and more advanced software. The access 
to information everywhere improves the customer service. This also aids when finding 
opportunities for new sales. From the managerial aspect the digitalised SFA is a good way for 
monitor and measure the performance of sales. (Jobber, 2006) Underneath follows a 
description of tasks that are performed on the base of sales force automation: 
 
Lead management 

In lead management sales receive potential customers from marketing and other departments 
(Jobber, 2006). Information also comes from referrals, advertising inquiries and by looking at 
companies that visited the company Web sites. These prospects or “leads” are customers that 
may be interested in the organisation or its products. The prospect must have a need for the 
product in a sufficient quantity but also be able to pay for it to become classified as a qualified 
lead. By using lead management software the leads are analysed and identified. This can be 
designed so that the qualified leads are directed to the right sales personnel automatically, 
with a suggestion of contact approach. (Zikmund, 2003) 
 
Opportunity management 

Opportunity management is just like lead management, handle potential customers, but in a 
more comprehensive way. With opportunity management a complete view can be organised 
of the sales opportunity through the sales process (Jobber, 2006). All interaction with the 
prospect is saved, such as e-mails, faxes and sent brochures. Information of previous dealings 
with competitors is also collected. This is done to gain an advantage when developing 
strategies to take over customers. When a sufficient amount of information has been put in the 
system, it can be analysed by forecast software. The results of the analysis give predictions of 
what will be sold. These forecasts are important for the organisation’s management when 
planning business. (Zikmund, 2003) 
 
Proposal management  

Proposal management facilitates the sales force with the ability to produce on-the-spot 
customised product configurations and proposals. These configuration software tools are 
especially useful when handling opportunities of complex products and services. (Jobber, 
2006) The product and/or service solution is easily generated by the software which is 
connected with the SFA system. Here data of product catalogues, price lists, discount 
schedules and other necessary information are used to tailor the best solution. (Zikmund, 
2003) After the proposal is done a price quote is automatically generated and inventory is 
checked for stock. Some configuration software can then create contracts for the deal directly. 
These features save the sales person a lot of work. (Dyché, 2001) 
 
Territory management 
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A company’s customers can be spread over a large geographical area. With many offices and 
different sales teams this can be a problem for the sales personnel and management. (Jobber, 
2006) If a customer’s geographical area distributes with sales opportunities at many places, it 
can be hard to decide which sales team or office that is responsible for a sale. The problem of 
allocating the sales results to the responsible may therefore give incorrect figures (Greenberg, 
2004). With territorial management tools the sales managers are enabled to assign and to 
monitor sales initiative in different geographical areas and by different sales teams (Dyché, 
2001). 
 
Campaign management 

With campaign management software, permission-based promotional communication is 
carried out with the purpose of getting new customers and to earn loyalty of existing ones 
(Peppers & Rogers, 2004). The campaign applications can provide the possibility to create 
sales campaigns and track the outcomes of it. The campaign is usually delivered by mail or 
telemarketing calls to a group of customers which have been identified as interesting in the 
data warehouse and in data marts. The follow-up on the results can be done automatic or 
manually to track and analyse the value of the campaigns. (Imhoff, 2001) The knowledge of 
former campaigns is then used when creating new ones. This explains why the campaign 
management process can be seen as closed-loop process (Figure 2:5) (Dyché, 2001) 
 

 

Figure 2:5 Closed-loop campaign management 

SOURCE: Adapted from Dyché, 2001, p. 29 

2.2.4 Back office and technology 

Organisational path of data management 
Companies have different types of database organisations depending on how their structures 
are constructed. To get to the desired shape of the database there are obstacles that the 
company needs to overcome. By getting through these “crisis”, a data management with a 
high degree of professionalism can be obtained. This path (Figure 2:6) which is described in 
five stages can be seen as a way that companies have to go when improving their data 
management. (Peelen, 2005) 
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Figure 2:6 Growth stages in database management 

SOURCE: Peelen, 2005, p.101 

 
Stage 1: The pioneering phase 

At first someone in the market department find that there is a need for organising data. This 
need may come up when for example creating a marketing campaign. This becomes the start 
of the data management, where data of a customer is gathered and put in a file containing 
address data.  
 
Stage 2: The specialisation phase  

The next step is to justify the data management by doing further investments. This implies the 
gathering of more data and setting up a staff specified on managing the files the data is stored 
in. These people have the ability to prepare analysis of the data, but less knowledge of what 
types of analysis that can be performed. The first crisis will arise when trying to create 
customer profiles and to see what outcomes that can be achieved with the analytics. 
 
Stage 3: The multifunctional teams  

At this stage the failure to produce results is discussed and reviewed which leads to a 
modification in the database management. Instead of having only one department of database 
specialists, the teamwork expands to include marketers and the front-office staff who are in 
direct contact with the customers. This creates a need for the different groups of involved 
personnel to learn from each others tasks in order to see the possibilities in collecting, register 
and analyse the data. It is also important that the customer contact employees see the benefits 
with filling the contact records properly and correctly. At this time the multifunctional team 
goes from being a cost centre to a profit centre evaluated upon the result they achieve in the 
market. 
 
Stage 4: System integration 

To serve prospects and customers better companies expand their contact possibilities with 
multiple communication channels. Before the channel expansion, all customer information 
was handled internally. This made it possible for the database managers to extract hard-to-get 
information with own undefined methods. It was also easy to correct mistakes without the 
customer became aware of it. In the multi-channel environment many parties, including the 
customers, will need to get access to information through different channels. This requires 
that the company needs to keep the information updated “real-time”. This means that the 
systems need to be integrated so that all necessary information is reachable. A well designed 
system should also automatically customise the information depending on the users’ 
requirements. 
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Stage 5: One-to-one communication? 

In the ultimate multi-channel environment the back-offices processes are connected with the 
customer data. By doing this the company can work towards the ideal one-to-one 
communication. In this goal environment communication with the customers can be made 
independently of the time or place. The system will then need to be able to handle complex 
information flows and support and initiate many different types of incoming and outgoing 
contacts. (Ibid) 
 

Degree of system integration 
CRM is from a systems perspective used to pass information between different functions, 
within the company. Depending on how the organisation is built the integration of systems 
differ (Figure 2:7). In an organisation with low maturity, the different functions use their own 
systems, which will result in lacking interaction with the other systems. The functions have 
their own customer databases which mean that the information that is passed on downstream 
in the process will have to be conformed. In a high-maturity organisation one system is 
integrated through the entire set of functions meaning that no interface is needed to 
understand the other systems. To obtain a system where all information is shared is practically 
impossible, but it is still the image to strive for when using CRM. 
Most companies are located somewhere between the two ends of the maturity range with 
some systems integrated with each other. With better flow between the functions the 
organisation gets more cost-effective with fewer manual handovers and duplication of data. 
With a data warehouse and possibly data marts combined with the transactional systems the 
decision making get supported. (Gentle, 2002) 
 
 

 

Figure 2:7 Maturity of systems 

SOURCE: Gentle, 2002, p. 45 
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Storing data 
Customer knowledge relies in high-quality customer data (Peelen, 2005). It is essential that it 
is stored in order to understand our customers better. 
 
Data warehouse 

The data warehouse is an extension of the database and is by Zikmund (2003) described as the 
heart of CRM. A data warehouse is a large reservoir of information received from both 
internal and external sources, with the purpose of assisting in decision making. The data is 
mainly received from the company’s transactional processing systems such as; customer sales 
ordering processing, material requirement planning and payroll. The stored data should be 
like a mirror to the organisation and describe all its activities. (Zikmund, 2003) 
 
Data marts 

Data marts contain one part of customised and/or summarised data that originates from the 
data warehouse (Imhoff, 2001). While data warehouses support the entire firm the data marts 
are tailored to meet specialised needs of a particular group of users such as marketing, sales or 
human resource (Zikmund, 2003). With data marts the business units get more support for 
their specific analytical requirements, which give them more flexibility, control and 
responsibility of the activities (Imhoff, 2001). The application of CRM usually require a data 
warehouse and several data marts (Peelen, 2005) 
 
Objectives when storing data 

All the data that is stored in data warehouses and data marts are supposed to accomplish the 
main task of assist in decision making. To be able to make correct decisions there are some 
objectives that need to be fulfilled when storing data. These five objectives are (Zikmund, 
2003): 

• The data must be up to date. The data should therefore be copied from the operational 
databases on regular basis (i.e. daily or weekly) to keep it current. 

• The warehouse data must be accurate. The information in the data warehouse is just 
stored and not changed like in the databases. This is achieved by complete screening 
and cleaning of the data upon entry. 

• The data must be secure. The information in the data warehouse is valuable to the 
company and must only be accessed by authorised users. 

• The data should be easily available. All types of users should preferably be able to use 
the data warehouse without special training. 

 

Collecting data 
The contents of the data warehouse can consist of nearly any type of customer data as long as 
it has a value in understanding and guiding the company’s operations. The data collection 
comes from various sources both inside and outside the company. (Zikmund, 2003) 
 
Internal data collection 

Data collected internally comes mainly from the computer-based systems (Figure 2:8). In 
order to handle a company’s transactions with its interested parties, like customers, suppliers, 
employees, etc there are multiple systems used. When gathering marketing data, most of it 
comes from the order processing systems. These systems are connected together through 
flows of data. Every activity performed from the time a customer makes an order until the 
purchase is done withholds valuable data. This data is saved in different types of system files 
depending on which system or activity handling it. By examining and comparing the systems 
information from the files for example these things can be analysed (Zikmund, 2003): 
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• The customers that are ordering 

• The products customers are ordering 

• The percent of the customers that are bad credit risks 

• The percent of the customers orders that are actually ordered 

• The paying habits of the customers 
 

 

Figure 2:8 Gathering data from order processing systems. 

Source: Zikmund, 2003, p. 45 
 
External data collection 

Except for the data that comes directly from the customers there is also data from other 
sources that can be valuable for the company. This data can be provided by government, 
suppliers and competitors. From governmental elements of different levels public data about 
the customers is found. This can consist of records of licence registrations, voter registrations 
and real estate purchases. The suppliers do usually provide information concerning supply 
chain, with raw material, resale goods and machines. Another source of data which helps the 
marketer to understand customer needs are firms that keep compilers of telephone directories, 
credit bureaus or diverse syndicated data. With today’s technology the data can be connected 
directly into the data warehouse. The third external source is the competitors; naturally it is 
hard to get data directly from competing firms. Useful data can although be gained by 
studying their activities, products and services which are open to the general public. This can 
be product announcements, ads and information provided in the competitor’s stores. (Ibid)  

 

Data analysis 
When analysing data there are two types of analytics made, descriptive and predictive. In 
descriptive analytics information is used to look and evaluate actions done in a historical 
view. This can be a customer’s behaviour, the organisations performance or a customer 
segment’s habits. Predictive analytics looks more into the future by creating forecasts, 
predictions and possible scenarios. By finding and examine data from segments or individual 
customers past performance their possible behaviour is predicted. This information is 
analysed to find out the company’s possible benefits and outcomes. (Greenberg, 2004) 
 
Data Mining 

When a user extracts previously unknown information from the data warehouse it is called 
data mining. To manage the large amount of data there are two techniques of data mining, 
which are called verification mode and knowledge discovery. In verification mode a  
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hypothesis is set up by the user to test and confirm the information gained from the data 
warehouse. This can for example be forms or patterns of customer habits and behaviours. In 
knowledge discovery it is not the user but instead an analytical system that finds the patterns. 
The system has the capability to extract a great deal of data and will determine the path of the 
analysis. The benefit of doing this is that new information that the user did not know existed 
in data warehouse is gained. (Zikmund, 2003) To be able to perform this type of data mining, 
the systems need to have artificial intelligence and discover non-obvious patterns by adapting 
and learning (Peelen, 2005).  
 
OLAP  

Online analytical processing (OLAP) is an approach which analyse the data in the warehouse 
in a multidimensional way. OLAP works online with the system, where the user enters 
instructions to a client workstation and receives responses to put in questions. (Zikmund, 
2003) OLAP can be used by different business units needing specific analysis capabilities. 
For this there is OLAP data marts which contain customised data designed for the special 
needs (Imhoff, 2001). 
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2.3 Measurements of CRM 

To manage and make sure that CRM works well in the company, it needs to be measured. 
When measuring there is plenty points that can be examined to see the effectiveness of the 
strategy. These can both internal measuring points as well as external, such as customer 
evaluations. 

2.3.1 CRM Metrics 

When evaluating CRM many different metrics can be investigated. These metrics can be 
divided into three classes. The classes are customer-specific metrics, diagnostic metrics and 
performance metrics (Figure 2:9). (Greenberg, 2004) 

 

Figure 2:9 The relationship between customer, diagnostic and outcome metrics. 

SOURCE: Greenberg, 2004, p. 556 

 
Apart from the three classes there is also a part known as “hard” customer data which sums up 
important information of the customer. This can for example be the length of relationship, 
industry designation and the number of employees. These are more tangible compared to 
many of the “softer” customer metrics.  
 
The customer-specific metrics focuses on the customer’s needs and the reasons for desire 
business with a particular supplier. Examples of customer metrics can be: 

• Desire for a partner relationship with supplier versus a transaction-based relationship. 

• Receptivity of comprehensive supplier-made solutions versus need for keeping 
proprietary control with an in-house solution. 

• A customer potential index, meaning the customer usage of products and services 
compared to what the supplier can offer. 

 
The diagnostic metrics have a focus on the customer’s experiences when doing business with 
the supplier. Touch point metrics are included in this class while it measures the effectiveness 
of communication between customer and supplier. These can range from being behavioural to 
evaluative. An example of a behavioural metric is the number of sales channels available to 
the customer. Evaluative metrics could be the customer’s satisfaction with error solution and a 
sales channel.  
 
The performance-based which also is called outcome metrics, looks at the net outcome of the 
relationships. These metrics deal with the goal of performing successful business used for 
internal evaluation.  
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Examples of performance-based metrics can be:  

• Customer profitability 

• Customer share of wallet 

• Customer cross-sell ratios 

• Repeat purchase rates 
 
To achieve the outcome goals it is essential that the customer is understood and that the 
experience of the purchase is delivered with high quality. This means that both the customer 
metrics and the diagnostic metrics have to be used to succeed. (Ibid) 

 

2.3.2 Evaluating the customers  

Customer lifetime value 
Customer lifetime value, LTV, is a measurement of the actual value of a customer or a group 
of customers. LTV is the sum of all net percent values of one customer’s future events. These 
events or activities one customer will make will have financial impact on the company that 
can be calculated at that time. Some examples of the activities can be a purchase of a product, 
payment for a service, an exchange or an upgrade of a product, a warranty claim or a help-line 
call. These activities will result in positive contribution, such as a customer purchase, but all 
negative contribution by complaints that cost money to solve for the company is also 
considered. (Peppers & Rogers, 2004) 
 
Different customers have different lifetime together with the company, the lifetime is referred 
to the numbers of years a customer stays with the company. (Zikmund, 2003) It is more 
difficult to set the lifetime of a business-to-business relationship than it is when it comes to 
business-to-customer relationship. This is because a company customer is not as easy to 
predict. (Peppers & Rogers, 2004) 
 
All customers are not always profitable and will therefore have a low lifetime value. These 
customers can be those who are price sensitive and often choose the less expensive products, 
are not desirable for the company. Customers who pays late are not wanted either. A company 
needs to consider whether the customer is worth the effort or if the lifetime value is to low. 
(Zikmund, 2003) The lifetime value can calculated differently, here follows two ways to 
perform it. 
 
Calculating LTV according to Peppers and Rogers 

To get the value of a customer’s lifetime, all the positive contributions such as purchases of 
products or services add together. Then all the expenses connected with the customer are 
subtracted, which includes all costs of maintaining the relationship. Examples of these 
expenses are the communication between the selling company and the customer, face-to-face 
meetings, phone, Web and email. When these costs exceed the positive contribution the LTV 
of the customer is below zero, and has no high value to the company. 
 
It is difficult to predict the future behaviour and value of a customer, but the most reliable 
way is to analyse the customer’s past behaviour. A customer who has been buying the same 
product each month the last year will probably keep on doing that in the future as well. There 
are several ways of how to predict the future behaviour of a customer; some companies utilise 
databases of their customers when using modelling and analysis.  
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This model, LTV, have the greatness of helping the company to decide if it is worth keeping 
an existing customer, but also how much they can spend on a new one. Another aspect is that 
the LTV model makes it easier to target the high-valued customer and may therefore justify 
market investments. It is not possible to quantify all variables of contribution, negative or 
positive. Such as the contribution a customer may give when developing and designing new 
products. It is according to Peppers and Rogers important to consider, quantify and weight the 
following data when estimating a customer’s lifetime value: 
 

• Repeat customer purchases 

• Greater profit and/or lower cost (per sale) from repeat customers than from initial 
customers (converting prospects) 

• Indirect benefits from customers, such as referrals 

• Customer’s stated willingness to do business in the future rather than switch suppliers 

• Customer records 

• Transaction records (summary and detail) 

• Products and product cost 

• Cost to serve/support 

• Marketing and transaction costs (including acquisition costs) 

• Response rates to marketing/advertising efforts 
 
Calculating LTV according to Zikmund 

The customer lifetime value is calculated by commencing to estimate the sales revenues, and 
then reduce this by the total cost that are related to obtaining and maintaining a relationship 
through the specific customer’s lifetime. The lifetime revenue of a customer is referred to as 
the average value of a customer’s transaction multiplied by the amount of transactions the 
customer is estimated to do during the lifetime of the relationship. It is important to include 
the benefits that come from customer referrals, suggestions for product improvements or new 
products. The lifetime cost of the relationship includes the direct costs of the products or 
services and indirect costs or overhead costs.  
 
According to Zikmund (2003), there are four factors which are needed when calculating the 
customer lifetime value: 

1. Profit margin; which is the annual revenue of the customers minus the costs of serving 
them. 

2. Retention rate; is the percentage of the total amount of customers who are expected to 
repeat purchase. 

3. Discount rate; which is the current cost of capital. 
4. Time; is the expected lifetime of the relationship. 

 

2.3.3 Customer profitability metrics  

To be able to see the profitability of their customers, their value has to be measured. In long-
term relationships it is hard to measure the value of the customer. Although there is some 
ways which makes it possible to get a judgement of the value (Peppers & Rogers, 2004):  

• Increased cross-selling and up-selling 

By tracking transactions through the business the company can get added benefits 
from cross-selling and up-selling. If the customers are tracked individually when  
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measuring sales profitability, the unit margin can become higher of the sold products 
and services. 

• Reduced process or transactional costs 

The use of CRM makes it more convenient for the customer to interact and buy from 
the company. This can be tracked to see gains of increased revenues or lowered 
processing and interaction costs. 

• Reduced customer attrition 

When a company makes efforts in relationship building, the loyalty usually increases 
from the customers. To measure the rates of retention, metrics of customer defection 
can be used. 

• Faster cycles times for processing purchases and other transactions 

Easier ways of purchasing due to improved service performance typically increases 
the frequency of orders. To measure these changes there are two ways. One way is to 
look at the duration time; this tells how long the customer stays as a customer. The 
other way is to examine the customers purchase patterns in terms of order sizes and 
frequency. 

• Higher customer satisfaction 

To track the satisfaction a company needs to ask their customers what they think. This 
is usually done by surveys. 

 
The first three metrics are possible to measure and evaluate in terms of money while the last 
two of cycle times and satisfaction are not as easy to convert into cash benefits. (Ibid) 
 

2.3.4 Measuring customer satisfaction 

Customer satisfaction is a concept of confusion. Experts in the area imply that customer 
satisfaction is the degree to which a customer feels his or hers needs are met by the company. 
It can also be seen as a relative value of the perceived satisfaction compared to the satisfaction 
a competitor would provide. (Peppers & Rogers, 2004) 
 

Customer satisfaction metrics 
Peppers and Rogers (2004) suggest that process metrics should be used to assess customer 
satisfaction. The metrics answers to how well the company managing customer feedback and 
serving the customers on a customised level. Peppers and Rogers describe the process of 
CRM implementation in the four steps identify customers, differentiate them, interact with 
them, and customise. Depending on where in the process of relationship building the company 
is the metrics differ. To see the effectiveness the company have of each level these metrics 
can be used (Peppers & Rogers, 2004):  
 
Identification stage 

In this stage the company start to see the customers individually. To make this the possible a 
method of tagging the customers must be developed. When this is done the customer can be 
recognised when he or she comes back. The company should get to know as much customer 
details as possible. To measure customer satisfaction in a company in this stage example 
metrics could be: 

• Percent of customers within the customer base with unique customer identifier 

• Percent of customers identifiable at all major touch point channels 

• Ability to identify relocating/lapsed customers upon re-accusation (yes/no) 

• Percent of customers with captured e-mail addresses 
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Differentiation stage 

A company in the differentiation stage have strategies designed for individually satisfy its 
customer’s needs. This makes it possible to focus resources on the customers that will bring 
the most value to the company. The company will start to group the customers with similar 
needs and/or value in clusters. This is done in order to better understand them but also to 
determine a service level which is profitable for the company. Metrics for measuring the 
effectiveness and needs fulfilment can be: 

 

Needs metrics 

• Individual needs-related customer data elements defined (yes/no) 

• Needs-based “gateways” identified for major touch points 

• Golden questions used to identify different needs 

• Percent of customers assigned to needs clusters 
 

Value metrics 

• LTV model in place (yes/no) 

• Proxies used to build the LTV model 

• Ability to rank order customers by value 

• Percent of customers assigned to value ranking  

• Percent of customers with measured LTV 

• Percent of customers still measured by number of sales 
 
Interaction stage 
At the interaction stage the company improve its effectiveness of interacting with the 
customers. The dialogue should be enhanced in ways so that the interaction becomes 
continuous. This means that the conversation with a customer starts where the last one left off.  
 
This gives a good insight of the customer needs and can be measured by:  

• Percent of customers with more than half of needs data collected 

• Percent of customers providing customer service feedback within last year 

• Golden questions defined (yes/no) 

• Average cost per interaction 

• Critical customer data available in each communication channel (yes/no) 

• Last customer interaction available in each communication channel (yes/no) 

• Touch map analysis data 

• Business rules in place to guide subsequent interactions (yes/no) 

• Percent of customer inquiries with first contact resolutions 
 
Customisation stage 
A company who reach the customisation stage can adapt its behaviour towards the customers 
based on its individual needs and values. To be able to do this the company need to have 
learning relationships with the customers to satisfy their expressed needs. This may involve 
mass-customising of products and specialised services for each customer. Metrics to see the 
effectiveness of this can be: 
  

• Percent of customers purchasing customised products within the last year 

• Percent of product line that is mass-customisable 

• Cost per customer of mass customisation 

• Savings per customer of mass customisation and make-to-order 
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• Percent of customers receiving customised communication 

• Percent of customers with personalised Web pages 

• Percent of customers with add-on services 
 

Customer satisfaction surveys 
When measuring customer satisfaction from the customer perspective, many companies use 
surveys to get to know what their customers think. Satisfaction surveys have significant 
benefits since information of many elements can be assessed from many levels of the 
customer’s organisation. When making a satisfaction study there is various channels that can 
be used, such as web-based, by telephone or sent by mail. In order to design a survey first of 
all the overall satisfaction should be replied. To break down the overall satisfaction the 
acronym TERRA can assist. TERRA sum up important areas and gives a useful template 
which affect the customer’s expectations (Table 2:3). (Dwyer, 2006) 

Table 2:3 Areas of customer satisfaction 

Tangibles Physical plant; appearance of sales reps, 
service technicians, and other personnel; and 
equipment 

Empathy Identification with the customer’s needs; 
caring and individualised attention.  

Reliability Fulfilment of promises, consistency 

Responsiveness Customer assistance and redress are provided 
promptly  

Assurance Seller’s personnel and agents are 
knowledgeable; they inspire trust and 
confidence. 

 
By putting the scores from the survey together a percentage of satisfaction will be achieved. 
The score will reflect on both overall satisfaction and in the different independent variables 
that was asked for in the survey. To see how the customers appreciate the company’s efforts 
the scores will have to be compared to performance ratings from previous researches. (Dwyer, 
2006) 
 

2.3.5 Measuring quality of the call centre 

First and foremost the quality of the call centre is depending on the quality of the people 
working within the call centre. These employees have the possibility to make the difference 
for the customer. The quality of the contact is also as important, this quality is depending on 
the availability by telephone the company is towards their customers. In addition to this is the 
actual quality of the contact, which can be measured and considered through these questions 
(Peelen, 2005): 

• Are the wishes of the customers being correctly interpreted? 

• Are the details being correctly noted? 

• Are the customers not being irritated? 

• Are the customers spared from having to call back? 

• Is valuable feedback being noticed? 

• Has the transactions been completed or are there still complaints? 
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If the quality of the service is not good enough there will be consequences for productivity 
within the call centre. It is not easy for the employees to handle with customer irritation, and 
lose of time, energy and the motivation to work. This results in high turnover. 
 
The call centre should have such high level of service as the company’s strategy, with higher 
customer contact and intimacy the level of service should be as high. Even if the service level 
should be high, it is service that will support that when fulfilling customers’ needs it is 
profitable and satisfying for both parties. Service costs and therefore it is always important to 
weight costs and returns against each other to find the optimal level of service.  
 
According to Peelen (2005) the availability and the quality of the call centre can be measured 
through the following key performance indicators: 
 

• Average value of a call, which is calculated as the total turnover divided by the numbers 
of calls. 

• Customer satisfaction 

• Availability 

• The percentage of abandon calls, which is the number of customer who have hung up or 
them who gets the busy signal. 

• Cost per call, which is referred to as the total cost for the call centre during a period of 
time divided by the total number of calls, “the development of insight into the factors 
which influence the level of costs” 

• Work and errors that need to be redone. When using a database this can be seen in how 
often customers need to call back, how many if their problems that remains unsolved, 
but also how many errors that are made when entering data. 

• Forecast call load versus the actual situation 

• Schedules employees versus practice 

• Schedule discipline 

• Average handling time (AHT), which refers to the time an average conversation take and 
the average completion time. 

 

2.3.6 Measuring quality of customer data 

To measure quality a standard with defined requirements. The metrics will examine how well 
the requirements fulfil the standard. If the company meet or exceed their standard, then they 
have good quality otherwise not. To set requirements in customer data five types of measures 
can be examined (Table 2:4) (Imhoff, 2001): 
 

Table 2:4: Quality measures 

Quality component Potential measures 

Completeness Percent of data available 

Accuracy Percent of records with errors 

Timeliness Percent of time data is available at prescribed 
time 

Delivery Percent of users satisfied with delivery 
method 

Cost Actual versus budget 
SOURCE: Imhoff, 2001, p. 245   
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3 Conceptual Framework 

This chapter will describe how the theories in the literature review in Chapter 2 will be used 

when performing the research. To create the conceptual framework relevant theories are 

considered and brought together in the way that the research questions will be answered.  

3.1 Conceptualisation 

To be able to conduct a research a guide of the content that will be looked at is needed. Miles 
and Huberman (1994) explain this as “A conceptual framework explains, either graphically or 
in narrative form, the main things to be studied”. Underneath will be explained how and why 
the theories are used. 

3.1.1 How can the objectives of CRM be described 

In research question one are the objectives that will be researched presented. To make the 
frame of reference more structured they are categorised into three groups. These are 
customer-related, relationship-related and outcome-related objectives. This categorisation is 
based on different CRM metrics that are used by companies when measuring CRM 
effectiveness (Greenberg, 2004) and is used to break down the large number of measures.  
 

Customer-related objectives 
In the group of customer-related objectives are the objectives concerning the customers 
experience and feelings of the relationship are included. This covers customer loyalty and 
retention but also objectives concerning the overall satisfaction that the customer experiences. 
These objectives are described by almost every author but the definitions chosen are: 

• Strengthen customer loyalty (Osarenkhoe, 2007) 

• Retention (Osarenkhoe, 2007) 

• Customer satisfaction (Culbert, Greenberg, 2004) 
 

These three objectives have similar meaning or at least they complement each other. Since 
they are associated, they can be determined in equal ways. If a customer is loyal then business 
will continue with the company which will as a result increase the customer retention. The 
same occurs with satisfaction where a happy customer is the same as a customer who is most 
likely to do business with the company again. Customer loyalty can in many cases be seen as 
the result of customer satisfaction. (Peelen, 2005) To get further into understanding the 
concepts Dwyer’s (2006) satisfaction acronym TERRA is used. By applying the aspects of 
tangibles, empathy, reliability, responsiveness and assurance an easier way of thinking about 
the concepts is obtained. This is the way satisfaction, retention and loyalty will be described. 
 

Relationship-related objectives  
This objective group covers the goals that concern the company’s efforts. This can be specific 
goals which are connected with the customer-related objectives, but focuses on what the 
company do to make the relationship better. To cover these matters the following objectives 
are chosen: 

• Superior service (Nguyen, 2007) 

• Higher internal efficiency (Osarenkhoe, 2007) 

• Increased customisation capability (Osarenkhoe, 2007) 

• Higher level of communication (Osarenkhoe, 2007) 
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These objectives describe what the company do and will therefore affect how the customer-
related and the outcome-related objectives will turn out. Superior service describes the ways 
the company serves the customers according to their needs. The efficiency and productivity 
objectives are both concerning the internal dealings of the company. The efficiency object is 
important because it covers the human aspect of the CRM-using employees. Higher 
productivity is also an objective appropriate to research because it is focusing on the 
company’s ability to create the right product in a good way. The communication objective 
concerns everyone in contact with the company including customers and suppliers but also the 
own workforce. Together these four objectives are essential when investigating a company’s 
CRM. 
 

Outcome-related objectives 
The outcome-related objectives cover the goals that concern the gains for the company when 
using CRM. These are mostly monetary in some way but do also contain other aspects which 
will improve the company’s result. The objectives relevant for this study will be: 

• Increased profit and revenue (Greenberg, 2004) 

• Reduced costs of sales (Greenberg, 2004) 

• Improved forecast capability (Greenberg, 2004) 
 
Increased profit and revenue appears from selling different products and services to different 
customers. In order to sell something profitably all parts of the company will influence the 
gains.  
Reducing costs of sales is highly important objective to consider when implementing a CRM 
strategy. This is made looking at the areas where CRM can lower cost in comparison with the 
increases that CRM brings to sales.  
The forecast objective is included in this study because it covers the aspect of future outcomes 
generated from the CRM capabilities.   
 
In the description of CRM’s objectives many of the authors state similar goals. In this 
research the most recent objectives have been chosen. While the knowledge in the area 
constantly grows, the newest will probably be most up-to-date since they are based on all 
previous research.  

3.1.2 How can the use of a CRM strategy be described 

To describe how a CRM strategy should be conducted the explanation of CRM components 
made by Chen (2003) in picture (Figure 3:1) is used to divide the areas of theory. The first 
two groups concern customer touch points and front-office functions. These include theories 
that have contact with or directly concern the customer. In the back office function are instead 
all the theories connected with the company’s internal dealings selected. In the fourth group is 
the technology and warehouse included which are used to perform both the front and back 
office functions. In the picture there are arrows which describe how the components are 
linked to each other.  
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Figure 3:1 Overview of Research question 2 

 

1. Customer touch points 
The theories that are utilised when looking at customer touch points will be communication 
channels which describe the different types of customer interaction. The interactions in this 
study will be represented by the following touch points: 
 

 

• Walk-in (Imhoff, 2001) 

• Field (Imhoff, 2001) 

• Personal meetings (Jobber, 2006) 

• Call-centre (Peelen, 2005) 

• Internet (Imhoff, 2001, Dyché, 2001) 

• Direct mail (Peelen, 2005) 

• KIOSK (Peelen, 2005) 
 

 
These are all relevant to study in order to receive facts of how the communication with the 
customers is managed. By investigating the customer touch points, necessary information of 
why certain channels are used and the reasons behind this. The way a customer gets better 
service from the touch points and the value the touch points gives the company. This is what 
will be researched about the touch points as a part of the CRM strategy.  

 

2. Front office 
The front office function contains of all the processes, functions and activities used in the day-
to-day business. To research the front office as a part of the CRM strategy the following 
collection of theories will be used.  
  

1. Customer 

touch points 

2. Front 

office  

3. Back 

office 

4. CRM technology 

and data warehouse 
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• The sales process (Jobber, 2006) 

• The customer lifecycle (Imhoff, 2001)  

• The IDIC model (Peppers & Rogers, 2004) 
o Identification 

• Segmentation (Peelen, 2005) 

• Sales force automation 
o Lead management 
o Opportunity management 
o Proposal management 
o Territory management 
o Campaign management 

 

 
The sales process will be looked at to see if sales are structured to give the customers value 
and therefore give importance to the CRM strategy. The customer lifecycle are describing the 
processes of actions which are used in the front-office when conducting business. The aim for 
this to be in the research is to see if the processes are linked together. Both of these are 
important to examine when finding the value of CRM in a company. Also the IDIC model 
gives good insights when looking at how the front-office is built. From this theory it will be 
the section of the implementation concerning identification that will be of most value. This is 
used to see how the customers are found. By combining these theories, a good base for 
understanding how marketing and selling is conducted, but also to get knowledge of how the 
relationships are handled in the company.  
 
To get a better view of how the different relationships are treated the segmentation of the 
company’s relationships is investigated. The theory in segmentation and the analytical 
contents in the IDIC model bring significant substance when researching the basics of how 
the back-office should work. In the segmentation will the factors described by Jobber (2006) 
not be used in favour of the factors found by Peelen (2005). This is because this research is 
focused on business-to-business relationships and the factors by Peelen (2005) are more 
comprehensive. 
 
In order to see to what extent CRM features are used in the front-office is also the Sales Force 
Automation included. All the contents in sales force automation will have relevance when 
looking into specific operations of processes with CRM tools endorsement. The theory 
covering marketing initiatives is not included to the front-office; although it is strongly 
connected with the operations performed here. This is instead included in the effectiveness 
measurement research question.  

 

3. Back office 
The back office functions include the company’s activities which is not visible to the 
customer. The theory proper theories to describe these activities from a CRM perspective the 
following theories will be used: 

  

• Collecting data (Zikmund, 2003) 

• Data analysis (Zikmund, 2003) 
o Data mining 
o OLAP 
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The first theory is of importance when getting to know how the data is collected is collected 
for the back office activities. The second theory of data analysis and to analytical business in a 
company’s back office is conducted. Many evaluation and measuring aspects could fit in this 
part of the conceptual framework but are chose to be brought up in RQ3 instead. 
 

4. Technology 
The technological section of CRM is described by using the following theories: 

 

• Organisational path of data management (Peelen, 2005) 

• Integration of systems (Gentle, 2002)  

• Storing data (Zikmund, 2003) 
o Data warehouse 
o Data marts 
 

 
These theories cover the importance of having systems linked together in order to get more 
efficient. From the organisational path of data management it will be researched how far the 
company’s data management is evolved. From the integration of systems will be investigated 
if the systems of the different functions are connected. This is highly essential to study, 
because it is the foundation when fulfilling companies CRM objectives. The system 
integration theory will also be a base to research the gains for the user of the integrated 
systems. 
 
The way that that the company stores its data is necessary to research because it influences 
many of the company’s areas. The design of the data warehouse and data marts are therefore 
of big importance. 

3.1.3 How is the effectiveness of CRM measured 

In research question 1 are a number of possible objectives illustrated that can be used when 
implementing and sustaining CRM as a strategy. To control how well these objectives are 
reached measurements need to be formulated. In the chapter of theory, a number of ways to 
evaluate CRM by measurement and metrics described. To investigate how they are used they 
are here divided into the groups of customer-specific, relationship-specific and outcome-
specific measures. The measurements that are covered are stated for each specific objective 
within these groups. 
 

Customer-related objectives 
These objectives are connected with the customer’s view of how the company handles the 
relationship and is to a large extent therefore based on feelings. Objectives such as loyalty and 
satisfaction therefore need to be measured in a descriptive manner. Theories of CRM metrics 
(Greenberg, 2004), Customer satisfaction metrics (Peppers & Rogers, 2004), customer 
satisfaction surveys (Dwyer, 2006) and LTV (Zikmund, 2003) includes possible 
measurements for the customer-related objectives. To conduct this research the following 
metrics will be used: (Table 3:1) 
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Table 3:1 Customer-related measures 

Objective / Measurement Metric 

Strengthen customer loyalty 

• Willingness to do business with the company 
 
 
Customer satisfaction 

• Satisfaction variables  
- Tangibles  
 
- Empathy  
- Reliability  
- Responsiveness 
- Assurance 
 

Retention 

• Expected lifetime of relationship 

• Retention rate 

 
Descriptive with surveys 
Customer potential index 
Receptivity to the company’s 
solutions 
 
 
Descriptive concerning: 
-Appearance of plant, personnel 
and equipment 
-Identification with needs  
-Fulfilment of promises, 
consistency 
-Assistance and redress provided 
promptly  
-Personnel knowledgeable; they 
inspire trust and confidence. 
 
Years/months 
Percent of expected customers 
returning/leaving 

 

Relationship-related objectives 
To measure the relationship-related objectives there are metrics found in the evaluative 
theories. By merging the metrics originated in LTV (Peppers & Rogers, 2004), IDIC model 
(Peppers & Rogers, 2004) and call centre quality (Peelen, 2005), a good base suited for 
evaluating the relationship-related objectives is made (Table 3:2).  

Table 3:2 Relationship-related measures 

Objective / Measurement Metric 

Superior service  

• Satisfaction with error solution 

• Cycle and purchase process length 

• Customers with personalised web-
pages 

• Customers with add-on services 

• Use of customer records 
 
Higher internal efficiency  

• Education of employees 
 

Increased customisation capability 

• Work and errors that need to be 
redone 

Higher level of communication  

• Sales channels 

• Availability 

 

• Descriptive (surveys) 

• Time  

• Percent of customers 
 

• Percent of customers 

• Percent of customers, extent of 
records 

 

• Hours, types 
 
 

• Number of errors 
 
 

• Number available  

• Descriptive 
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• Satisfaction with sales channel 
 

• Customised communication 

• Percent of expected customers 
returning  

• Percent of customers 

Outcome-related objectives 
The outcome-related objectives can be evaluated by the measures found in CRM metrics 
(Greenberg, 2004), evaluating the customers by LTV (Peppers & Rogers, 2004; Zikmund, 
2003) and Customer profitability metrics (Peppers & Rogers, 2004). There are also metrics 
suitable for measure outcome-related in the Customer satisfaction metrics (Peppers & Rogers, 
2004). The measures and metrics used to evaluate are described in Table 3:3. 

Table 3:3 Outcome-related objectives 

Objective / Measurement Metric 

Increased profit and revenue  

• Value differentiation 
 

• Calculated LTV of customers 

• Profit margin 
 

• Discount rate 

• Increased cross-selling and up-selling 
 

 

Reduced costs of sales  

• Reduced process or transactional 
costs 

 

Improved forecast capability 

• Prediction accuracy 

 

• Ability to rank order customers by 
value 

• Percent of customers 

• Annual revenue of the customers 
minus the costs of serving them 

• The current cost of capital. 

• Unit-margin of product or service 
sold 

 
 

• Costs of interaction 
 
 
 

• Forecasts versus actual situation 
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3.1.4 Emerged frame of reference 

In the emerged frame of reference (Figure 3:2) are the theories which will be used to answer 
each research question described.  
 

 

Figure 3:2 Emerged frame of reference 

RQ1 Objectives RQ2 Strategy RQ3 Measurement 

Customer-related 
- Loyalty  
- Retention 
- Satisfaction 

Relationship-related 
- Superior service 
- Higher internal 
efficiency 
- Higher 
customization 
capability 
- Higher level of 
communication  

Outcome-related 
- Reduced costs of 
sales  
- Revenue and 
profitability 
- Improved forecast 
capability 
 

Customer touch 
points 
 

Front office 
-Sales process 
- Customer life cycle 
-Identification 
Segmentation 
-Sales Force 
Automation 
 

Back office 
-Collecting data 
-Analysing data 

Technology 
-Data management 
-System integration 
-Storing data 

Customer-related 
- Loyalty  
- Retention 
- Satisfaction 

Relationship-related 
- Superior service 
- Higher internal 
efficiency 
- Higher 
customization 
capability 
- Higher level of 
communication  

Outcome-related 
- Reduced costs of 
sales  
- Revenue and 
profitability 
- Improved forecast 
capability 
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4 Research Methodology 

The previous chapter shows the conceptualisation done of the theory in the emerged frame of 

reference. This third chapter will clarify the methodology that has been applied in this study. 

All methodological choices done during this research will be motivated and justified for each 

section. The decisions are based on the purpose and research question posed in the beginning 

of the research. 

 
This chapter is about justifying our selections of how we have conducted this research. In 
Figure 4:1 is each step that this chapter will discuss found in an overview.  

 

Figure 4:1 Overview of methodology 

SOURCE: Adapted from Foster, 1998, p.81 

4.1 Research purpose 

The use of methodology will help when doing research, it is an implement in how to solve a 
problem and reach new knowledge. (Holme, 1997) Each research has its own purpose, and it 
is possible to classify a research upon this purpose. (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 2001) 
According to Saunders (2000), a research can either be exploratory, descriptive, explanatory 
or a combination of these. An exploratory research is about find new insight, ask questions 
and show a phenomenon in a new view. It is a good approach when it is the understanding of 
a problem explained from the researcher’s perspective, because it is a flexible way to conduct 
research which can adapt to changes. (Saunders, 2000) 
 
A descriptive research has its purpose to describe a profile of persons, events or situations 
which is done by detailed explanation. This makes it important for the researcher to have a 
clear picture of what to be described before the data is collected. A descriptive research can be 
an extension or a pre research to an exploratory research. (Saunders, 2000) The third, 
explanatory research is about analysing causes and connections. (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-
Paul, 2001) It is about finding and explaining the relationships between different variables 
within the researched area. (Saunders, 2000) The researcher needs to clarify from what 
perspective the explanation will be done as well as for what the research will be done for. 
(Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 2001) 
 
This research is exploratory, descriptive as well as explanatory. This is because at first the 
research area is explored by asking research questions bring the Customer Relationship 
Management in the spotlight. The study is also descriptive by the fact that the researched area 
is described closely within each research question. In the end of the research will the study 
form an explanatory purpose when conclusions are drawn by explaining patterns in the 
collected data. Even though this study is touching these three purposes it is primarily a 
descriptive research because most of the chapters are describing the area, the theory is  
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describing the CRM strategy, then the researched company is described and how they work 
with this strategy. The area of CRM is still a new subject overall and this research starts by 
collect information to clarify the understanding of the area. After this collection a deeper 
understanding is gained when interviewing employees at a company using CRM.  
 

4.2 Research approach  

Quantitative or qualitative research approach 
There are two different methodological approaches that can be used when collecting data, 
which are qualitative or quantitative approach. The most distinctive difference between these 
two is that in the quantitative approach is about numbers and analyses are done based on 
diagrams and statistics. While when using a qualitative approach the researcher is using words 
to express and analyse. (Saunders, 2000) Qualitative data is by Eriksson and Wiedersheim-
Paul (2001) referred to as intangible data. Saunders (2000) explains that qualitative collection 
of data results in non-standardised data that will require classification in to theories. This is 
because it is important to capture the complete and wide picture that is associated with 
qualitative data. The analysis will then be done through creating a conceptual framework 
which is done before the data collection. (Saunders, 2000) 
 
This research is about providing “a better understanding on how companies use CRM to 

create value”, which according to the above discussion will result in a qualitative approach. 
There is no use of statistical variables or numbers in this single case study.  
 

4.3 Research strategy 

To answer the research questions the researcher needs a plan of how to do that, also called a 
research strategy. (Saunders, 2000) The research strategy contains of clear objectives and 
should reflect why the particular strategy is chosen. (Saunders, 2000) According to Yin 
(2003) there are five different research strategies that answer to different research questions. 
These are Experiment, Survey, Archival analysis, History and Case study. When choosing 
which strategy to use Yin (2003) suggest three different conditions: 
 

• The type of research question posed. 

• The extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioural events. 

• The degree of focus on contemporary, as opposed to behavioural events. 
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InTable 4:1 a clarification of how the research strategies are connected to the different 
conditions will be found. 

Table 4:1 Relevant Situations of Different Research Strategies 

SOURCE: Yin, 2003, p. 5 

 
The choice of research strategy can, based on what this study is about, to provide “a better 
understanding on how companies use CRM to create value”. With this we do not require 
control over behavioural events and will instead focus on contemporary events. Our research 
questions posed in the beginning of this study is of the art “how”. When applying this on 
Table 4:1, it is either survey or case study that can be chosen for this research. 
 
A survey can often be used with research within the areas of business and management. It is 
an easily understood strategy which is about collecting data from an extensive population. It is 
usually based on questionnaires which lead to easily comparable standardised data. (Saunders, 
2000) 
 

In comparison to a survey the case study is about gaining deep knowledge of a small number 
of related cases or one single case. In the case study documentation, direct observations, 
interviews and questionnaires are used. (Saunders, 2000) This is why this strategy has its 
strengths in its ability to handle different kinds of data. (Yin, 2003) 
 
This research will include how CRM objectives can be defined in an organisation, the CRM 
strategy and how this is applied in an organisation. As a final aspect the way of how to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the CRM will be defined. This is a significant area to study of 
today, where several aspects of one event is considered and analysed. Therefore the research 
strategy that is most appropriated to use in this research will be a case study.  
 
When choosing a case study there are two ways in how to design the research, either there 
will be a single-case research or a multiple-case research. In a single-case study the researcher 
choose aspects within one case to research. While a researcher conducting a multiple-case 
study collects information from different cases and then analyse and compare. (Merriam, 
1994) It is up to the researcher to choose for example a branch, a company or a decision to 
make a deeper study. A single-case study can be done by when there are general knowledge 

Research strategy 
Form of research 

question 

Requires control of 

behavioral events? 

Focuses on 

contemporary 

events? 

Experiment 

 
How, why? Yes Yes 

Survey 

Who, what, where, 
how many, how 

much? 
No Yes 

Archival analysis 

Who, what, where, 
how many, how 

much? 
No Yes/No 

History 

 
How, why? No No 

Case study 

 
How, why? No Yes 
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within the area, as theory and models that a case can be compared with. A research that does 
not need generalisation, but aims to focus in understanding of specific situations. (Eriksson & 
Wiederstam-Paul, 2001) 
 
The area of CRM is relatively new and there are not that much of earlier research. There are 
theories to focus on when getting the wide picture of the strategy which then can be compared 
with reality. The main focus in this research is to grow deeper understanding in the area of 
CRM and its entirety. By this discussion, we choose to conduct a single-case study as our 
research strategy.  

4.4 Data collection method 

When collecting data, there are secondary data and primary data to collect in the research. Secondary 

Secondary data refers to data that has been collected by others while primary data is new data that is 

that is collected by the researcher. (Saunders, 2000) According to Yin (2003) there are six different 

different sources of evidence when conducting a case-study. These are: documentation, archival records, 

archival records, interviews, direct observations, participant-observation and physical artifacts. In  

artifacts. In  

 

Table 4:2 is each source of evidence is described. 
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Table 4:2 Sources of evidence 

Source of evidence Description 

 

 

Documentation 

 
Documents are written sources as papers, dairies, lyric, letters, written 
reports of events, administrative documents, formal studies and more. 
(Merriam, 1994 & Yin 2003) Merriam (1994) refers it to all documents 
that exist before a study is commencing. This can also be earlier research, 
historical documents and statistical material. (Merriam, 1994) 
 

 

Archival Records 

These records are often computer files and records which can be service 
records, organisational records, maps and charts, lists of names, survey 
data and personal records. This is also a method of gathering secondary 
data. (Yin, 2003) 
 

 

Interviews 

This method of collecting data is probably the most important once when it 
comes to conducting a case-study. The interviews should be designed as 
guided conversations and not as strict questions. (Yin, 2003) It should be 
as a discussion between two or more people. An interview can result in 
valid and reliable data concerning the researched topic. (Saunders, 2000) 
 

 

Direct Observations 

Direct observation is about observing meetings, sidewalk activities, factory 
work, classrooms and more. These data collection activities when 
observing can be formal or casual. (Yin, 2003) It is about observe, record, 
describe, analyse and interpret the behaviour of people. (Saunders, 2000) 
 

 

Participant Observation 

When using this method the investigator becomes more active in the 
observation. This means that the researcher participates in the events that 
are being studied and in that way get the perspective from the “inside”. 
(Yin, 2003)  
 

 

Physical Artifacts 

A physical or cultural artifact is a technological device, a tool or 
instrument, a work of art or some other physical evidence. These can for 
example be observed or collected at a field visit. This method is not 
commonly used in the most typical case study, but is frequently used in 
anthropological research. (Yin, 2003) 
 

 
These sources are all useful when conducting a case study, there are none which is better than 
the others. They are complementing each other and therefore it is better to use as many 
sources as possible. (Yin, 2003) In this study both primary and secondary data is used. We 
choose documentation, interviews and observations as resources when studying this topic. 
The case does not include any studies of technological device or tools which rules out the 
physical artifacts. Archival records are also excluded due to the fact that this is a qualitative 
case study and not a quantitative one. 
 
In this case study the secondary data collection that has been chosen is as mentioned, 
documentation. Background about the organisation has been reviewed when understanding 
the business, from the intranet and annual reports.  
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The primary data collection methods in this case study are mainly interviews, which is a 
method focusing directly on the case study topic. It is about collect data through guided  
 
conversations about the researched area. (Yin, 2003) An interview can create confidence 
between the parties and the interviewed person can feel more relaxed in the situation. It gives 
also the interviewer the possibility to follow up questions. (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 
2001) Observations have also been used, because we have been writing this thesis placed at 
the company. This has given us the opportunity to observe the atmosphere of the working 
place but also during the interviews we have been observing the interviewees. 
 
According to Saunders (2000) there are three different types of interviews; structured, semi-
structured and unstructured interviews. Structured interviews are questionnaires based on a 
standardised set of questions that are answered on a standardised schedule. (Saunders, 2000) 
The researched area is though too extensive for using questionnaires because it would result 
in to many questions for the respondent to answer.  
 
Semi-structured interviews and unstructured interviews are both non-standardised interviews. 
In semi-structured interviews is the interviewer prepared with a collection of questions that 
will be asked during the interview in a non-specific order. An unstructured interview is 
informal where the interviewer does not have any list of questions to rely on during the 
interview. Instead it is the interviewed person’s perception that will lead the interview. 
(Saunders, 2000) This kind of interview would become too extensive for this study because 
we have limited the area and an open discussion would give to much information to handle in 
this limited research. Therefore we have chosen to use semi-structured interviews with people 
whom are well aware of CRM and working in contact with the strategy in their daily work. 
 
In this research we have chosen to conduct these interviews with one person at a time, through 
face to face meetings or by telephone. The interviews were about one hour to one and a half 
hour, this was because we did not wanted to haste any questions. The interviews done by 
phone was the alternative done when it was not possible to arrange a face to face interview 
with these persons. The questions asked during the interview are based on our frame of 
reference in Chapter 3. The list of the main questions can be found in Appendix I. These 
questions were well prepared and we were also prepared to follow up the questions asked. 
Which is according to Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul (2001) is important when conducting 
an interview, to avoid showing lack of competence to the interviewed person. 
 
Saunders (2000) discusses whether the interview should be recorded or not. One positive 
thing about using a recorder is that it allows the interview to pay full attention in listen and 
posing the questions. (Saunders, 2000) In these interviews we used a recorder to be able to 
take all the information with us when documenting the primary data. 
 

4.5 Sample selection 

When conducting research, data has to be collected one or more ways to answer the research 
questions and purpose. Depending on the research question and purpose can it be impossible 
to collect and analyse all the available data, most often because of time, money and/or access 
restrictions. To reduce the amount of data, are there different sampling techniques which 
provide methods that assist the researcher. This is about reducing all possible cases or 
elements to a sub-group of cases that will be represented in the study. (Saunders, 2000) 
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With the purpose of this study in mind, and the chosen research strategy, single case study, we 
needed to find one company to base this research on. A large company was chosen to get the  
 
broad picture of the purpose, to see how a large company with a wide spread customer base 
handles their CRM strategy. Even if this is a single case, with one organisation studied by 
interviews is it still important to select the case studied and the group of sample (Saunders, 
2000) which in this case is represented by different employees.  
 
In this research one of the largest IT-companies in Sweden and globally has been chosen as 
the case to study. The company is active in the whole world were all their customers are. 
Because the size of this company, we have chosen to limit our research to the Swedish 
market. The main focus has then been on one of the department selling services. The 
employees selected for the interviews were in the beginning chosen by us. Saunders (2000) 
refers to this as purposive sampling, where the researcher can use the own judgment to chose 
the cases that will enable the right kind of data to answer the research purpose. Further on has 
these chosen interviewees recommended more employees that could be interesting to 
interview for this topic. Which by Saunders (2000) can be seen as snowball sampling. 
 
According to Saunders (2000) will the collected data from fewer cases be more detailed and 
accurate. The time can be better spent in trying to understand and analyse the data than to 
collect data from a too large population. (Saunders, 2000) When choosing our respondents we 
have considered the individual respondent and this persons potential in giving us the right 
kind of data with the right knowledge. The employees that represent our sample selection is 
person with different responsibilities towards the customers, within sales and marketing. 
Many of the respondents are having managerial positions within the company which we have 
seen as positive when trying to find the right knowledge.  
 

4.6 Data analysis 

When analysing qualitative data there is not a standardised approach, and the analysing will 
most likely start in a smaller extent during the collection of data. (Saunders, 2000) Saunders 
(2000) also explains how analysing is about structure the collected data into parts and 
categories that are related. This helps the researcher in analysing the data in a systematic way. 
Saunders (2000) refers to Yin (1994) who has stated two analytical strategies that can be used 
when analysing qualitative research, these are as follows: 
 

• Using a theoretical or descriptive framework to analyse qualitative data. 

• Exploring qualitative data without a predetermined theoretical or descriptive 

framework.  

 
To use theoretical or descriptive framework when analysing data, is about formulating the 
research questions and objectives based on existing theory. (Yin, 1994 through Saunders, 
2000) This research started in theory, with building a conceptual frame of reference and 
according to this framework the data was collected and then analysed. To arrange the data 
systematically will help the researcher when analysing it. This will help the researcher in 
comprehend and manage the data, and be able to gather related data from different transcripts. 
With this, the researcher can identify key themes or patterns from the collected data, to be 
able to do further explorations. The nest step will be to develop and test hypotheses, which 
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should be based on the founded patterns or relationships. As a last step when analysing is the 
part where it is possible to draw and verify the conclusions. (Saunders, 2000): 
 
 
 
This way of analysing has been used in this research. Our chosen sample was one 
organisation to study with an amount of cases, employees, within the organisation. When 
analysing the collected data each interview was structured by the research questions and then 
put together. Each research question was analysed and patterns were found in the interviews 
and within each area. The collected and structured data was then compared to the theory that 
was chosen to the frame of reference. This way of analysing can be explained as a within-case 
analysis. (Yin, 2003) 
 

4.7 Research quality criteria 

When conducting a research there are two important concepts that have to be considered, 
validity and reliability. Validity is about the measurements and its ability to measure what it is 
supposed to measure. Reliability is a measure of how stable and consistent the measurements 
are, if they would find the same results when repeating the measures. Altogether Eriksson and 
Wiedersheim-Paul (2001) explain that it is appropriate to differ validity in two aspects 
internal and external validity. (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 2001) According to Yin (2003) 
is internal validity only considered when conducting an explanatory research and will 
therefore not be more discussed further.  
 

Validity is the most important aspect of a measurement, if it does not measure what it is 
supposed to measure it does not matter if the measure is good or not. (Eriksson & 
Wiedersheim-Paul, 2001) One thing many consider during a singe case study is whether the 
results of the research is possible to generalise, if the findings will be applicable on another 
organisation. The case is most often that the aim will not be to find the generalisation but to 
explain how the topic is working in the single case. (Saunders, 2000) 
 
In this study we have more than one source of evidence when collecting data, documentation 
and interviews. The documentation has been academic journals and books of theories 
combined to give a valid picture of the theory. When conducting the interviews we have been 
following the interview guide and when a respondent did not have an answer to a question 
this question was left out for the interviewee. Because we did not want any answers that could 
be an answer the respondent made up to have something to answer with. We have conducted 
many interviews to increase the validity and ever interview has been recorded. This made it 
possible to concentrate on the interview and afterwards go back to avoid misunderstandings. 
The interviews have been conducted in Swedish and then translated in to English by the help 
of dictionaries of different kinds. When the answers were put together each interview was 
been sent back to the respondent to get an approval that everything is understood correctly. 
This is what has been done to increase the validity of this research. 
 
Reliability is all about how a measure tool will give consistent and stable result, and if it 
would be possible to reach the same result at different occasions. (Saunders, 2000) To get 
high reliability it is important for the research to be independent of who the researcher is and 
what area, persons or organisations that is researched. Therefore it is more difficult to reach 
high reliability when it comes to researches that aim to interpret something. (Eriksson & 
Wiedersheim-Paul, 2001)  
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We have during this study been defining each step of the way through the whole report. In 
this chapter all our decisions have been documented and how we have been thinking in ever 
decision. Each chapter has in the beginning been explained on what it will bring up and why.  
 
We have explained the research questions in Chapter 1 to give the reader a clear picture of 
what the research is about. In our frame of reference we have given the whole picture of the 
research by gathering the relevant theories. This has then been the base of our interview guide 
which also follows our research questions and can be found and followed in Appendix I. The 
interviewees have been informed before the interview of the topic of the interview and in that 
way they were more prepared for our questions. All this is to ensure the reliability of this 
research. However, it is not possible to rule out personal biases which are present during the 
interviews. Therefore both the respondents’ and our own attitudes and values might have been 
influencing during the interviews. 
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4.8 Summary 

In this chapter this research’s methodology has been presented. Each step has been justified of 
the choices we have done. Selections of research purpose, research approach, research 
strategy, data collection methods, sample selection, data analysis and at last the quality 
criteria was discussed. This is all summarised in Figure 4:2. 

 
 

Figure 4:2 Summary of Research Methodology 

 

Research Purpose 
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Case study History Archival 
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o One large IT-organisation  
o Contrasting interviewees 

Data Analys 

 
o Within-case analysis 
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5  Data Presentation 

In this chapter is the empirical data of the research presented. The data which contains of the 

interviews that been carried out with support of the interview guide. The chapter also contain 

secondary data of the research company that have been gained from internal presentations 

and internet/intranet sources.   

5.1 Case study  

The company chosen for the case study is of a large size and have a complex structure. To 
make the research manageable the focus is limited to research the CRM strategy from the 
perspective of one department. Although one department is focused there are also other parts 
of the company that is involving its CRM. The thesis will be aimed at researching to research 
the CRM strategy and usage in the Business service department within the Nordic region.  

5.1.1 Company presentation 

The subject for the research is a multinational technology and consulting corporation in the IT 
industry. The history of the company goes back to the beginning of 1900’s and is today one of 
the largest actors on the market. The company is represented in 170 countries and have more 
than 355000 employees, where the number of employees in Sweden reaches 3300. The 
products manufactured and sold consist of computer hardware and software, but a large part 
of the company’s business is also a wide range of services. 
 

Description of the department of the research  
The company have a structure where the major operations organisationally can be divided into 
four global business segments: Global services, Systems & Technology, Software and 
Financing (Figure 5:1). The Global services segment is further divided into Business services 
and Technology services. The research is performed is in the Business Services department in 
the Nordic region, from now on referred to as “the service department” 
 
 

 

Figure 5:1 Organisational chart of the company 

Apart from the business segments there are also three companywide organisations which have 
key roles for getting the company to deliver value to the customers. For the research the Sales 
& Distribution organisation is important while this is where much of the sales for the service 
department are made. It is also in this organisation where the marketing unit of the company 
is located. From now on this organisation will be referred to as “the sales department” or 
“S&D”, and the marketing will be called “the marketing department” 
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The Sales department offer the service department’s services, but also the products of the 
other departments to the customers. This department is divided into a number of sectors which 
works closely together with the service department with the customers. The sales department 
is divided into industry specific segments are called sectors and handles different kind of 
customers. Within every sector there are industry groups with the purpose of suiting the 
customers in them (Figure 5:3).  
 

 

Figure 5:3 The sectors of the sales organisation 

5.1.2 Secondary data 

The secondary data that is used in the research consists of the CRM strategy of the company 
and a description of the company’s sales process.  
 

The stated CRM strategy of the company 
In the company’s internal network there is a description of how CRM should be handed in the 
company. A summary of the content described is described underneath: 

  
The company is today applying a CRM strategy, which is a way of thinking where the 
company will apply a “customer-centric” view. The company consider CRM for maximising 
the effectiveness with prospects and clients but also to increase business results. 
 
With this customer-centric view is the company striving for customer loyalty, which refers to 
repeated business and a positive customer attitude towards the company in the marketplace. It 
is also important to the company to have a “partner-centric” view towards the company’s 
Business Partners, which results in stronger partner loyalty. This customer and partner loyalty 
will together generate greater revenue and profitability for the company. 
 
CRM within the company helps transform information to knowledge and then make to 
knowledge usable. As the company states will this lead to: “We keep customers, generate 
more business, and reap a fundamental, long-term competitive advantage.” 
 
To reach the vision of CRM, the company has developed a gathered team whom are 
responsible for client-facing processes and the supporting IT platforms. This team works to 
improve cross-channel execution which will increase the company’s ability to achieve: 

• Greater customer loyalty 

• Greater Business Partner satisfaction 

• Better integration within the company 

Sales & Distribution 
Organization  

• Financial Services: Banking, Financial Markets, Insurance 

• Public: Education, Government, Healthcare, Life Sciences 

• Industrial: Aerospace and Defense, Automotive, Chemical and Petroleum, Electronics 

• Distribution: Consumer Products, Retail, Travel and Transportation 

• Communications: Telecommunications, Media and Entertainment, Energy and Utilities 

• Small and Medium Business: Mainly companies with less than 1,000 employees 
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• Improved sales productivity 

• Revenue growth and increased market share  

• Cost savings through operational and enterprise-wide efficiencies 
  

The sales process  
The company has a defined sales process, seen as a framework, including seven steps. These 
steps includes client-focused planning, sales techniques, and sales aids, this is to give the 
salesmen within the company to engage their customers. The company’s sales process can be 
overviewed in Figure 5:4. 
 
 

Noticing Identifying Validating Qualifying
Conditionally

Agreeing
Winning ImplementingNoticing Identifying Validating Qualifying

Conditionally

Agreeing
Winning Implementing

 

Figure 5:4 The company's sales process 

 
Noticing is the first step of the company’s sales process and is about building a relationship 
with the customer. This is done through understanding the customer’s business environment, 
processes and problems. When succeed in this step, the customer should value the relationship 
as a result of the company’s understanding in the customers problems and needs. 
 
Identifying, the next step of the process, is about together with the customer locate an 
opportunity. The opportunity is found from the interactions conducted during the previous 
step. Hopefully will this step make the customer show interest in working with the company 
and an opportunity plan is produced. 
 
Validating is the next step of the process and the company is clarifying the business capability 
needed and wanted from the customer. This is done through explaining the customer’s needs 
and refined requirements. With this step the goal is to confirm with the customer; the business 
needs, the business capability and an agreement to the company’s contact with the key 
decision leader. 
 
Qualifying is about qualifying the opportunity and present the company’s abilities and value. 
The company presents the initial solution but also starts the discussion about financing 
alternatives. This will results in the company agreeing with the key decision leader at the 
customer to proceed with an initial solution.  
 
Conditionally Agreeing, which includes the development of a refined solution together with 
the customer, but also creating and testing the value. The company will also validate the 
competitive strategy and change the tactics to match that. During this step the company wants 
to have the key decision leader to approve, conditionally, to the proposed solution. 
 
Winning is when the company is closing the sale, by refine the solution again and resolve all 
the last problems the customer has that prevent the final approval. The final terms and 
conditions are negotiated and in the end the contract is signed by the company and the 
customer.  
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Implementing, is the last step where the company ensures that the customer expectations are 
met or exceeded by monitoring the implementation and checking with the customer. The 
company will evaluate the relationship based on the opportunity and the customer presents the 
value of the solution. 

5.1.3 Primary data 

The primary data for the research is gained from interviews with people working in the 
researched company (Table 5:1). The interviews were based on the questions found in the 
interview guide that can be found in Appendix 1. The respondents’ answers and opinions to 
the different questions are stated for each research question.  
 

Table 5:1 Interviewees of the research 

Respondent A 

In Business Services the respondent is country manager for the application services for the 
Swedish market. He is responsible for the delivery of all consultant services and for the 
employees in these operations 

Respondent B 

In Business Services the respondent is the manager of the department of application 
development. 

Respondent C 

In Business Services the respondents is responsible for delivering projects to the Nordic 
Chemical & Petroleum industry. Secondary the respondent also markets services in this 
industry.  

Respondent D 

In Business Services the respondent is in charge for the Swedish SMB sector. The 
responsibilities include the sales and delivery of services to the customers in this sector. 

Respondent E 

The respondent is the country market manager for Sweden, with responsibilities for the 
company’s trademark and for leading demand generating of products and services for the 
market.  

Respondent F 

The respondent is manager of sales operations and is responsible of following up the sales of 
services in the Nordic sectors.  
 

Respondent G  

The respondent is Client satisfaction manager for the Swedish/Nordic region. The 
responsibilities are to measure customer satisfaction and to communicate the satisfaction 
tools to the organisation. 

Respondent H 

In Sales and Distribution the respondent is the sales manager of the Swedish SMB market. 
He is responsible for all the customers but also the employees working in this area. 
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RQ1. How can the objectives of CRM be described? 
General thoughts of the CRM objectives 

Respondent A does not know if there are any stated general objectives for CRM in the 
company. 
Respondent B believes that the individual knowledge of objectives depends on the person, not 
everyone knows that there are stated objectives. The company is working with CRM and 
customer data to be able to go back and present the data.  
Respondent C does not think the company’s objectives of CRM are communicated to the 
employees, which can be remarked as interesting. The reason of using CRM is not deeply 
rooted with the employees but it could be used to follow and control the business 
development in the company. It is used frequently on weekly meetings with management to 
follow up the status of opportunities. 
Respondent D says there are financial goals that each part of the company must fulfil. Then 
there is account planning where every customer is evaluated on how much the company can 
make from it. There are also goals on how much cost that can be put on each opportunity, 
these differ in different operations (marketing and sales). These are quite clear, but other 
operative key ratios like balanced scorecards do not seem to be used in the company. 
Respondent E does not come in contact with any CRM objectives in the marketing 
department, because marketing does not use CRM. 
But there are objectives for the handling of the relationships 

The company has many goals for different functions within the organisation. Marketing has 
17 metrics which are measured. Two of these metrics are more important than the others. 
These are about how many leads and how many signed deals marketing have been a part of. 
The other objectives concerns return on investment, how high are the costs compared to 
generated result but also about how marketing in general is influencing customers and the 
trademark. Marketing has a portal called Global Marketing Metrics Portal where it is possible 
to find measurements and put them together in all possible ways over the Swedish market. 
Respondent F does not know if there are any stated CRM objectives. All opportunities in the 
company must be in the system, this might not be a goal but still something that must be 
followed by the employees. 
Respondent H: There are objectives within the company where one is about customer 
satisfaction. It is both measured how satisfied the customer is in general with the company 
and how satisfied the customer is with the delivered project. Every project and activity is 
followed-up by the company. When handling ongoing outsourcing contracts, there are regular 
check points with the customer. The company first asks the customer what they think and then 
the company tells what they believe that the customer thinks about the project. The answers 
are then analysed, and if the company thinks the customer is satisfied and the customer is not, 
then this is an alarm clock to change. If the company already knows that the customer is 
dissatisfied and the customer is, then it is easier for the company to act right away. These 
parameters are valuable to the company.  
 

Customer-related objectives 

Strengthen customer loyalty 

Respondent A says that loyalty is not followed up by the company. This is not good because 
gaining a new customer is expensive, through the marketing costs for example. Therefore the 
best way is to keep the customers, then the company know their demands and it’s easier to 
deliver what the customer is asking for.  
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Respondent B states that to get loyalty, information is registered in Siebel, and the company 
thereby gets a general picture of what the customer wants. Unfortunately the system is not 
smooth when register information. 
It is according to respondent C relevant to strengthen customer loyalty to the company but it 
is not performed in the work with CRM as it is today. The customers barely know that CRM 
exist in the company. 
Respondent D states that loyalty is absolutely something that the company works with, but the 
respondent has not seen any specific measurable metrics of it. This is something that the 
company do not work very well with because of many reasons. One reason is the placement 
of the available workforce. The focus on total is on sales and total profit instead of earnings 
per customer relation. As long as the company is profitable some relationships can be offered, 
something that affect the brand in a bad way. Since the customers speak to each other it is 
important to treat them good to avoid future damage in business for the company.  
Respondent E: Customer loyalty is measured in marketing through many different ways 
within the organisation. There is a use of account based marketing when handling large 
clients. Here detailed market plans are produced individually for the specific client. This is 
done during an account planning session for each customer as a part of the overall account 
plan. In the account plans a scoring of the clients is done, assisted by external customer 
information. This knowledge is gained from another company whose business focus is to 
collecting market information of what companies want and what they appreciate. This is 
compared to what the company thinks the customer wants and appreciates. The researched 
company will then try to analyse the gap of differences and find more possibilities of share of 
wallet with the customer. Simulations can be done weather the company can improve and 
how much that could give in return. This analysis requires that it is a really important 
customer who is prioritised for this kind of investment. 
Respondent F: That is something that every company works with. Loyalty is covered in the 
CRM process but not something that the respondent works with. 
 
Customer satisfaction 

Respondent A: The customer satisfaction is today followed up in the company. To get a 
picture of how the customers feel about the company’s job and to find out what can be done 
better.  
Respondent B: Siebel provides the benefits for the company to gather information of needs 
and in return provide the things the customer wants. 
Respondent C: This should be an objective of the company’s CRM strategy, but it is not 
visible. 
Respondent D: Customer satisfaction is something the customers answers when loyalty is how 
they act. 
Respondent E: There are several measurements where customer satisfaction is measured. One 
way is to measure each transaction, but today it also a general measure of customer 
satisfaction is conducted. 
Respondent F: The company put a lot of effort to do customer satisfaction analysis. These 
must be followed if the company wants the customer back for more business. 
 
Customer retention 

Respondent A: Loyalty is not something that the company follows up. This is not good 
because to gain a new customer is expensive, through the marketing costs for example. 
Therefore the best way is to keep the customers, then the company know their demands and 
it’s easier to deliver what the customer is asking for.  
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Respondent B: Siebel provides the benefits for the company to gather information of needs 
and in return provide the things the customer wants. 
Respondent C: The company does not use CRM to increase customer retention, if it is stated 
this is not where the company puts its focus. 
Respondent D: Customer satisfaction is something the customers answers when loyalty is how 
they act. 
Respondent E: The company looks every year over all its clients within the different sectors to 
decide whether they should stay in the sector or if they should not be handled. This depends 
on the customers’ potential in future business but is also based on previous business with this 
customer. The company has a process, when handling larger customers, called Market 
Alignment Planning where an estimation of future profits is done for each customer over three 
or five years. This is done to secure that the company has enough resources on each account 
to be able to grow with the estimated potential. 
Respondent F: The company put a lot of effort to do customer satisfaction analysis. These 
must be followed if the company wants the customer back for more business. 
Respondent H: Customer loyalty is really important as a concept, but this is not measured by 
the company. It can partly be a result of the fact that the company does not offer one single 
product or service. The company has such a wide portfolio of products which are offered to 
the customers. The customer does not only buy a single product or service but a collection of 
products. This results in returning customers who buy more products which are measured on 
the total volume. The customer’s business growth is also monitored. According to the 
respondent, this can be defined as customer loyalty because the customer stays and purchase 
more from the company. When it comes to outsourcing services loyalty is measured, because 
then it is about an ongoing relationship that can be measured. This is improved within the 
service delivery by the CRM process. 
 

Relationship-related objectives 

Higher level of service 

Respondent A: This is probably not done in all projects. In all larger outsourcing projects the 
service is measured continuously by the service department instead for the global sales 
organisation. In these contracts there are always goals on how to improve the efficiency, but 
in much smaller projects this might not be done.  
Respondent B: The company could get better at this but it is a good service to give the 
customer what they want. The fact is that this is a consulting part of the company which is 
about asking the customers what they want and then try to give them exactly what they need. 
Respondent C: The company uses CRM until a contract is sold, and they do not review 
previous relationships. CRM is not frequently used to evaluate relationship or customer 
satisfaction.  
Respondent D: It is difficult to measure the level of service when the product sold is a service 
itself. The company is big machinery with many people and internal processes which makes it 
hard to focus on the service level to the customer. 
Respondent F: Not that the respondent know of, but probably does the sales organisation have 
these kinds of objectives. 
Respondent H: The company works with customer and product responsibilities, but also with 
personal relationships. The company’s consultant business is working with delivering a wide 
portfolio with a high level of service. When the customer wants a complete solution and gives 
the company some of the responsibility of this solution will the company do what they do 
best. The company has the capacity to provide this kind of service compared to their 
competitors whom often are more specialised in specific products. If the customer wants to  
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buy an amount of specific products and integrate it by themselves then the competitors’ 
alternative is good. On the other hand if the customer wants a full solution, the company can 
arrange and deliver the different products as one package. It is the company’s job to listen to 
the customer and try to give them suggestions of what they want. 
 
Higher internal efficiency 

Respondent A: This is something that the sales organisation works a lot with, but in other parts 
of the organisation for example the consultant delivery area it is not any widespread customer 
focus. 
Respondent B: Customer focus is in every employee’s objectives of the year, to increase 
customer satisfaction by being more innovative and focused on the company’s global 
strengths and the different services the company can provide. This together with innovative 
solutions according to customer needs generates a higher level of service. 
Respondent C: Customer focus is important to the company and this is driven by CRM. 
Planning meetings are focused on Siebel to check on current customers and who has the 
responsibilities. 
Respondent D: This has a large potential if the company can see the customer as a dynamic 
creature that do not have the same demands today as they had yesterday. This can sometimes 
be very demanding in the company. Here the internal processes sometimes ignore the focus of 
the customer even though it is connected with value creating.  
Respondent E: Marketing has a goal of working with sales and partner enablement which 
includes education in sales. This education is focused on prioritised areas, since not every 
product or services is marketed. The marketing department makes market plans where it is 
decided which areas that will be supported. Based on the decisions the internal support will be 
focused. The internal support can consist of meetings or education, but unfortunately this is 
not done frequently, probably because a lack of resources. 
Respondent F: Everyone working with these kinds of things gets education in the CRM 
process. There are different types of focus on the customer depending on work activities; the 
respondent has an account focus.  
Respondent H: The company has a large management meeting every three week where the 
goal is to update all the departments of the company’s business. A standing point at this 
meeting is customer satisfaction and the metrics. It is discussed what the customers think. The 
internal processes are focused on customer focus, from a management perspective. 
 
Increased customisation capability 

Respondent A: This is definitely one of the most important things for the company. Every 
offer delivered is made from the customer’s situation and needs.  
Respondent B: Within this area the company can get better, because today people are 
approaching the same customers with the same products. It should be more about working 
together with each customer to the company. 
Respondent C: The respondent does not have any information about this objective. 
Respondent H: When the level of customisation is measured the company gets opinions about 
what the customer thinks of the company in general and what they think the customer 
responsible can do about it. It is also measured by each project, what the customer thinks. 
Then the company can find patterns of comments, concerning some products, function or 
departments. This makes it possible to improve and change products or people working with 
the customer in the long run. 
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Higher level of communication 

Respondent A: Better communication is one important function in the CRM process. Because 
of the size of the company, communication is important in order to get control of the large 
number of employees and customers. This is therefore built in the CRM process and CRM 
tools to communicate between employees and customers. 
Respondent B: The CRM application has contributed to improvements in both internal and 
external communication but it could be even better towards the customers. The system could 
have been wider which makes it possible to register innovative thoughts and not only to 
forecast in the matter of money. The service department works frequently with a tool called 
Knowledge view, which is the company’s intellectual capital where a lot of information is 
gathered from everyone. This information is then used when organising workshops, 
presentations, demos and more.  
Respondent C: The CRM strategy does not improve the level of communication, possibly 
internally when discussing opportunities. 
Respondent D: This is something that the customer expects. They also demand a more 
spontaneous dialogue surrounding new ideas. Many customers desire to speak more 
unprejudiced, more like friend with the company. This send signals that the company want to 
help the customer and not only sell products. That is why it is important for the sales people in 
the company to discuss trends in the customer’s whereabouts. Here have the services 
department of the company an especially important role because they arrange business. Still it 
must be some kind of segmentation of which customers that should get the special attention. 
Respondent E: This is measured through the customer satisfaction analysis, which discuss if 
the company’s information given to the customer is considered trustworthy. From a global 
perspective, the interviewed person thinks that the trademark is perceived by high quality and 
reliability. 
Respondent F: Internally the communication is really strengthened through the Siebel CRM 
system, this because everyone can reach the same information. But to keep this effective the 
information must be updated and relevant. 
Respondent H: The CRM strategy provides a more structured way to communicate and that 
the communication does happen. The process has to be followed and this ensures 
communication with the customer. The CRM process itself does not guarantee a great 
dialogue but if it is followed it guarantee a dialogue. Complementary contents needs to 
manage the quality of the dialogue. 
 

Outcome-related objectives  

Increased profit and revenue 

Respondent A: Profit and revenue is naturally goals for the company, this might not be 
directly connected with the CRM process, depending the width of its definition. There is a gap 
between the figures of the result and the way of working in the ordinary sale and customer 
situations, it is hard to se how they connect sometimes.  
Respondent B: The main purpose of Siebel is the work with forecasts, what are the earnings 
next year, next quarter. 
Respondent C: The CRM-system the company use Siebel, where every business passes 
through this. The system is a managerial and helping tool concerning the financial situation 
and quality of delivery situation. This is secured before making an offer to the customer. 
Respondent E: Marketing measures validated leads which are registered in the company’s 
opportunity management system. The amounts of signed deals are also measured within 
marketing but not gross profit. 
Respondent F: Profit and revenue are obvious goals for a company. 
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Respondent H: It is a known truth that satisfied customers buy more. The company works 
with increasing profit and revenue, but the connection on how it is affected by CRM is not 
measured. An example could be how the satisfied customers from a CRM perspective that has 
purchase more products, but this is too theoretical measurements for the company.  
 
Reduced costs of sales 

Respondent A: One of the main purposes with CRM is to increase the total efficiency of the 
sales. The CRM system helps in reducing everyday problems and communication errors. One 
difference which has been carried out is the customer satisfaction evaluation which is 
centrally taken care of instead by the sales person. This is one efficiency improvement that 
has been made possible with the system. 
Respondent B: The CRM system has the benefit of storing information of customers and the 
company’s experiences with them. This makes it possible to use these previous experiences 
and prevent repetition when contacting each customer. It should be this way, but it does not 
always work.  
Respondent C: CRM becomes a tool to overview and understand the ongoing businesses 
existing in the pipeline. This gives the company greater control of who does what. The 
company uses the protocols of efficient and opportunity boards when deciding if the deal 
should be continued and how much money can be spent. 
Respondent E: This is not measured within marketing. 
Respondent F: By using the company’s CRM process no salesperson can go to a customer 
with a deal that is not valuable enough without the manager approval. Without this structured 
way of doing business, the selling could go out of hand. 
Respondent H: Decreased costs of sales come from the fact that satisfied customers buys 
more. Satisfied customers have higher loyalty and believe in the company. This results in 
faster buying decisions and shorter sales cycle which can be translated in to lower sales costs.  
 
Improved forecast capability 

Respondent A: This is one of the most important aspects. By using the CRM system for 
registering all business opportunities it is possible to obtain forecast statistics. This is very 
useful for planning and to see how the business will be in the following months. 
Respondent B: The main purpose of Siebel is the work with forecasts, what are the earnings 
next year, next quarter. 
Respondent C: Forecasting is a well developed objective the company works with. The 
information in the CRM system is used when planning for future use of resources and 
competences. 
Respondent D: If more key criteria of the reality would be used, much better forecasts would 
be obtained. This is interesting because a lot of information in Siebel could be used in a way 
that is not done today. Today it is very energy consuming to work with forecasts and 
performance reviews.  
Respondent E: The company perform Market Intelligence to estimate different the growth in 
different markets and to follow up the company’s market shares. It is probably easier to do 
forecast within sales where Siebel can be used. In Siebel is it possible to go through the 
results of sales for each quarter and locate gaps. For example, the amount of deals a salesman 
must close in order to fill his pipeline can be calculated based on current and earlier quarter. 
Respondent F: Absolutely, this is very important. 
Respondent H: The respondent performs forecasts on almost everything and if the customer is 
loyal and well-known by the company it is easier to do more accurate forecasts. It is more 
difficult if it is about a customer that the company does not know anything about. 
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RQ2. How can the components of a CRM strategy be described?  
 

Customer touch points 

Respondent A: In the services department the communication almost exclusively comes from 
direct sales channels with the company’s business partners. Other channels are the company 
homepage where people can search for employees, but this does not generate any direct 
transactions. For the other business areas in the company is the homepage a channel for 
selling hardware and some software. Some of the company’s products are also sold through 
telephone sales, but none of these is used when selling services today.  
Respondent B: The company is not very good in this area, all companies with consultant 
business is poor in this area. The company is working according to old patterns, but the 
company could improve when handling customer relations, especially within the service 
departments. The people who are involved in the customer need to be active in the 
relationship. Personal meetings are the most used way, and the most efficient way of working 
when selling services. The company is big which results in that the requests are sent to the 
company without even having any kind of relation with the customer before. This means that 
sometimes a relation does not start until the company are presenting a proposal to the 
customer. Call-centre exists but not for the service department of the organisation. Probably 
mostly used of the software department. Homepages with their own internet accounts is 
probably done more within the hardware department.  
Respondent C: When selling services the company is first and foremost using personal 
meetings when contacting customers. Further on in a relationship there can be contact through 
a homepage that both the company and the customer have access to. Personal contact is a 
good but time-consuming and expensive way of selling. There always has to be consultants 
placed at the customers to keep the dialogue active with the customer. The company has a call 

centre, but this is not used when talking about services, it is more used when it comes to 
software, hardware and standardised services. 
Respondent D: The absolute most important customer channel is within the service 
department to use personal meetings. Because of the personal connection the meetings creates 
a high level of value. The optimal channel do although differ depending on the stage of the 
process. In the early stages it might be expensive to use meetings as the main channel. The 
channels are in order of importance according to the respondent: meetings, phone, e-mail, 
direct mail, call centre, internet, and fax.  
Respondent H: The respondent has ten thousand customers and has different models 
depending on where the customer is. The market is divided in four hundred customers on the 
top, with fifteen persons with customer responsibility who works a lot with personal contacts. 
Then the next segment represents five hundred customers with six representatives who also 
visit the customers but conduct most of the contact with the customers by phone. Then there 
are the rest of the customers who are placed in a pool where the company works with the web, 
and campaigns to drive the customer closer to the company. Depending on where the 
customer is placed, the company works with personal meetings, telephone, web and 
alternative methods. In addition to this is the business partner structure where the company is 
working together with partners in each segment. 
 

Front office 

Strategies when working with customer relations 

Respondent A: The company has a global sales organisation which is responsible for the 
overall customer relationship strategy. This relationship strategy is on the level of the sales  
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organisation, but every business segment has their own salespeople as well who contact the 
customer’s representatives if necessary. 
Respondent B: The relationship strategy is diversified and is by the respondent described as 
follows: 
The service department has their own sales organisation, which is included in the Nordic 
organisation of the company. The person who owns the sector called Public within the service 
department owns the customers in the public sector in the Nordic region. In addition to this 
the Swedish organisation of the company has its own sales and distribution department, S&D. 
S&D owns the relationships in Sweden and may sell everything the company has to offer, 
hardware, software and services. When they as an example find the opportunity to sell a 
service they give this opportunity to the service department’s sales organisation over the 
Nordic region.  
 
The main purpose is always to in the best way satisfy the customers and give them what they 
want. The CRM strategy is based on Siebel which keeps all the information and control about 
the customers but also about the consultants whom are out working with the customers. Siebel 
provides a calendar for the salesmen where they can control what is going on within each of 
their accounts.  
 
When having dialogues with customers, it is important to listen to the customer and find new 
opportunities. If a customer has a problem that the company gets to know about, this 
generates a new opportunity to solve another problem for the customer which the salesmen 
then discuss with their managers. It is also important that problems and obstacles are informed 
to the managers, to make it possible to change and improve along the way. The salesmen have 
objectives in Siebel about selling, but also about being innovative and answer to the 
customers’ quality requirements. 
 
The strategy seen over the whole company does not only include Siebel, in addition there are 
homepages and employees can take courses in the company sales method. This will make the 
company strong when being in contact with a customer because everyone is working by the 
same guidelines and strategy. 

 
Respondent C: The company’s strategy is to always create value to the customer with high 
competence and industry focus. Value pricing is also in focus, the company is not selling a 
programmer but a person who can develop a solution which has a value to the customer. 
Respondent D: The company has a very clear strategy to keep employees that proactively 
builds up the relations with the company’s customers. This is quite usual in product 
companies but not in companies that provide consultant services. 
 
By the sales process is the selling organisation taking care of the first steps (1-3) and then 
hand over the opportunity to the sector organisation for the continuous steps (4-7). Even if the 
opportunity is handed over there is usually someone from the selling organisation following 
the opportunity all the way through the process. To get the company more effective in this 
matter, cooperation between the sector and the sales organisation could be established earlier 
in the customer dialogue. It is important that the company profile itself as a business solution 
provider and not only an IT company. To do this there is a large need of communication. The 
company should aim on selling business solutions with help of IT instead of selling IT with 
the help of business solution. If this is done it is easier to speak with a wider range of people 
at the customer’s company.   
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Respondent E: The company has an overall coverage strategy, where coverage refers to which 
customer the company handle and how. The overall strategy is then broken down into 
department strategies for respective area of the company. The company has divided the 
customers into five different industry sectors; which are industrial, financial services, 
distribution, public and communication. In these sectors a maximum of 80 customers 
managed by face to face salesmen called Client Representatives. In addition to these five 
industrial sectors there is a sector called SMB, small and medium business. SMB is further 
divided into two segments, focus customers and primary customers. The segment of focus 
customer is represented by Territory Sales Reps who handles 10 customers per person. The 
segment called primary is represented by Interactive Territory Sales Rep where each person 
mange about 100 customers. These representatives can not work with the same methods and 
conduct as many customer visits as the salespeople in the industry sectors do. Instead the 
work mostly includes telephone contact and e-business solutions. Apart from these two 
segments is there is also a large segment which is managed from Dublin by telesales. 
Marketing decides in which each customer should be placed, then it is chosen which of these 
industry sectors that will be covered. 
Respondent H: A CRM strategy itself has no value, the strategy has to be filled with different 
components. One component is that the company has an ongoing dialogue with their 
customers. Then the company has segmented the market, and taking care of about thousand 
customers who want to conduct repetitive and larger relationship with the company. The 
company conducts a frequent dialogue with these customers by phone and visits. In addition 
to these thousand customers there are nine thousand more that are purchasing less frequent 
and is taken care of in other ways by the company. This is done partly through partner 
structures, through the web and through telephone-campaigns.  

 
Identification 

Respondent A: In perspective of selling services, the communication can be done through 
three channels. Either by the service organisation itself that finds the possible sale. Secondly it 
is the global sales organisation that finds an opportunity and hands it over to the service 
organisation. The third possible channel is through the other business departments as software 
or hardware. When these products are sold it usually includes services as well, which can be 
gained without any work at all. Technically the channels are exclusively through human 
channels.  
Respondent B: The company does not work with the smallest companies, and most often 
when a large company needs a solution they will send out requests to about five appropriate 
suppliers. This results in large negotiations where the best solution that matches with the 
request probably will win the deal. If the request is about services then the one who has gotten 
the request takes contact with a salesperson in the service department and together they 
answer the potential customer with a proposal. Another possibility is an already active 
customer where a salesperson is represented at the customer. The customer has a need of 
something and the salesperson has the possibility to find a solution which will fulfil the 
requirements. 
 
Respondent C: The company reaches the market by industry because they think the market 
wants this industry focus. An example is that it is not great to switch directly from bank to 
manufacture industries, the difference is too extensive. When working by industry the 
employees will develop within each industry.  
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All the customers have probably been in contact with the company earlier, through previous 
transactions or employees knowing people at other companies. It is unusual that companies 
have not had any contact with the company. This is a strength of being a large company. A 
better CRM solution would make it easier to control previous information. This can be very 
important when for example an employee leaves the company and takes all the information 
that has not been documented with. This makes the introduction phase of next employee 
longer than it should. 
 
Respondent E: The company starts the identification from a marketing-database where all 
Swedish companies s stored. Each quarter, the company buys complete information about all 
the companies from a company which provide business information. This information is used 
when the company does not have any previous information of a potential customer. In the 
cases where there already has been any kind of exchange, that information is used. 
 
It is possible to find new business opportunities with the companies whom are already 
customers. Analytical models are used to see propensity to buy, by looking at previous 
transactions. Other things that is valuable to monitor is what have been purchased, during 
which period has it been bought and what complementary purchases that been done during the 
last period of time. This makes it possible to compare and find similar business exchanges and 
in that way increase the accuracy when addressing a customer. The company does not need to 
address the whole customer database every time but only the once where it is highest 
probability to get response. A customer does not find advertising as disturbing if it is about 
something needed. If the advertisement comes in the moment that the customer is thinking 
buying something, advertising will only see it positively. On the other hand, the customer will 
see it as spam if it is something they really not want to buy. This way of addressing the 
customer, with highest probability to purchase, is efficient and cost saving. It is though not 
applicable when handling consultant services. This because it is easier to offer a precise 
suggestion of a deal, compared to a service which is not tangible. 
Respondent H: When identifying, the company selects customers by focusing on those with a 
high amount of employees and high turnover. The company does simple screenings over the 
market and then picks out the customer according to the criteria. In addition to this the 
company chose customers that belong to specific business areas whom are IT-intensive. The 
company gets information from lists they purchase over all the companies in the market. Then 
they have business intelligence and market intelligence the company owns, where the 
development of different segments is examined to get customer information and market 
information. This is normally done once or twice a year, first and foremost in the beginning of 
the year, when also the territories for each salesperson is defined. 
 
Identification activities 

Respondent C: Key question: what does the customer really want? It is important to find a 
dialogue with the customer. New customers are often found when the company receives a 
request for proposal or a request for information, which describes what the customer wants. 
This is often sent to several potential selling companies. When this request comes from larger 
customers, the company has already people working with them on different projects. This 
makes it easier to understand the customer what it really wants, and who would be placed on 
this potential opportunity. It is more difficult when it comes to smaller customers.  
Respondent E: The activities depend on the customer and the person responsible of handling 
it. Often it is a business partner who in the end is closing the deal and delivering, but the 
business partner might not have done the opportunity identification. The activities depend on  
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who was responsible of the entrance for the business, who is the opportunity owner and who 
has the responsibility to close the deal. 

 
CRM and Sales process 

Respondent A: In the CRM process, a structured sales process is described with different 
stages that must be fulfilled in order to continue to the next stage. It is through the sales 
process in Siebel every contract can be followed. This is also how the sales are observed; 
every month is the results examined. In larger contracts the deal needs to be approved by 
management if the sales person should continue the sales process.  
Respondent B: In general terms; it all starts with the company receiving a request, a 
qualification and then a risk assessment is done. Then the opportunity is presented in an 
opportunity board where the company decides if they will work with the deal and if they want 
to put resources in developing an offer to the customer or not. If the process proceeds, an offer 
is produced, by the help of a supporting function who among other things provides support, 
controls the risks and brings a lot of material to the table. Then the offer is sent to the 
customer. 
Respondent D: The primary responsibility does the persons in the global sales organisation 
have, they own the relation. The sales organisation then appends other parts of the company, 
for instance people from consultant or software departments. When the opportunity reaches 
the third stage the sale is qualified it is handed over and a new opportunity owner with a team 
takes over the responsibility until the sales are done and the sold solution is delivered. All the 
roles that are represented through the sales process are defined and monitored in Siebel. 
Except for the team many supporting functions are brought in. Some examples of support that 
can be used are risk judgement and contract examining. 
Respondent H: Sales process connected to other functions, the service department, marketing, 

as a department 

The respondent has the overall customer responsibility, which includes customer satisfaction 
and everything that is happening from a whole company perspective towards the customers. 
Every other part of the company is only measured on the specific department and is satisfied 
when the customers want to buy something from the specific department. The respondent’s is 
towards the customer the one who shall understand the customer and then manage the 
company on what the company will deliver to the customers. The employees that have been in 
contact with the customers earlier does probably know more about the customer than the 
respondent’s department. The customer responsible persons at this department will estimate 
what the customer needs and then package a team which will reach the goals of the customer. 
In addition to this department does the respondent have representatives in every separate 
department of the company whom have the same goals and working the same way within 
each area. All these are working together but with a distance in the way that no one will do 
the same thing. 
 
The seven steps sales model is then connected to this described organisation. The respondent 
will find the opportunities and validate them. If the company’s solution fit the customer’s 
problem an opportunity owner is assigned to the opportunity. The opportunity owner will 
continue the work and close the deal, while the respondent goes back to the beginning in 
trying to find a new opportunity. 
 
There is usually someone that will follow the customer through the whole process. Even 
though that the model claims that the respondent should leave the customer to the concerned 
department. In real life it is not always the best option, and CRM is all about customer focus. 
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Marketing process 

Respondent E: The marketing department has many processes for their activities. For example 
making an event is one process and doing an html-mail is another. The company has 
processes for everything, and in a marketing team room can something called Tactic 
execution portal be found for reading about how to do an activity correctly. A large amount of 
money passes through the marketing department and it is highly important that everything is 
done in accordance with business controls. 
 

Marketing activities 

Respondent E: The marketing department makes marketing plans based on a global program 
framework where the company’s four areas has been put together and divided into programs. 
There is one program for C-level managers, one for CIO:s, one for IT-professionals and one 
for IT-buyers. It is also a special program called MidMarket which includes smaller 
companies. The four areas will have a joint message to each program. The C-level program is 
divided by industry and industry specific marketing will be conducted in prioritised markets. 
 
The marketing department is working with the five programs mentioned earlier and marketing 
decide what will be appropriate for each activity and what will be done. Many events are done 
each year, and information about these can easily be found in the market plans or in the news-
mail “Marketing update” which is sent to everyone and clarifies everything that will happen 
in the near future. The intranet is also used to spread the information in the whole 
organisation. It is not always efficient in the company because most people want personalised 
information, and resistance of searching for this information is common in the company. 
 
Correlations between marketing and sales 

Respondent A: This is something that the company does not perform well. The connection 
between the service department and the marketing function is defective, at least in the 
Swedish/Nordic region. All the marketing for the Nordic service department is performed by 
the Swedish marketing function. Reasons to the flaws could be that the company use global 
marketing initiatives and programmes that do not suit in the local markets. 
Respondent B: The company provides some activities, both for their employees and 
customers. Quarterly activities are arranged for chosen customers, there can be activities 
where the company presents themselves and their products. Then the company has special 
descriptive activities to which the company invites specific customers. There are also 
possibilities to do study visits with the customer to get inspiration about what the customer 
wants.  
 
Then the company has a global marketing department, but also a local marketing department 
in Sweden which is strictly controlled from the headquarter of Europe. They are deciding 
what will be shown in Sweden, but as seen there is not that much in daily press. In recruiting 
ads are there good possibilities for the company to profile itself. As of today there are not 
many large events, because they do not generate enough, it is better to engage in more 
concentrated events. 
Respondent H: Organisation, S&D and marketing 

The Swedish marketing function is positioned within the respondents department, because 
there are only fifty customers within the different sectors but more than ten thousand 
customers in the market. As a large majority of them is in the respondents department, it has 
been decided that the marketing department should be close to this department. The marketing 
department becomes more important when trying to reach the rarely purchasing customers in 
the respondents department. 
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Segmentation 

Respondent A: The company has its business divided into segments called sectors which 
represents different types of business areas. In every sector the customers are further divided 
into sub-groups. The reason for this is that the company will be able to give industrial specific 
solutions and services. In the Swedish market there are not many companies in each 
subgroup, which makes some salespersons responsible for many sector groups.  
 
In order to be a part of a sector, the customer needs to conduct enough business with the 
company. Otherwise it will be placed in the small and medium business sector. The benefits 
of using these sectors are that the marketing offers can be specialised to suit the customers 
business. It also gives the advantage of using knowledge from similar customers from the 
sectors globally when creating new industry specific solutions.  
 

Respondent B: The company is keeping old structures and the customers are divided into the 6 
sectors. The customer will be assigned to the proper salesperson that will start and build a 
relationship. First the customers are divided into the different sectors, which refer to the 
branch the customers are active in. In addition to that, the customers are divided based on the 
relationship, if the customer has a history with frequent transactions or not. The companies 
which have small relationships with the company are placed in a sector called small and 
medium business, SMB. 
 

Respondent C: The company is structured on geography, but also in sectors which are 
industrial, bank and finance, retail, public/government and more. Each sector is then divided 
in to industries, an example is the Industrial sector which has the Chemical and petroleum 
industry as well as Aerospace and defence, Automotive and Electronics. The sector has then 
the overview over every company that connects to the different industries within the Nordic 
region, both small and large companies. The larger companies are then connected to the 
relevant industry and the smaller companies are placed in a sector called small and medium 
business, SMB. The potential customers that do not have any relation to the company yet are 
placed in S&D who works with create and build new customers which then will be placed in 
the different industries. This results in the company getting a clear view of who is who, which 
the companies are, what are they doing and what do the competitors do. It would be useful to 
be able to see in the CRM-system which employees have been in contact with each customer 
at earlier business and relationships. The ambition of this use is probably in the future.  
 
Everyone is working from their conditions. The function selling software may not do their 
segmentation exactly the same as in the function selling services. Each part is segmented 
based on their way of selling. 
 
Respondent D: All the companies that are represented on the market are generally examined 
and sorted roughly into the sectors. Inside every sector the companies that seem to be more 
important to the company are located and given a responsible person. The customer 
segmentation among the total number of opportunities is based on many parameters. Among 
the parameters that can influence the segmentation there are factors such as how many 
competitors that are interested in the customer, percentage of previously lost contracts and 
how much the customer buys from the company for the moment. This segmentation should be 
performed in a dialogue between all the departments of the company, but it seems that every 
part of the company do their own segmentation. Since the customer demands to be treated 
well no matter whom from the company they are in contact with, the internal communication 
therefore need to have high quality. For the companies located in the SMB sector they can be  
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moved to another sector if their business with the company increases to a certain level. A 
good way of utilising the segmentation in combination with the strength of the company size 
is to expand the customer’s share of wallet within other product and service areas. 
 
Segmentation at the company is about knowing how much that should be done for a specific 
customer. It should not only be used to get information about the customer, but instead to be 
seen as a guide for how to act. Segmentation can give much important information that can be 
hard to notice if it is not analysed. Another useful thing of the segmentation is to see that a 
suitable amount of money is put on the customer in comparison to the actual gains.  
 

Respondent E: The company has an overall coverage strategy, where coverage refers to which 
customer the company handle and how. The overall strategy is then broken down into 
department strategies for respective area of the company. The company has divided the 
customers into five different industry sectors; which are industrial, financial services, 
distribution, public and communication. In these sectors a maximum of 80 customers 
managed by face to face salesmen called Client Representatives. In addition to these five 
industrial sectors there is a sector called SMB, small and medium business. SMB is further 
divided into two segments, focus customers and primary customers. The segment of focus 
customer is represented by Territory Sales Reps who handles 10 customers per person. The 
segment called primary is represented by Interactive Territory Sales Representatives where 
each person mange about 100 customers. These representatives can not work with the same 
methods and conduct as many customer visits as the salespeople in the industry sectors do. 
Instead the work mostly includes telephone contact and e-business solutions. Apart from these 
two segments is there is also a large segment which is managed from Dublin by telesales. 
Marketing decides in which each customer should be placed, then it is chosen which of these 
industry sectors that will be covered. 
 
The company does the segmentation according to the concept of coverage, which has been 
discussed earlier. In addition to this division, marketing has segmented it further into 3 groups 
called; core, invest and acquire. Where core includes the customers who most likely are sector 
clients today, and there are already a lot of transactions with them. Invest refers to customers 
who have bought something earlier, but from other areas within the organisation. The last 
group acquire, concerns the customers which almost never has had any business with the 
company earlier. This is segmentation based on how much business that have been done with 
the customers. The segmentation according to the concept of coverage is based on which roles 
the customer posses and what relation they have with the company. In the MidMarket another 
segmentation is done, based on the customer size. 
 
One CRM strategy is that the company is segmenting the market in three blocks, large 
customers, midsize and smaller customers. The company then has customer responsible 
persons in different extent depending on how much contact the customer wants with the 
company. Then the company has divided the customers in twelve different industries, 
everything from banking and finance to IT-hosting companies. The industries have totally 
different needs from each other. Therefore has the company educated the customer 
responsible persons to understand one specific customer industry. From a geographical point 
of view is Sweden one territory, which makes it is possible to have different focus in different 
parts of the territory. The company does a gathered detailed plan on how to process this 
market. In this plan there are initiatives within hardware and software products, business  
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services and technical services. In addition there are all objectives, on how to work based on 
customer satisfaction from previous year. 
 
Sales Force Automation 

• Lead management 
Respondent A: This is what the CRM system Siebel is all about, the opportunities are found 
and registered into the system where it moves forward through the stages in the sales process. 
Respondent B: In Siebel, the leads are registered. 
Respondent C: The company is working with lead management. 

• Opportunity management 
Respondent A: This is what the CRM system Siebel is all about, the opportunities are found 
and registered into the system where it moves forward through the stages in the sales process. 
Respondent B: Opportunities are also registered in Siebel but with more information and 
accuracy. 
Respondent C: The company is also working with opportunity management. 

• Proposal management 
Respondent A: In the services business is it hard to design a general solution, mostly it is first 
of a kind solutions that have to be made. In the other business operations like hardware and 
software it is easier to use configuration tools. This is hard to obtain when the product sold is 
all about people. In aspect of making offers to the customer the company has a very structured 
process, including risk management and checks of quality. 
Respondent B: The proposals made of the company are done by many different business 
departments, and there is no function in Siebel which develop proposals. The company has a 
supporting function who are helping managing to handle proposal, and people who can help 
during the process of writing proposals. 
Respondent C: The company has a support function which support when working with 
proposals. There is also a process used that clarifies which resources and which tool that can 
be used. 

• Territory management 
Respondent A: Territory management is by the company used at a quite high level; the 
researched area is measured on a Nordic result but is followed up on a country base. In terms 
of sales, everyone can be measured down to a personal seller’s level. In the Nordic services 
the sales people do not have any geographical territories, but in the global sales organisation 
there are geographical sales persons. 
Respondent B: This is managed within each sector which keeps control over the companies. 
Respondent C: Territory management is definitely a concept used within the company. There 
is a structure of each industry that works with territory management, what is happening on the 
market and where does the company need to be active. Each industry has one industry owner 
in Stockholm for Sweden, one in London for North Europe and one who has the global 
ownership of the industry. 

• Campaign management 
Respondent A: This is not done today in the service department but it could be. It has 
probably supporting tools for doing activities in the Siebel system. These activities are 
sometimes put together into a campaign for a specific customer segment.  
Respondent B: The marketing department works with campaigns, but to the service 
department this is not visible. It is probably more about focused efforts instead of replayed 
campaigns.  
Respondent C: When there are events, the respondent is only active when inviting the 
participants, but it is Marketing who is arranging and the parts of the company participates. 
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Respondent E: The organisation is global which means that if a marketing campaign is 
successful in some part of the world it might be re-used in the Swedish market. This is a great 
benefit of being such a large company. Almost everything is done and planned by the 
marketing department in Sweden is used for the Swedish market.  
Respondent H: This is a concept in the company, but it concerns marketing, and the marketing 
function of the company is located within the respondent’s department. Marketing is also 
represented in each separate department, who reports to the Swedish marketing function. The 
marketing is handling their own projects, but they are also purchasing services within the 
marketing area. 
 

Back office 

Collecting data  

Respondent C: The information registered in Siebel is first and foremost which customer and 
which opportunity. Opportunities can include products, software and consultants. Also 
information about the customer, which employees are involved in the sell, how much money 
are involved and what are the chances of getting the contract, 25%, 50% or 75%, are 
registered. It all starts when registering status one, when identification of a new opportunity 
has been done.  
Respondent D: It is mainly the Siebel system is used to register and to observe all the 
opportunities an employee is working with. Here all contact information is stated; how much 
money that should be made, the probability of successful deal, description of included 
products and services, and how long the process has proceeded.  
 
For every opportunity it is many things that have to be registered: 
Which customer, customer contacts, the opportunities of the customer, the value of the 
opportunity, decision dates, probability of a deal, when payment arrives(in longer contracts) 
and information of the sales team at the company. Many things need to be changed over time 
when the sale process goes on, for example: decision days, due dates, probabilities, and the 
money involved in the deal. These are updated all the time. Information of how a customer 
meeting went, or things like customers thoughts are not registered in this system.  
Respondent E: All relevant data is stored in an enormous database and which contain a 
collection of data from Siebel, purchased business information, data about all the customers 
and what they have bought. There is also a warehouse with financial information. This 
includes information such as volumes, but also competitive information is stored here. 

 
Analysis 

Respondent A: It is mostly key ratios concerning profitability, efficiency and quality that is 
done. These are usually made monthly but sometimes quarterly if it is larger analysis. Siebel 
can generate reports which includes all statistics needed to do forecasts. These statistics are 
then put into other forecast tools for obtaining the wanted output. There are functions in 
Siebel which makes it possible to do queries and get answers. The easiest way though is to 
take out reports from the system and put them in an own tool, this is faster and more 
manageable. The performed analytics and forecasts are not brought back into the system 
again.  
Respondent B: OLAP is something the company sells but if they do it with their own 
information does not the respondent know. 
Respondent F: The respondent does not know if this is done. The system has the capabilities 
of searching customers, opportunities, who works with it and so on. It is usually restricted to  
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the sales team responsible for a customer. It might be people higher up in the company 
hierarchy that have the possibility to search the information content of the whole company.  
 
Every part of the organisation should use the Siebel system whatever products or services that 
are sold. The company contain of different sale functions but all of them use the Siebel 
system. In the services department of the company there is no proper sales function, sales are 
instead done by partners and associate partners. The respondent is also pretty sure that the 
marketing department use it too.  

 

Technology 

System integration 

Respondent A: The main CRM tool is Siebel, which is the core for everything and ties all 
sales-connected activities together. There are also sales systems which are separated from 
Siebel. For example the company homepage where products can be bought and another 
system called “task force advantage” where software updates and licenses are sold. None of 
these systems are used in the services department and the integration with other systems in the 
company is not very good.  
Respondent B: Apart from Siebel the company uses many systems such as e-mail, SAP, 
intranet and calendar. There are also system called Knowledge view to develop Intellectual 
capital, the mailing function to schedule meetings, the calendar and chat to have overview and 
control. Then the company has their intranet to find co-workers, a system which is used by the 
resource managers where the right resources can be found, an example is when trying to find 
a person with specialist knowledge. 
Respondent C: The CRM-system in this company is Siebel which overviews the selling 
activities and connect the people involved in each case. The system also helps managers to 
see what is going on and by the information is it possible to reserve resources and money to 
each case. The managers can priorities by the information in Siebel which makes it important 
to register correctly. Even information about lost cases should be registered and also why they 
have been lost. Siebel is also complemented by local and personal solutions. Employees have 
their own Excel solutions for their customers and opportunities. It would be beneficial if it 
could be done in Siebel directly, but it is to complex. Siebel can not be used without being 
online, which sometimes constrains the use of it. At meetings is the discussions referred to 
printed documents which is not always up to date.  
To be able to register anything about a customer it is compulsory to register a contact person 
at the customer. By taking an old contact at the company already registered in Siebel, this 
registration phase is done fast and easy. This is though not the contact that will be used. If the 
system had been used more frequently it would have been more motivated to use it in another 
way. Preferably would be to have the information about every contact of whom and what has 
been said between the company and the customer. Today this information is shared by having 
to talk to the right people that have been in contact with the customer about things the 
customers already knows. This might be the ambition with Siebel, but today it is too difficult 
to use the system in this way. Each opportunity needs to be registered and defined by a 
number, without this number there is no possible way to go further with the opportunity in 
any other system.  

 
Respondent D: It is mainly Siebel system that is used. The company’s mail function and 
calendar are used by all employees and can be seen as systems connected to CRM. The reason 
that most of the employees use this calendar instead of the calendar in the Siebel system is the 
user friendliness. The employees do not logon to the Siebel system unless they have to.  
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Information from previous business transactions could be used when preparing for new 
business with an existing customer, but the respondent does not believed that it is done 
regularly. Many of the employees get focused on the specific opportunity. Many times one 
part of the company acts without ever knowing what other parts already have done. 
 
Respondent E: The company has many different systems and databases which are of interest 
for the marketing department. There are different systems used depending on the matter. One 
example can be when making an event, and then a system called Event solution is used. 
Another system is used when publishing on the Web and so on. Marketing is working with 
several systems like this, such as databases and applications for planning. Therefore the 
marketing process is a combination of different systems which support different activities or 
different stadiums. However, the planning tool is covering all the activities, and also a system 
called Business advantage tool which includes business plans. There are many systems which 
are not called marketing systems. All Marketing Intelligence have a special homepage where 
everything that concerning the company’s trademark and all rules of the logotype is stated. 
 
Respondent F: This depends on to what extent the CRM process is considered. It is mainly 
Siebel that is thought of when referring to CRM system; this system is one of the largest in 
the market. Beside Siebel there are other side-systems that are used to analyse data. One 
example is a program which is an interface used to get reports out of the Siebel. Another one 
is where the value of all signed deals is registered as findings and then reported and 
consolidated worldwide in the organisation. Then there are systems that are used when a deal 
completed and in accounting, but these are not considered to be CRM-systems. 
Respondent H: The company is working with the data and taking out reports, because it is not 
possible to get the overview of the data in Siebel. 
 
Data management 

Respondent A: Siebel is used daily by both the salespersons and the managerial positions that 
get forecasts and statistics. The benefits of using Siebel are that information is gathered and 
monitored. By getting the possibility to monitor, the business can also be managed. The 
people working in finance which are responsible for making the quarterly and annual reports 
use the data. Others are the people working as controllers with the business results.  
Respondent B: The systems are used daily by controlling each sales step to find how the 
business is going and how many deals are in the phase of closure. A great advantage of the 
system is that it supports the forecasts which the company is working with a lot. The system is 
also used when over viewing opportunities, how high is the possibility that the company gets 
the deal, when will the delivery be and how much resources are needed. Then the company 
discusses if they have the resources to fulfil the deliveries. These check-ups are done annually 
and monthly. All the systems are supporting the business and it is about working from the 
employee’s highest wish the way to the customer’s highest wishes. This is when the system is 
used optimal. 
Respondent C: Siebel is used in selling planning where the system is used to plan the 
individual selling. This is to know exactly how much business is going on and is it accurate 
according to the goals and do the opportunities need more resources. In Siebel, this involves a 
planning cycle of seven steps, where step one is identification of an opportunity and seven is 
when the customer has signed the deal.  
Respondent F: Without the system would the respondent not be able to do his work. Siebel is 
used as an information source, where the opportunities are examined from day to day. 
Everything is then put together weekly with the forecasts of what will be sold during the  
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month. This is then sent to the European management of the company. Without the 
information from the system would the respondent not be comfortable of sending anything. 
 
Storing data 

Respondent A: The company use many data warehouse solutions for the different systems but 
the respondent is uncertain in how these are used. All data that concerns the business and the 
results is saved. This is something that has to be done because the enterprise is based in USA. 
Regulations say that almost everything needs to be saved, as long as it is not an infringement 
of integrity.  
Respondent B: Unfortunately can the respondent not answer if the company has a data 
warehouse, but suggests Siebel. As of today, the respondent does not know if marketing is 
using the data but thinks that it could be a good point of use in Siebel. If the data in Siebel 
where good and always up to date, then marketing could use information about a new 
solution. Information about a project which has been very successful could also be used in 
marketing purpose. 
Respondent C: The person owning the transaction is the opportunity owner who is responsible 
to update the information in Siebel. The bonus system is based on the opportunity owner 
doing the update in a correct manner. This is also the person who puts a team together to work 
with the opportunity, register everyone that will be helping or has an interest in the 
opportunity. It is not a case where a person is selling one computer, but a team of employees 
building a solution that includes components from different parts of the company.  
Respondent E: The company has a data warehouse which is outsourced to another company. 
When information is needed from it people from data management and analytics in the Nordic 
region need to be contacted. Specific knowledge is needed to ask the questions that gives the 
right combination of information. There are three people working with this and can contact 
the company handling the data warehouse. It is only the marketing department who uses this 
data warehouse, but other areas can send requests of information. Then marketing will send 
the wanted information file. Some of the information taken out of the system is also returned 
into Siebel, an example can be when marketing is inviting customer for events. This is 
announced in Siebel.  
It is hard to address to the salesmen, and when they are not updating information about the 
customers in Siebel it will affect marketing as well. 
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RQ3. How is the effectiveness of CRM measured? 
General thoughts of measurement 

Respondent B: A close system used frequently is Claim, where every worked hour is 
registered and what is done during the hours. This is followed-up each week, and all the 
consultants have a yearly goal over how many hours that should be filled. 
Respondent D: The ordinary is the traditional, financial ways of measuring. The sales people 
are measured on an aggregated result and not on a customer specific level. If the figures are 
not satisfying the sales person need to come up with a plan of action to solve the problems. It 
would be better if the forecasts could be used to avoid problems in a proactive way. 
Respondent G: The company has all systems to do satisfaction measures which are good, but 
the most important thing is to understand that it is the customer who has to be satisfied. If a 
measure is done just because someone said it should be done, it looses the importance. That is 
why the respondent’s work is to explain the gains of the measurements. A large part of the 
respondent’s responsibility is to give guidance and to get the employees to understand the 
value of having satisfied customer. 
 

Customer-related objectives 

Strengthen customer loyalty 

Respondent A: There are at least three different measures for customer satisfaction, which are 
done centrally in the company’s organisation. In one of these measures is the question stated: 
Would you recommend the company to do business with others? When answering the 
question the customer need to rate. The respondent does not know how the answers are 
handled or followed up in the sales organisation. In the consulting department of the company 
many of the contracts are very long, 5-7 years which makes the customer forced to loyalty 
during the contract time.  
Respondent B: This is not done according to the respondent, but the salespersons will 
probably say they measure this. 
Respondent C: The respondent does not know whether the customer loyalty is measured or 
not. 
Respondent D: There is not any type of customer loyalty index which weigh many factors 
together. These factors are represented by facts like: income, pipeline quantity, amount of 
product/service-line sold to customer, frequency of buys, results from customer satisfaction 
surveys, involvement of competitors and many more. Today there is no such measure in the 
company that the respondent knows of. 
Respondent F: This can not be measured, at least not in the system. The only thing that can be 
measured is the number of opportunities the company have had and compare this to how 
many that was won.  
Respondent G: In the satisfaction tool set/met is customer expectation measured over a long 
period of time. The relationship survey is based upon loyalty, and is measured by asking 
questions such as: Does the customer want to continue to do business with the company 

compared to the competitors? There is no specific customer loyalty index except for the one 
where the company is measured compared to its competitors. This is done upon metrics like: 
Likeliness to recommend to others and likelihood to do business with. 
 
Customer satisfaction  

Respondent A: This is done by another part of the company; it is the marketing function who 
is handling these surveys. 
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Respondent B: Large global surveys are done twice a year examining how satisfied the 
customers are. The customer evaluates the company as a whole at many levels, how 
innovative the company is and how much knowledge the company has and many more factors 
Respondent C: This is measured all the time, and there is a connection in Siebel. It is 
measured according systems and questionnaires and each seller is measured on customer 
satisfaction. The data is handled through a process where it is collected and then stored in a 
separated database. These measurements are brought up on monthly, quarterly and annual 
reports about the company’s business. The things that are measured can be how the company 
delivers, the quality of the delivery, price performance and more. 
Respondent D: There are satisfaction surveys that are handed to the customers, mostly by e-
mail. The frequency of them is uncertain, but usually it is one sent out after each larger project 
and sometimes just randomly measure the satisfaction. This is then the respondent’s 
responsibility to take part of the results. 
Respondent E: There are some functions where marketing has the overall responsibility, but 
not in all parts. The service department is probably the one who is least integrated in the 
company.  
Respondent F: There is a client satisfaction survey that the customers get from the customer 
responsible. The respondent does not know where it is saved.  
Respondent G: There are six formal client satisfaction tools 
 
1. Set/met Setting expectation / meeting expectation. This satisfaction evaluation is done by 
the customer responsible at sector level. The responsible meets with the customer company’s 
contact person once every six months and the expectations for the upcoming six months are 
cleared. The set/met also includes the questions like: 

o How do you see the loyalty 
o Which are our greatest competitors 
o Which activities have been good 
o How strong is our relationship 

Then the activities for the coming six months are decided which will be measured in the next 
set/met evaluation. The answers of the survey are collected by client representative. It is also 
reported to the top management if something is out of ordinary. 
 

2. CVA-T, Customer value analysis – Transaction, which measures all of the transactions 
after a finished purchase over $35000 dollar. The questions asked are about the specific 
transaction, and is done by an external part that through the Siebel system finds which 
opportunities are finished and closed. The survey is web-based, but from 2008 phone surveys 
might be an option. The results of this tool is used in various locations in the company, Every 
opportunity has an owner and it is this person and the OO:s manager who gets the ratings 
back. 
 
3. CVA-R Customer value analysis - Relationship. This is a new evaluation tool in the 
company and is focused at the largest and most important customers. This is done by an 
external part and the interviewee is positioned at a CEO or client executive level in the 
customer company. The first question asked is who the company’s largest competitor is. The 
following question battery contains of about 30 questions which all compare the company 
with the competitor. In every question the gap between them is distinguished, and later 
focused on. This evaluation has been well received by the customers. 
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4. CERS client executive relationship survey. This tool measures the company’s big 
outsourcing accounts which is conducted once every year and is very extensive. It is carried 
out by an external part and is answered by the customer at an executive level. The results of 
the survey are received by the Swedish management and are then communicated down 
through the organisation. 
 
5. ICHC Interim Client Health Check, Enhanced set of questions asked to the client to 
determine the client’s perception of IBM’s performance. This survey is performed on projects 
with a value over 2 millions and is evaluated after 6, 9 or 12 months depending on the projects 
risk. It contains of three parts: 

o The customers expectations 
o What have been performed 
o If there have been any issues during the project 

All of these areas get a rating which is put together to a total rating from 0-10. The results are 
categorised into colour codes where 0-6 is red, 7 yellow and 8-10 is green. None of these 
satisfaction measures are carried out by the project leader, but by an external part such as a 
risk manager and/or a partner. This is done in order to get more truthful results and better 
cooperation. The results are then communicated to the responsible team and its superiors. 
 
6. Trailer Call is a tool that is used after finished service. The evaluation concerns the 
performed service and is done by phone by an external company. A lot of these interviews are 
done, about 120 every month on a Swedish level. The results are return to the people who 
performed the services. 
 
Apart from these formal tools there are also informal evaluations which the project leaders 
carry out by themselves. When this is done the rating get more total and give more 
information of how to become a more functional project leader and consultant. 
 
Satisfaction variables 

• Appearance of personnel, products and brand 
Respondent G: This is hard to measure; the entire company is an image, one of the most 
known brands in the world. Examples which can evaluate this can be found in the CVA-R 
which includes questions that ensure reliability. These questions concern the trust of 
information from the whole company. 
Is the company one of your most respected sources of information of how technology can 

improve your business? 
Is the company a trusted advisor in helping you identifies and solve business challenges? 

• Empathy for the customer’s needs 
Respondent G: These are things that are focused on the specific customer. 
To address these kinds of evaluations questions like: 
Does the company help with the specific solutions available to address your business needs? 

Does the company develop solutions that meet your business needs? 

• Reliability 

Respondent G: The reliability can be answered with the same questions used for customer 
loyalty. 

• Responsiveness 
Respondent G: The responsiveness that has to do with the contact procedure is not 
specifically measured. In the satisfaction tools are the expectation on how well the company 
measured, which can be seen as a measure of the responsiveness. 
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• Assurance, that the employees are knowledgeable 
Respondent G: The questions underneath are asked to the customer and concerns the 
employees. This is important; it is these kinds of things that the company is built upon. 
Is the employee a trusted adviser in helping your business challenge? 

Does the employee provide and give education to higher success? 
 

Customer retention 

Respondent B: This is not measured in the service department; this is done much more when 
selling software and hardware where the products are tangible. The service department is only 
selling hours to each project. 
Respondent D: This is not measured. More measuring is on how much business that is in the 
pipeline for example, but this could be valuable to look at. 
Respondent F: Not that the respondent know of 
Respondent H: This measure is done on services, where the company is working on three to 
five years contract. The company wants to keep these customers, and they expect these 
customers to stay longer than three to five years. Most of the customers are growing and will 
therefore need more from the company, but it all depends on the segment of products. 
 

Relationship-related objectives 

Superior service 

• Complaints 
Respondent A: It is hard to make complaints on a consultant service. Everything is controlled 
by the contract which decides how the service should be performed. If this is not performed 
the company have to pay a fee. If a consultant is hired on a running contract it is the 
customer’s job to dictate what should be done and pay by the hour.  
Respondent B: The complaints are included in the study of customer satisfaction.  
Respondent C: The company has a database of claims and a routine when a customer want to 
have the money back, has gotten an incorrect invoice or if the company has not delivered 
what should have been delivered. 
Respondent D: Obviously there are sometimes things that the customer is not happy with, for 
example problem with deliveries, satisfaction and profitability. The company put a lot of 
efforts on avoid and handle these problems. It is much more complex to sell services than 
hardware, which makes the complaints a lot different from the usual ones. Usually there is a 
continuous dialogue between the company and customer where problems are clarified. 
The fact that a service is measured in hours it becomes more an internal measure of how well 
the employee perform.  
Respondent F: This is probably done in the delivery organisation. 
Respondent G: Complaints is a tool which is used when a customer have a complaint. This is 
also evaluated afterwards; how the customer feels that the complaint has been handled by the 
company. 
Respondent H: This is measured in the organisation 

• Internet support measurements 
Respondent C: A larger customer with close relationships where a lot of people and resources 
are involved can be a gold customer. To this customer may the company produce a separate 
homepage where the customer can control invoices and payments, but also about the project 
going on between the two parties. This is a good way when there are many points of contacts 
within the companies. 
Respondent G: The satisfaction of the internet support is measured in CVA-T. The company 
does also have click level measures on the homepage and similar measures on a phone-based 
level. 
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• Sales process measures 
Respondent A: The respondent does not know if it is especially measured, but it is set up each 
quarter. Every opportunity will be examined for costs and winnings in terms of money and 
time. There is a set number of working hours for each opportunity. 
Respondent B: The sales cycle is measured in Siebel but is probably not evaluated and the 
sales cycle can differ a lot. 
Respondent D: There is no key ratio which aims to shorten the cycle. 
Respondent F: The sales people are measured on the sales they perform and this makes the 
process shorter 
Respondent H: This is measured in days, how many days each step consumes. This measure is 
automatically done in Siebel. The company works actively to reduce old opportunities that 
have been in the system during a longer period of time.  
 

• The internet support  
Respondent B: This is measured very well, and this is also done towards customers when they 
have support by e-mail 
Respondent H: There are only simple measures as the amount of visitors on the website is 
done. When a campaign is done the interest after this is measured on the webpage, but also 
what it generate in business compared to how many the company had contact during the 
campaign. The salespeople will register in Siebel when customers and opportunities are found 
on the base of a campaign. This is not working fully as the sales department gets criticism 
from marketing about not doing these registrations. It does not concern the customer and is 
more an internal problem, not that important according to the respondent. 
 

• Register over customer wishes 
Respondent B: When register customers wishes Siebel works as a filter, because it is always a 
salesman or someone who decides what will be registered in the system. In that way will not 
everything be saved as data. 
Respondent F: Not that the respondent know of, but it should be 
Respondent G: There is no specific database but the result of the set/met expectation survey is 
registered and available in Siebel. 
 

Higher internal efficiency 

• Education of the employees within CRM 
Respondent A: It is pretty good in the company, all sales people and senior personnel with 
customer contact get education in how the CRM process works in the company. 
Respondent B: Each employee has about one week a year with education of about everything 
depending on the career of the employee. Otherwise a lot of internet education is done 
through the intranet. 
Respondent C: The company is good in educating within the needed areas, which can be 
Siebel, customer focus and more. This is done through online courses or face to face courses 
in classes. 
Respondent D: The company have a lot of e-learning education, but to what extent it is used is 
uncertain. There are also educational seminars, conference calls and presentations, but most of 
these focuses on what to put in and not what to take out of the system. The employees are at a 
general level encouraged to take responsibility for their own internal education at the 
company. 
Respondent F: There is education for the employees that are in contact with customers, both 
e-learning and seminars courses. 
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Higher customisation capabilities 

• Work and errors that need to be redone 
Respondent B: The ability to see the customer needs and measurements of what has been 
redone is not measured by the company. 
Respondent C: Within the area of services there is no measurements of how much work that is 
redone and why. Maybe this is done concerning software and hardware products. 
Respondent H: This is done indirectly in the profitability, but no other measurements as 
percentage of costs or equal measures are done. Redone work is important to measure, but the 
primary measurements in the company are based on the profit. 
 

Higher level of communication 

• Availability 
Respondent B: The availability is according to the respondent maybe measured in the larger 
survey.  
Respondent C: The general picture of the company from the customer’s side is that it is easy 
to get hold of the company but that it takes long time to get an answer. This is not measured in 
this specifically in the company. 
Respondent G: There is no specific measure of the availability. 
Respondent H: The company is measuring the web, how available the company is there. A 
thing like how available a salesperson has been is not measured by the company. 
 

Outcome-related objectives 

Increased profit and revenue 

Respondent A: The company have many financial key criteria concerning profitability. These 
are followed-up every month, but also quarterly, and consist of turnover, coverage and margin 
on the company's different products and service groups. 
Respondent C: A part of the company’s lifestyle is to work with account planning, which is 
detailed plan over the relationship with the customer. It explains who are involved in the 
relationship, which products are involved and which opportunities are there.  
 

• Customer lifetime value 
Respondent A: The respondent does not know if this is measured or not. 
Respondent B: This might be done by the account responsible, and also salesmen on the 
service department. 
Respondent D: Not that the respondent know of 
Respondent F: Not that the respondent know of. 
Respondent H: The company has a measure over the customers, about how many employees 
they have, their turnover, and how much money they spend on IT-solutions each year. The 
market is analyst in many ways and then the company chose where to focus. Questions about 
the strength of the company towards their competitors, what structure is the customer based 
on. 
 

• Profit margin 
Respondent B: The profit margin is measured, through all used hours, overhead costs and 
prices for the customers. 
Respondent D: The profit margin is measured in every opportunity but also probably on every 
customer. 
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Reduced costs of sales 

Respondent C: This is discussed around the purchasing function within the company. If a 
project involves a subcontractor or an external consultant, the deal can not be done without an 
agreement with the purchasing department. The company has a great focus on costs, and all 
prices needs to be approved by responsible. The costs are constantly measured and they are 
represented in personal goals, department goals, region goals and more. 
 

• Interest rate 
Respondent C: To overview the forecast that has been done by analytics in the company over 
what will happen in the market within the three, six or nine months. 
 

• Cross-selling and Up-selling 
Respondent A: This is done in the company but does not affect the consultant services. 
Respondent B: Cross-selling is done through working together and trying to sell things from 
all the departments to the same customer. This is though done too much sometimes.  
Respondent C: Cross-selling is important and the company is working with it a lot. If a team 
working with one opportunity finds that it involves both software, hardware and services, this 
will be passed a cross-review board where the different departments decide how they can 
work together with this opportunity. This will result in bonuses, advantages and revenues for 
the team selling from another part of the company. Up-selling involves value-pricing, where 
the customer does not pay for a service per hour but pays for the value of the service. This 
may increase the price and profit-share deal. 
Respondent D: Cross-selling is done but the global sales organisation is responsible to do 
these things. The company needs to distinguish between how much money that is made and 
how high the margin it is on each deal. This is influenced of number of potential deals. 
Respondent F: Cross selling is measured. Within the service department there are different 
lines of business (lob:s) which are cross-sold to each other. Then in the whole company’s 
cross-selling is also measured between hardware, software and services too. When a deal 
includes products and services from many different parts of the company this is registered in 
the Siebel system. 
Respondent H: This is measured and there are some tools used. The company gets stronger 
when they have the possibility to arrange more products and services together. There are only 
a few competitors that have the possibility to do the same. 
 

• Reduced transactional costs 
Respondent B: The transactional costs, including the costs to maintain the customer, the 
respondent think the company is too big for this. Money could be saved if the company knew 
where the money where put in a relation. 
Respondent D: For every customer there is a specific amount of money that can be spent to 
influence, but there is much that is done without being formally approved. There is no 
measure at a transactional level in the company.  
Respondent F: The respondent does not know if the transactional costs are measured. 
 

Improved forecast capability 

Respondent A: This is a running work; the forecasts are followed-up each month. Some 
forecasts are measured each week. The forecasts are very serious and structured. The 
company do not like differences between forecasts and the reality, even if it is positive 
differences. 
Respondent B: The company is an expert within the area of forecasts. 
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Respondent C: The selling process is constantly updated and confirmed with management, 
every step of every opportunity. When getting closer to the delivery phase the costs and the 
real result of the deal will be more accurate.  
Respondent F: It is not always that the forecast figures estimates with the real outcome. The 
forecasts for every week in the present quarter are examined weekly and measured against the 
real figures. The same is done with the quarterly set up goals. These forecasts are not really 
measured on accuracy.   
 
Data measures  

• Completeness 
Respondent F: Somewhere in the company this is measured. It is the customer responsible 
that should make sure it is enough 

• Accuracy 
Respondent F: This is measured from the pipeline reports 

• Percent of incorrect data 
Respondent F: The data that can be checked for errors is mainly dates of when a deal should 
be finished or decided. It is measured when a decision date is exceeded. If an opportunity is 
exceeded and still not marked as won or lost it is highlighted in the system.  
If an opportunity gets lost the responsible for the deal must fill in which competitor who got 
the deal. Another thing that is looked into is if a new opportunity of a reasonable size is closed 
very fast. Then it is investigated why this opportunity was not in the system earlier.  
Without accurate data registered in the system at the right time it is hard to make reliable 
forecasts. 
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6 Data Analysis 

In the previous chapter was data collected from different resources. This data is in this 

chapter going to be analysed, which is a comparison with the theory. During the analysis are 

patterns and different angles of the researched area within the same company clarified. This 

chapter are divided according to the research questions stated in Chapter 1. 

 

6.1 How can the objectives of CRM be described? 

Overall, all the respondents agree that there are no clear stated objectives with the CRM 
strategy that is covering the whole company. Respondent B claims that it depends on the 
person if they are aware of them or not, but the company is working with CRM to be able to 
go back present customer data. Today is the CRM system used to follow up and control 
business development according to respondent C. Respondent D on the other hand finds the 
company having financial goals within the CRM strategy that each part of the company must 
fulfil. These goals are clear and are about how much the company can make from one 
customer but also how much each opportunity can cost. According to respondent E does not 
marketing use CRM as a concept, but they are affected by objectives concerning customer 
relations. The marketing function does have 17 different metrics they measure. 
 
The objectives are not clearly stated by the company in the way that the employees knows 
why they are working with the strategy. The knowledge about the objectives is different 
between the respondent and the only clear objectives mentioned above is all focusing on 
money.  
 

6.1.1 Customer-related objectives 

Strengthen customer loyalty  
Osarenkhoe (2007) claims that building long-term relationships is one of the most important 
things within CRM. To make the customer stay loyal to the company is it important to listen 
and adapt to each specific customer and their needs. 
 

Customer loyalty is covered in the CRM process according to respondent F, while respondent 
A and C finds the company not working with strengthen customer loyalty. Further respondent 
C claims that the customer barely knows that CRM exists in the company. This is while 
respondent D find the company working with strengthen customer loyalty but not in a good 
way. This is because the main focus is on sales and total profit instead of earnings per 
relationship and some relations are offered which affect the brand in a negative way. 
Respondent E on the other hand states that marketing is measuring and analysing customer 
loyalty and relations in many different ways. While respondent H refers to customer loyalty as 
a really important concept, but that it is not measured within the company except when it 
comes to outsourcing. All the respondents state that this objective should be more focus on in 
the company. The comparison sums up that the company has the recourses of right thinking in 
the employees, but they are not actively working with this objective. 
 

Customer satisfaction 

Culbert (Greenberg, 2004) states that customer satisfaction is about identify, acquire and 
retain the customer relationships through understanding and working together with the 
customers.  
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Customer satisfaction should be an objective for this company but it is not, according to 
respondent C. Today the respondents’ opinions disagree whether this is stated within the 
company or not. Respondent B implies that the CRM-system gives the company the benefit of 
gathering information of customer needs to be able to provide what the customer wants. Then 
respondent A, E, F and H refers to the customer satisfaction analysis done by the company 
after each project and activity. This analysis provides information about how the customers 
feel about the company’s work and what they could do better. Respondent H also informs 
about when handling outsourcing contracts is the company conduction regular checkups. 
Where the customer opinion about the project and the company’s opinion of how they believe 
the customer is experience the project, is compared. With this comparison the company is 
able to act to reduce dissatisfaction. As a conclusion to this, the researched company is 
working with this objective in trying to understand each individual customer’s need. 
 

Retention 

Osarenkhoe (2007) explains that a company to be competitive has to make the customers to 
stay with the company by focusing on quality and the total offer and not only the core 
product. 
 
The opinions disagree of the respondents whether the company is focusing on customer 
retention or not. Respondent A and C clearly state that this is not something the company has 
set as an objective to work for. Further on respondent A means that it is much more expensive 
to gain new customers, instead of working with keeping the customers by providing what the 
customers are asking for. Respondent F refers to the customer satisfaction analysis done by 
the company, and in that way always becomes better. Each year is the customers overviewed 
and the company estimates future profits of each customer if they should concentrate 
resources on them, according to respondent E. Respondent H explains that the company is 
offering such a wide portfolio and the customer does not buy only one product or service. 
Therefore customers return and their purchases are measured on the total volume. To find a 
conclusion if the company has this as an objective or not is difficult, but in some way they 
work with keeping the customers.  
 

6.1.2 Relationship-related objectives 

Superior service 

The theory by Nguyen (2007) states that the customers, based on what they have purchased 
earlier will be offered personalised service with new products and services. 
 
This is a difficult objective to measure when the product itself is a service and with all the 
involved people and internal process the focus on service level to the customer is lost, 
according to respondent D. Respondent A on the other hand claims that the level of service is 
measured in all larger outsourcing projects by the service department. The consultant services 
is, according to respondent B, all about asking the customer what they want and from the 
answers give them what they need. When the company gives the customer what they need 
respondent B claims that it is a good service but the company could be better. The CRM 
system is used until the contract is sold and previous relationships are not analysed or 
evaluated according to respondent C. Respondent H refers to the company’s consultant 
business which is working with delivering a wide portfolio with a high level of service. 
Compared to the theory, this is not used as an objective by the researched company, but they  
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are working with it as it seems but they could develop the concept further to give the customer 
more personalised services.  
 

Higher internal efficiency 

Higher efficiency is according to Osarenkhoe (2007) about focusing on internal as well as 
external relationships. It is important to invest in the employees to make them understand the 
objectives and standards. 
 
Customer focus is important according to all the respondents, and respondent D claims that 
this objective has a high potential. The company needs to appreciate the customer as a 
dynamic individual who changes demands from day to day. Respondent B explains that every 
employee has customer focus as an objective, by increasing customer satisfaction through 
being innovative and focused. Regular meetings where customer satisfaction is discussed are 
conducted according to respondent H. Customer focus is driven by, according to respondent 
C, the CRM strategy, and all employees working with CRM gets education about it, states 
respondent F. Respondent C finds that customer focus can be demanding for a company and 
that the company’s internal processes sometimes ignore this focus even though it is connected 
to value creating. The consultant delivery area of the organisation does not have a widespread 
customer focus as respondent A declares. According to respondent E, marketing is working 
with education in sales, within prioritised areas of the range of product and services the 
company provides. Unfortunately this is not done often because of lack of resources in this 
area. To summarise these answers, the employees want to have a widespread customer focus 
but the objective is not fully developed within the company.  
 

Increased customisation capability 

By higher productivity, Osarenkhoe (2007) clarifies that it is important to the company to 
understand how the customers experience the products and services and then set realistic 
targets and estimated performance. 
 

Higher productivity is according to respondent A one of the most important things for the 
company and they work to make every delivered offer from the needs and situation of the 
customer. According to respondent B is this something the company can work more with, to 
work together with each customer, and limit the unnecessary repeated contact with the 
customer. Respondent H explain that the level of customisation is measured, and the company 
gets opinions about what the customer thinks of the company in general and how the company 
can do better. This objective is not developed as an objective in the company, but they are 
working with when concerning services. 
 

Higher level of communication 

Osarenkhoe (2007) states that a company’s goal of how to do things does not always coincide 
with what they do. When it comes to communication the company needs to be flexible to able 
to adapt to each customer’s needs.  
 
The majority of the respondents agree that communication is important and that the CRM 
strategy improves the capability to communicate. The CRM system has contributed to the 
improvements in communication, especially internally but the company needs to get better 
when communicating with the customers. Respondent H states that the CRM strategy 
provides a more structured way to communicate. Respondent A finds it important because of 
the size of the company, to get control of the large amount of employees. The system makes it  
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possible to register information that everyone can reach, respondent B implies that if the 
system were wider and in that way be able to register innovative thoughts and other things 
that do not directly connects with money and forecasts. Continuously respondent D finds 
communication, with spontaneous dialogues, something the customers expect from the 
company where they can feel relaxed and get the attention they need. Respondent H finds that 
the CRM process itself does not guarantee a great dialogue but if it is followed it guarantee a 
dialogue and that complementary contents needs to manage the quality of the dialogue. This 
can be summarised that the researched company has understood that they need to work with 
communication but they still have to get better when communicating with external customers. 
 

6.1.3 Outcome-related objectives 

Increased profit and revenue 

According to Greenberg (2004) is a company’s economic value increased by the CRM-
strategy by lengthens customer lifetime value. An adding way to reach the goal is to minimise 
general costs, by organising the company’s resources.  
 
Profit and revenue is an obvious objective for a company agree the respondents on. According 
to respondent D does every part of the organisation have to fulfil certain financial objectives, 
but also the costs of how much each opportunity may consume are also stated. Respondent D 
also states that each customer is evaluated on how much money the relationship will generate. 
The CRM system is helping when managing the financial situation and quality of the 
deliveries according to respondent C. Within marketing the gross profit is not measured 
because there are no sales, but instead the measures are on how many validated leads they 
have been involved in. The respondents all agree that it is an important goal but their answers 
do not completely agree of how to increase the profit and revenue, with the explanation made 
by Greenberg (2004).  
 

Reduced costs of sales 

Greenberg (2004) refers to the CRM technologies to increase productivity, efficiency and 
control in sales efforts. The system is helping the company to plan each interaction and the 
company can prevent repetitions and try to sell something the customer does not want.  
 
The majority of the respondents agree that the work with the CRM system is contributing to 
reduced costs of sales. The respondent A is referring to this objective as the main purpose 
with CRM through increasing the total efficiency of the sales. According to respondent B is 
the benefit with the system that it stores all information about the customers which can help 
the company to prevent repetitions when contacting the customers. This is though something 
that is not fully used by the company. The system also gives the company a better control and 
overview which helps when managing who does what and which deals are valuable enough to 
proceed. Because of marketing does not have any direct sales, this is not mentioned as 
something they work with. To compare the theory with the respondents’ answers about the 
researched company, this is an objective in development. As respondent B states that this use 
of the system does not always work, but it is reducing cost in other ways. 
 

Improved forecast capability 

Greenberg (2004) states that improved forecast capability the CRM system to will give the 
company a great view of previous sales performance to predict the future sales. 
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Improved forecast capability is definitely something the CRM strategy brings to the company 
according to the respondents. It is very important and the information registered in the CRM 
system is used when obtaining forecasts and statistics. Respondent B finds the main purpose 
of the CRM system to be to produce forecasts. While respondent D thinks the forecasts can be 
more accurate if the company used the information from the system in a better way. The 
marketing department on the other hand does not work with forecasts as intensive as the 
service department does. These statements of the company’s engagement in forecasts agree 
with the theory and seem to be well developed in the company. 
 

6.2 How can the CRM-strategy be described? 

6.2.1 Customer touch points 

When implementing CRM, it is most common that the company improves their customer 
support which can be hard but it is very important. (Dyché, 2001) A relationship between 
company and customer is about two way, mutual beneficial, communication. (Peppers & 
Rogers, 2004) When the interaction actually happens is it through a customer touch point. 
These touch points can be call centres, the internet, email, sales force, direct marketing, 
telemarketing operations, advertising, fax, stores and KIOSKS. (Chen & Popovich, 2003) 

 
The respondents all agree that personal meetings with personal contact with the customers are 
the most important channel, especially when selling services. Respondent D states that 
personal meetings create a high level of value. Although the sales channel differ depending on 
the stage in the sales process and in the earlier stages it can be to expensive to use personal 
meeting as the major channel. According to respondent B are companies with consultant 
business often insufficient when talking about customer contacts/channels. The respondent 
continues with claiming that the company could get better in this area and that the people 
working in a relationship need to be active. To use personal meetings is an expensive and 
time-consuming way to sell but it is the most efficient way to work when selling services. 
(Respondent B & C). Respondent A states that the communication by the service department 
is done through direct sales channels as the company’s business partners.  
 
Call centre does exist and is used by the company, but not when concerning the service 
department. This though probably more used when talking about software, hardware and 
standardised services. (Respondent B & C) Another channel of communication is the 
company homepage where some transactions of software and hardware are done. Homepages 
can also be made for a specific customer to clarify the transactions between the two parties. 
(Respondent A & B) Respondent A also explains that some of the company’s products are 
sold through telephone sales, but this does not concern the service department. 
 
Respondent H explains how the company is in contact with about ten thousand customers in 
Sweden. There are different models of communication depending on the customer and how 
many customers each salesperson has responsibility of. A salesperson who is only working 
with a low amount of customers works a lot with personal contacts. While a sales person 
having responsibility of about hundred customers’ works mostly with contact by phone. The 
responsible salesmen of the rest of the customers placed in a pool works more with the web 
and campaigns to drive the customer closer to the company. Then the company has their 
business partners in addition to these channels. (Respondent H) 
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To conclude the company’s touch points results in that they are using direct sales channels, 
personal meetings, telephone sales, call centre, the internet, e-mail, direct mail and 
campaigns.  

6.2.2 Front office 

Strategies when working with customer relations 
In the theory chapter the customer life cycle (CLC) by Imhoff (2001) is described. It shows a 
customers way from considering a purchase to buying the product and in the end use the 
product or service. This model is about typical events that occur between the company and its 
customers when conducting business. In Figure 6:1 can this cycle be seen as a loop that 
repeats over and over again. (Imhoff, 2001) 
 

  

Figure 6:1 The customer life cycle 

SOURCE Adapted from Imhoff, 2001, p.64 

 
According to respondent C has the company a strategy to always create value to the customer 
wit high competence and industry focus. Where the employees should work proactively when 
building the relations with the company’s customer according to respondent D. The strategy is 
a coverage strategy that covers the whole organisation, how and which of the customers they 
should handle. Then the overall strategy is divided into strategies for each apartment within 
the respective area of the company. (Respondent E) Respondent H explains that the CRM 
strategy itself has no value, but it has to be filled with different components where one is 
about how the company handles their customers. With that it is important to have an ongoing 
dialogue with the customer. (Respondent H) The company has according to respondent A, a 
global sales organisation which is responsible for the overall customer relationship strategy. 
In addition to this, each department has their own sales organisation (Respondent B) and 
every business segment has their own sales people (Respondent A). The main purpose 
according to respondent B is to always satisfy the customer and give them what they want in 
the best way.  
 

The company is having a strategy, divided in to steps where the customer should be in focus 
and the employees should work to maintain a good relationship. Against theory that is what 
the lifecycle is more or less about, how the company handles the relations.  
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Identification 
Peppers and Rogers (2004) explain in the IDIC model how important it is for an organisation 
to identify the individual in their customers. Each relationship is exclusive and can only 
appear between individuals and not between markets or segments. (Peppers & Rogers, 2004) 

 
Identification of the customer is about finding the individual involved in the process, which is 
difficult but important. The purpose of the identification is that it enables the company to 
develop closer, more profitable relationships with the customer. It is important that the 
customer will feel comfortable in the relationship and share information with the company. 
The shared information will help the company in understanding the customer’s needs but also 
what value the customer has to the company. The identification can be done through different 
activities like personal meetings, customer service interactions, interviews and other direct 
interactions with the customers or from internal operations. It is important to register the 
information in the CRM-system, where each customer has a unique name they can be 
connected to. The data should then be saved on the same place in a data base or similar. 
(Peppers & Rogers, 2004) 
 
The respondents explain how the company is identifying a new opportunity of a possible sale. 
This is according to respondent A done in the service department through three different 
ways. The first way is through the service organisation itself, secondly through the global 
sales organisation that finds the sale and then hands it over to the service department. The 
third way is through the other departments of the company who has identified a new potential 
customer when selling software or hardware. (Respondent A) Respondent B explains another 
way which is common when it concerns a larger customer. The customer will then send out 
requests to about five suppliers, where the company with the most appropriate solution will 
get the deal.(Respondents B & C) Respondent B and E finds that another possibility is a new 
need from an already active customer, which is found by the represented salesperson working 
with the customer. To this, respondent C explains that most of the customers are already 
familiar with the company and the company with them because they have probably been in 
contact earlier. Through transactions or social contacts, and it is unusual that companies have 
not had any contact before. This makes it easier to understand the customer and which needs 
the customer has. (Respondent C) All contact when identifying the customer is done through 
human channels according to respondent A. Respondent C finds it important to find the 
dialogue with the customer. All the information about each customers is not registered as it 
could according to respondent C who sees it difficult to control previous information. 
 
To see the identification from a marketing perspective does the process when identifying new 
customers starts in a marketing-database where information about all Swedish companies are 
stored. The information is collected from purchased company information, or information 
from already existing customers. The marketing function uses analytical models to find a 
customers propensity to buy, through observing previous transactions. The company also 
monitor what the customer has purchased and more to find similar business exchanges and in 
that way increase the accuracy when addressing a customer. This results positively in that the 
company does not need to address the whole customer database, which makes it an efficient 
and cost saving way to work. Though, this is not done when selling services, because the 
service usually differs from case to case and there is no standard solution. 
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The IDIC model is a model on how to handle individual customer relationships, where 
identification is the first step and is done out of the sight of the customer. (Peppers & Rogers, 
2004) The company in this research is identifying customers through human contacts but in 
different ways depending on the circumstances.  

 

Sales process 
A company’s functions, when applying CRM successfully must be process-oriented (Gentle, 
2002). A process can be described as a series of activities that have to be done in order to 
achieve a certain result (Graham, 2004). 
 
According to Zikmund (2003) is the sales process “a logical sequence of selling stages that 

occurs between the times an opportunity is recognised. – a prospect is identified – and the 

time of follow-up activities after a sales closed”. Each step should be well described, in 
Figure 2:4 is a seven steps process shown. (Jobber, 2006) All the seven steps are not 
conducted every time, they may for example overlap each other. (Jobber, 2006). 
 

 

Figure 6:2 The personal selling process 

SOURCE: Jobber, 2006, p. 247 

 

The researched company’s sales process works as a framework with seven steps which 
include client-focused planning, sales techniques, and sales aids. This process is shown in 
Figure 6:3. 
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Figure 6:3 The company’s sales model. 

SOURCE: Adapted from the company’s intranet. 
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When only looking at the sales process and it steps, the company’s process is more or less 
identical with the theoretical model. The model is a seven step process that is well structured 
and is well defined. Compared to the theory the company is conducting the process as in the 
theoretical model of a sales process. The different “names” of the steps is nothing to discuss, 
because it is the total contents that is important.  
 
Respondent A explains that each stage in this sales process needs to be fulfilled before 
moving on to the next stage. The initial responsibility of customer relationship does the global 
sales department have. They offer all of the company’s products and services gathered to be 
able to give the customer what they want. After an opportunity is validated in the third step 
the ownership is handed over to the suited department if the company has the possibility to 
offer a solution that fits the customer’s problem. The initial owner will then start over with 
step one and find new opportunities. (Respondent H) The new opportunity owner, in the 
fourth step of the process, will now have the responsibility of the relationship. Together with a 
team will this owner continue the process until the sales is done and delivered. (Respondent 
D) Usually there is someone at the company that will follow the opportunity through the 
whole process to apply customer focus, which is what the CRM strategy is all about. 
(Respondent H) Every step and every role of the sales process can be monitored in Siebel by 
managers and others who the information concerns. (Respondent A & D)  
 
As stated above, the sales process is well structured and followed by the employees. This 
process helps the company in having a clear picture of who does what and where are they at 
in each opportunity.  
 

Marketing process 
Marketing is clearly a part of the Customer Lifecycle which is shown in Figure 6:1. Many 
functions of the company is involved, but marketing is acting in the first stages of events but 
also in the first process of intrude and engage. 
 

Respondent E explains that the company does have many processes for their activities. The 
process depends on which activity that will be done. The marketing department has a portal 
where every process is declared to provide information and reduce mistakes when doing an 
activity.  
 
The marketing plans are done based on a global framework where the company’s different 
product and service areas has been put together and then divided in to five programs. Where 
theses areas will have a joint message to each program. It is the marketing department that 
then will decide what will be appropriate for each activity. Many activities are done each year, 
and information about these can be found by every employee in the market plans or in the 
available news-mail. Also the intranet is used to spread the information to the whole 
organisation. (Respondent E) 
 
From the service department perspective, respondent B’s opinion describes the company to 
provide some activities, both for their employees and customers. Once every three months 
activities are arranged for chosen customers, where the company presents themselves and 
their products. Then the company provide the possibilities to do study visits with the customer 
to get inspiration about what the customer wants from other companies. (Respondent B) 
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As of this it can be concluded that the marketing department is doing many activities of 
different levels. The process of each activity differs but is following some kind of pattern 
close to the shown cycle by Imhoff (2001). 
 

Correlations between marketing and sales 
The model in Figure 6:1 explains the whole cycle of the customer relation where the company 
is working together and especially marketing and sales.  
 
Respondent A finds the correlation between marketing and service department poor, at least 
in the Swedish/Nordic region. This can be a result of the company’s global marketing 
initiatives which not always suits the local market in Sweden and marketing is not visual in a 
wider extent. (Respondent A & B) The headquarter of Europe is deciding what will be shown 
in Sweden and therefore it is not that much in the daily press (Respondent B) 
 
The marketing function is according to organisational structure positioned within Sales and 
Distribution. This is a way to organise the marketing to concentrate on the customers the 
company is trying to reach and not the ones that are already large customers with the 
company. (Respondent H) 
 
The connection between marketing and sales is depending on where in the company the 
salesperson is working. As seen the marketing function is working with finding new 
customers and trying to reach customers who does not purchase often. In CRM is it as 
important to keep and take care of already existing customer who conducts a lot of business 
with the company. It seems like this responsibility is at the salesperson and not at marketing, 
to keep on marketing the company to the existing large customers.  
 

Segmentation 
The aim of segmentation is for a company to be able to offer target specific products and 
services to groups of customers (Dyché, 2001). According to Jobber (2006) there are three 
major benefits when segmenting the customers; better identification of opportunities and gaps 
in the market, the ability to tune service and products for the market needs and thirdly the 
ability to focus sales and marketing efforts on the segments with highest potential. When 
segmenting business-to-business customers there are five categories that can be used (Peelen, 
2005). Demographic factors; which includes industrial classification, company size and 
location. Operating variables such as technology, user status, customer capabilities, which 
indicate the customers need of support. Purchasing approaches, which describe how the 
customers purchasing strategy is organised, the dominance between company and customer, 
the nature of the relationships and the purchasing criteria and conditions. Situational factors, 

involve the importance to the company, the specific applications used by the customer and the 
order size. Personal characteristic, concerns the values and norms of the employees working 
for the prospect or customer, what is their risk attitude and general loyalty. 
 
From an overall sales perspective the company is globally divided into three geographies of 
Americas, Europe/Middle East/Africa and Asia Pacific. Sweden is on a European level one 
sales market (Respondent A & H). From a business view the company has divided their 
customers into five main segments called sectors which are representing different industry 
groups (Respondent A, D & E). These sectors are then divided into sub-segments which 
represents twelve specific business industries, where the company is specialised (Respondent 
A & H). Inside every sector the companies are segmented based on their importance to the  
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company (Respondent D). The customers are also segmented based on their size (Respondent 
A) and how frequent their transactions have been in the past (Respondent B). If a customer is 
not among the major sector customers with a lot of business with the company, they are 
handled in a sixth sector called SMB (Respondents A, B & C). In the SMB sector are also 
customers that do not have a natural connection to one specific sector (Respondent D). The 
SMB is further segmented into three groups: focus customers, primary customers and 
prospects. These segment groups describe how much attention they will be given (Respondent 
E). Other parameters that influence the overall segmentation is how many competitors that are 
interested in the same customer and the percentage of previously lost deals (Respondent D). 
  
The service department is organised the same way as the sales department with the sector 
division. The difference is that this department geographically instead of the sales 
department’s Swedish market delivers on a Nordic market base (Sweden, Finland, Norway 
and Denmark) (Respondent A & C). From a marketing perspective does it exist another way 
to segment the customers. The customers are grouped into three segments based on how much 
business that has been made with them before (Respondent E).  
 
The segmentation gives according to respondent C a good view of who the customers are and 
what they are doing but also which the company’s largest competitors are (Respondent C). 
The segmentation is also a guide to see how much money and time that should be spent on a 
specific customer (Respondent D). This can be shown by the attention the customers get; 
sector customers are usually handled face-to-face by an own sales representative, the focus 
customer segment have representative responsibility of 10 customers and in the primary 
customer segment each person is responsible for 100 customers. The prospect group is mostly 
handled by telesales and e-business solutions (Respondent E).  
 
According to respondent C there are different segmentations depending on which part of the 
company’s departments that provide the products or services to the customers (Respondent 
C). Respondent D argue that the segmentation could be performed better if the different 
departments of the company made the segmentation of the customers in a dialogue with each 
other (Respondent D). 
  
In comparison to Peelen’s categories of segmentation the company uses all of them more or 
less. The demographic factors are of most importance to the company’s segmentation. This is 
shown by the way the company is organised, by industry-specific sectors and geographic 
regions. The size of the customer is also an important factor which the company segments 
upon, and done in many levels both in industry sectors and the SMB sector. The operating 

variables where the customer’s technology, status, capabilities and need for support is 
considered could also be seen as an indirect base for segmentation. These are connected with 
the sector segmentation while the sectors are designed with special knowledge to meet the 
customers’ requirements in terms of the mentioned variables. The categories of purchasing 

approaches and situational factors are also used to distinguish customer groups by giving 
different attention to customer depending on the way they are buying, nature of the 
relationship, importance and order sizes. These are factors that are important in the 
segmentation of the SMB. The last category personal characteristic is the only one that is not 
clearly used for segmenting. All the segmentation gains of the company match up with the 
benefits stated by Jobber (2006). 
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Sales force Automation 
Sales force automation (SFA) an application used in personal selling, consisting of digital and 
wireless technologies (Zikmund, 2003). SFA is applied in order to give the salesmen more 
time to focus on the customer relation and not on administration. (Chen & Popovich, 2003). 
The following tasks are included in sales force automation. 
Lead management is about information of prospects or “leads” which are customers who are 
interested in the company and its products. (Zikmund, 2003) These are called leads when the 
customer is in need of the product in a sufficient quantity, and are communicated to the sales 
department from other departments in an organisation. (Jobber, 2006) 
 

According to respondent A is lead management what the CRM system is all about. The other 
respondents agree that Siebel is where all the leads are registered. The company is absolutely 
working with lead management. 
 
Opportunity management is as lead management handling potential customers, in a more 
comprehensive way. It gives a complete view of the soles opportunity throughout the sales 
process. (Jobber, 2006) 
 
This is by the respondents answered as something the company is working with in the CRM 
system. The opportunities are registered in Siebel with more accuracy. Each opportunity can 
be followed through the sales process within Siebel. Clearly this is according to the theory. 
 
Proposal management is about configuration software which aids the sales force when 
producing on-the-spot customised product configurations and proposals. This is particularly 
useful when the opportunity is about complex products and services. (Jobber, 2006) 
 
Respondent A explains that it is difficult to design a general solution within the service 
business where the product sold is all about people. Compared to the other departments like 
hardware and software where it is easier to use configuration tools. Respondent B and C mean 
that there is a support function which aids when handling proposals, but there is no function in 
the CRM-system that can develop proposals. Proposal management seems to be used, 
especially where the products sold are not about services. There is a supporting function but 
no software used when handling proposals fore selling services. 
 
Territory management is when sales managers are using tools to allocate and monitor sales 
initiatives in different geographical areas. (Dyché, 2001) This is useful when a company is 
having its customers spread in a large geographical area. (Jobber, 2006) 
 
The respondents all agree that territory management is a concept used in the company. 
According to respondent C is each industry working with territory management, what is 
happening in the marketplace and where does the company need to be active. There is one 
owner of each industry in Stockholm for Sweden, one in London for Northern Europe and one 
who has the global ownership of the industry. (Respondent C) This is helping when keeping 
control over the customers. (Respondent B) According to respondent A is the sales people in 
Nordic services the not having any geographical territories, but in the global sales 
organisation there are geographical sales persons. The company is working with territory 
management on a highly developed level. 
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Campaign management software has the purpose to gain new customers but also to receive 
loyalty of existing ones (Peppers & Rogers, 2004). The applications provide the possibility to 
create sales campaigns and then follow up the outcome of it. (Imhoff, 2001) The company can 
use earlier knowledge from old campaigns when creating new ones. The campaign 
management process can be seen as a repeated loop. (Dyché, 2001) 
 
Campaign management is according to the respondents something that concerns marketing 
within the company. As respondent A explains that it is not done today by the service 
department itself but it is about arrange activities into a campaign for a specific customer 
segment. It is marketing who plans the events and the concerned parts of the company will 
then participate. (Respondent C)  
 

Respondent E explains how marketing are using different systems depending on the arranged 
activity. It can be a campaign on the Web, an event and more. If the company has done a 
successful campaign in another part of the world this might be re-used in the Swedish market, 
which is one benefit of being such a widespread company. Respondent H informs that 
marketing is represented in each department, which reports to the Swedish marketing 
function. 
 
Campaign marketing is conducted in the company within the marketing function. As 
respondent B explains that it is not visible to the service department, and respondent H 
informs that the marketing department is represented in each department. In addition to this 
respondent A finds that it probably exists tools for doing activities in Siebel, and campaign 
management could be conducted within the service department. 
 

6.2.3 Back office 

 

Collecting data 
The data that is collected in the company can be collected from internal and external sources. 
Most of the internal data is gained from the computer-based systems used to handle the 
transactions with customers and other interested parties. This data is saved in different system 
files depending on the transaction. (Zikmund, 2003) The external data can be provided by 
various sources such as the government, suppliers and competitors.  
 
The company collect and store many data about customers and competitors (Respondent E). 
From the company’s transaction systems are data collected and customer system is customer 
data gained (Respondent E). The information that is collected for the Siebel CRM system is 
mainly collected of the sales persons. The information that is registered from each opportunity 
contains of data of the customer company and the contact persons there, this is compulsory 
(Respondent C). The system shows how long the sales process have proceed (Respondent D), 
the amount of information that have to be registered depend on now long the sales process 
gone. The opportunity can include products, software and consultants from different 
departments of the company (Respondent C). Other things that also need to be registered in 
the system is: value of deal, probability of getting the deal, decision dates, payment dates and 
information of the sales team within the company (Respondents C & D). The company do 
also collect external data, this type of data is for example bought from firms specialised in 
keeping information about all companies in the market. This is only used if the company do 
not already have enough sufficient data about a customer. (Respondent H)  
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The company does collect various kinds of data both from internal and external sources as 
described by Zikmund (2003). It is also noticed that the data was saved in files for example 
ever opportunity. 
 

Data analysis  
There are two types of analytics that can be made according to Greenberg (2004), these are 
descriptive and predictive. Descriptive analytics are done by examine and evaluate previous 
activities such as the company’s performance or the behaviour of a customer or a customer 
segment. The predictive analytics are focused on foretelling the future by forecasts, 
predictions and possible scenarios. This makes the company able to find possible benefits and 
outcomes. (Greenberg, 2004) One method of analysing the data in a data warehouse is data 
mining. This can be used either to verify an expectation or to discover new knowledge. When 
verifying an expectation a hypothesis is tested by the information in the data warehouse. In 
the knowledge discovery new information is gained by the system find unknown patterns in 
the contents of the data warehouse. Another approach that can be used when analysing 
multidimensional data in the data warehouse is OLAP, Online analytical processing. This is 
used online with the system and gives the user responses to stated questions. (Zikmund, 2003)  
 
The analyses that are done in the service department concerns profitability, efficiency and 
quality and are done monthly or sometimes quarterly in larger analysis according to 
respondent A. Respondent F describes that the information in the Siebel system is examined 
daily and that every week forecasts of the coming period of time have to be sent to the next 
level in the company’s organisation. In the Siebel system it is possible to ask queries and get 
answers, but it is easier to bring out reports of information and use other tools to make 
forecasts (Respondent A). The marketing department uses analytical models to evaluate the 
customers’ propensity to buy by examining previously made transactions. Other things that 
are looked at is; during which period of time the customer purchased specific products and 
services as well as which complementary purchases that been made. These analyses make it 
possible to compare similar situations to others which increase the accuracy when addressing 
the customer (Respondent E). The data warehouse is only used by the marketing department, 
but other department request information through this department (Respondent E). There are 
three people working with the data warehouse, which demands specific knowledge to be 
searched for the right combination of information (Respondent E). The methods of searching 
the data warehouse are unknown if to respondents B and F in the service department. 
 
The company’s analysis is mostly focused on making predictive forecasts of financial 
character. These types of analyses are done and followed up strictly. Analysis that concerns 
the customers buying behaviour is done in the marketing department. The company also 
perform analysis of the relationships and customer satisfaction which is described in RQ3. 
The methods of OLAP and data mining to analyse customer with is not used in the service 
department. 
 

6.2.4 Technology 

 

Path of data management 
In the organisational path of data management (Peelen, 2005) it is described that a company 
need to get through a number of obstacles to obtain the goal of one-to-one communication. To 
reach a high degree of professionalisation the stages includes gathering of customer data and a 
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way to manage it. Further the different departments should cooperate in multifunctional teams 
which should include front-office staff. This have to be done to get everyone to understand 
the benefits of filling customer registers proper and correctly. In the next step the company 
should expand its number of communication channels and customise these for the user. If this 
is going to be possible the company need to have its systems integrated and keep the 
information updated real-time. The ambition of one-to-one communication is fulfilled if the 
back-office processes are integrated with the customer data and that the system becomes 
intelligent enough to handle complex information flows from many types of contacts. (Ibid)  
 
The main system is Siebel which by many of the respondents is referred to as “the” CRM 
system. It is used worldwide by parts of the company (Respondent F) and is where all 
business opportunities that are found are registered. The system is used daily by many types 
of people in the organisation (Respondent A). The salespersons use it daily to overview the 
sales planning (Respondent A). The system is also used as a control tool, where the content is 
monitored by management. It is the controller’s job to see how many deals that is carried out 
and how many that is closed (Respondent B) and to see exactly how much business is going 
on so that the sales goals are reached (Respondent C). Respondent F states that the controlling 
work would be impossible to perform if the system was not used. It is also used by the 
resource mangers to see that enough resources are available when a solution is delivered 
(Respondent B). Respondent H explains that the system is not important to the customer who 
does not come in contact with the system; it is just a tool for the company to proceed with the 
process.   
 
This structured way that the company is handling the data together with the multiple 
communication channels (see Chapter 2.2.2) indicate according to Peelen’s (2005) path of 
data management, that the company has managed the “crisis” that arises when a company 
improve its data management. This can be shown by the fact that the system has been 
integrated and designed to be used by different people in all of the company’s departments, 
which could indicate that the steps in the model have been fulfilled. The system registers are 
not filled by data specialists but the sales people, and are kept relatively updated. This also 
supports the theory, but at the same time it seems that the benefits of doing this are not 
communicated. Because a large part of the company’s sales is services which makes the 
contact between the customer and the company personal the ambition of one-to-one 
communication is at least partly fulfil, although the customer is not directly connected with 
the system in any way. 

 

System integration 
Gentle (2002) describes that a company can have different degree of maturity in the system 
architecture (Figure 6:4). The maturity describes how well the systems are integrated during 
different departments but also moments of the sales cycle. The theory states that a company 
should strive to integrate all the systems to get all data shared in the whole company. To do 
this the different departments systems must understand each other. The gains of integrating 
the systems are according to Gentle (2002) that money is saved because fewer manual 
handover have to be done and duplication of data is avoided. He also states that decision 
making is supported if a data warehouse is used together with the transactional systems.  
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Figure 6:4 Maturity of systems 

SOURCE: Gentle, 2002, p. 45 

 
The company uses numerous systems which are used daily. Siebel is the main CRM system 
which ties all sales connected activities together (Respondent A & H). This is according to 
respondent C the advantage of the system, that it is easy to get an overview of the selling 
activities and to connect the involved people in each business case (Respondent C). 
Respondent H believes that the system could be improved to help the individual sales person 
with better information. By being able to monitor what is going on in the company the 
managers can reserve money and resources to each case. There are also systems that are used 
for selling although they are separated from the Siebel system; two is for example the 
homepage and software updating system where the customers can use to buy products. These 
are not used by the service department (Respondent A). 
As complement to Siebel there are local and personal system solutions that are used, many 
employees use their own excel solutions to handle their customer information (Respondent 
C). A reason to this is that it is hard to get an overview of the data in Siebel, but it can result 
in that information gets lost (Respondent H). One example of this is the side system that the 
controllers use to get reports out of Siebel. (Respondent F).  
 
Systems which are used to keep contact with customers and co-workers can according to 
respondent B be seen as CRM. These are the mailing function, the calendar function and the 
instant messaging system which is used in the company. The intranet can also be used to get 
in contact with other co-workers around the world (Respondent B). For scheduling meetings 
with co-workers the calendar is used, this is more user-friendly than the calendar that is 
included in Siebel (Respondent D). For the company’s intellectual capital there is also a 
system called knowledge view where the employees can share information and work with 
each other through the intranet (Respondent B). 
 
The resource managers use a system to find specialist resources in the organisation; this is 
used if for example a project needs someone with particular knowledge (Respondent B). If a 
customer has a complaint it is registered in the Complains database which is another system 
that is used, this can be reached from the company’s intranet (Respondent H). There are also  
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(i) Completely disaparate systems, no interfaces, no information sharing 

(ii) Separate systems, some interfaces, some information sharing, a 
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warehouse – not shown) 

(iii) Full information sharing, full view of the customer over the life cycle, 
interfaces to back-office systems (plus a data warehouse – not shown) 
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accounting systems in the company but they can not be considered to be CRM-related 
systems (Respondent F). 
 
Every opportunity is registered with a specific number which means duplications can not be 
made. It also means that it is impossible to go through with the opportunity without having it 
proper registered. (Respondent C). Respondent D expect that even if there are systems to 
prevent duplication of data there are often employees to focused on just the opportunity and 
forget that a customer. This implies that things are done in one part of the company which is 
not known by another (Respondent D). It would be beneficial if the Siebel system would be 
able to be handled offline and contain more data about the customers (Respondent C).  

 
When comparing with the company it is shown that many of the systems are integrated and 
have a high maturity similar to Gentle’s (2002) system integration theory. This can be shown 
by the Siebel system that is used in the whole global organisation when registering all 
opportunities. The system is utilised by management functions, the sales organisations and 
marketing, which span from the time that a lead is found until the solution have been 
delivered to the customer. There are also capabilities of connecting the sales of the hardware, 
software and service department together into solutions. In spite of the fact that the Siebel 
system should be used for all sales activities there are sales channels which are poorly 
integrated with this system. According to Gentle (2002) the integration of the systems will 
save money because of less of data duplication and fewer manual handover. The researched 
company is too large and technically evolved to be using manual handovers and duplication is 
actively avoided by the Siebel system design. Some of the respondents also think that if more 
data was stored the system would be more valuable to the users; this is something that it is 
possibilities to take advantage of but is not done today. From an internal perspective the mail 
and the calendar are integrated. The company’s intranet is also a tool which is used to 
integrate different systems and make data sharing in the company possible.  

 

Storing data  
When keeping data in the company, data warehouses and data marts can be used. A data 
warehouse is described as a reservoir of information gained from internal and external sources 
which is mainly used to assist in decision making (Zikmund, 2003). Data marts hold parts of 
the data in the data warehouse which have been customised to suit a specific type of users. 
These users can for example be in marketing, sales or human resource. (Imhoff, 2001; 
Zikmund (2003) When storing data Zikmund (2003) states that some characteristics should be 
fulfilled to be valuable. These declare that the data must be up to date, accurate, secure and 
easily available. 
 
The company have a data warehouse where most of the data flowing through the company is 
stored explains respondent E. Here is a collection of data gained from Siebel, purchased 
customer data and data about all the customers and their previous purchases. It contains 
financial information and competitive information about the competitors. (and from other 
transactional systems, but also from external sources such as bought information from) 
The storage characteristics of data are done in different ways in Siebel (Respondent F). The 
completeness of the is the duty of the customer responsible, the accuracy is measured from 
the pipeline reports and the correctness of the data is mainly checked by confirming that the 
dates filed in the system are true (Respondent F).  
The warehouse is outsourced to another company and the contact is handled by the marketing 
department. If anyone in the company need any information from the warehouse a request is  
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sent to marketing which is then delivered by marketing. Today is it only 3 people that are 
working in contact with these people. Apart from the respondent E who works in marketing 
the respondents seem to be quite unaware of the data warehouse existence (Respondent B & 
F).   
  
The company have a data warehouse with both external and internal data just as Zikmund 
(2003) describes a CRM-oriented company should have. The main usage of the warehouse is 
to store all data that passes through the company. The data warehouse is only used by the 
marketing department and not by other functions, which instead use the data in the operating 
systems to ease their work. Siebel could for example be seen as a data mart which is designed 
to assist the sales and managing processes, but the data is not brought from the warehouse. In 
the service department the existence of the data warehouse is relatively unknown.  
 

6.3 How is the effectiveness of CRM measured?  

6.3.1 Customer-related objectives 

Strengthen customer loyalty 

According to Greenberg (2004) customer loyalty can be described as the customer’s 
willingness to do business with the company. To be able to measure this surveys can be used 
to get the customers opinion. One indicator to loyalty is the customer’s willingness to use the 
company’s solutions to their problems. To get a measure of loyalty a customer potential 
index, here the company is compared to its competitors from a customer’s perspective 
(Greenberg, 2004). 
 
The company do not have a definite way of measuring loyalty. According to respondents B, 
C, D and G is there no type of index or other way of measuring loyalty in the company. This 
is backed up by respondent F that states that there are no capabilities for it in the CRM 
system. Respondent A means that information of a customer’s loyalty can be gained from 
some of the satisfaction surveys. He further explains that the customers of the usually are tied 
to the company by long contracts where the loyalty is forced and therefore difficult to 
measure. Respondent G confirms that some of the satisfaction tools can be used to measure 
loyalty. Answers to satisfaction questions as the one underneath can be compared over a 
period of time to measure loyalty. Do you want to continue to do business with us compared 

to our competitors? 
 

Customer satisfaction 

To reach customer satisfaction the company have to identify, acquire and retain the 
relationship to be able to understand each individual customer’s needs (Culbert, Greenberg, 
2004). To get to know satisfied the customers are surveys can be used. The variables that are 
used when measuring satisfaction can concern the concepts of Tangibles, Empathy, 
Reliability, Responsiveness and Assurance. 
 
Respondent A and E point out that it is the marketing function which handles the satisfaction 
survey, at least most of them. Respondents B, C, D and E refer to different satisfaction 
surveys and methods of measuring this that is used by the company. Respondent F who is 
responsible for the client satisfaction measures explains that it is six formal tools for 
measuring different categories of satisfaction. The set/met evaluating how well the company 
reach the customers expectations in different areas. There is also two customer value analysis  
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CVA-T and CVA-R. The first measures the customer’s satisfaction with a specific transaction 
and the other compare the company with its biggest competitor from the customer’s view. The 
CERS survey measures how satisfied a customer is with an outsourcing project and the ICHC 
measures the performance of the company on each project done by the service department. 
The company do also measure how well a specific service has been done by the Trailer call 
tool. Apart from these formal measures there are also a number of informal ones that the 
project leaders sometimes use to get better feedback on their work.  
 

Satisfaction variables 

• Tangibles  

Respondent G states that it is hard to measure this because the company already have a very 
well-known image. Although there are some questions that are asked in the CVA-R which 
concerns the company’s reliability concerning the knowledge and reliability of the company 
and its employees which can be used.  
 
Empathy for the customer’s needs 

Respondent G states that many of the questions asked in the satisfaction tools are directed for 
the specific customers needs. Examples of these questions can be: 
Does the company help with the specific solutions available to address your business needs? 

Does the company develop solutions that meet your business needs? 

 

• Reliability 

Respondent G finds that reliability is also measured in many of the satisfaction surveys.  
 

• Responsiveness 

According to respondent G, is it no specifically measurement of the responsiveness of the 
contact procedure. The satisfactions tools can although measure the customer’s expectations 
where responsiveness is a one aspect.  
 

• Assurance 

Respondent G says that this is very important and that there are many measures of the 
employees’ knowledge and performance. This can for example be when asking if the 
customer finds the employ a trusted advisor or if the employee provides education for the 
customer’s higher success. These are questions that are asked in the satisfaction measures. 
(Respondent G) 
 

Customer retention 

Retention is to make sure that the customer is satisfy the customer with a total offer of high 
quality (Osarenkhoe, 2007). To measure the company need to have a working method of the 
retention rate where length of relationships is registered and leaving and returning customers 
are observed. (Zikmund, 2003; Peppers & Rogers, 2004)  
 
Respondents B, D and F agree that this is not measured in the company, at least not in the 
service department. One reason for this is that the service department do not sell tangible 
products. This is difficult to measure when the consultants are hired per hour to projects 
(Respondent B). Respondent H states that retention gets measured in the company’s long 
contracts, where the customer is expected to stay for more then 3-5 years.  
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6.3.2 Relationship-related objectives 

Higher level of service 

To get higher level of service the customers’ needs and demand have to be known to the 
company. When knowing the needs, personal service can be provided to the customer 
(Nguyen, 2007). To retain information of the demands they can be saved in registers (Peppers 
& Rogers, 2004). The performance of error solution when the customer has complaints can 
also represent an evaluation of high service (Greenberg, 2004). 
 
The company (at least in the service department) do not have a specific way of measuring the 
level of service. When the customer is purchasing a service the demands is detailed described. 
This means that it becomes the customer who is in charge of what the consultant should do 
according to respondent A and B. Respondent D explains that during the delivery of services 
there is a close dialogue between customer and the company where obstacles and problems 
with the service is cleared. The closest to be measuring service comes from the satisfaction 
evaluations made by the sales and market department says respondent A and B, but can also 
be carried out by the service department in large projects. When a customer although have 
complaints of the service, this is put in a database and the company is compensated if the 
service was not properly done according to respondent C and G. Respondent G states that it is 
no specific data base of the customer needs but that the results of the set/met expectations 
surveys are stored in Siebel which can be used to see the expectations of the customers.  
 

Increased customisation capability 

According to Osarenkhoe (2007) it is important to give present offers that match with the 
customer’s expectation to estimate the company’s performance. According to Peelen (2005) it 
should be evaluated how often the customer feels that error are made and how long problems 
stay unsolved. 
 

Work and errors that need to be redone 

There is according to respondent B not measured in the company. This is confirmed by the 
respondent C but he thinks that it might be done in the software and hardware department. 
Respondent H says that work that has to be redone is indirectly measured in the profitability 
measures, but that although it is important no redone percentage of the costs is measured.  
 

Higher internal efficiency 

It is important to invest in the company’s employees in order to get them to understand the 
objectives and standards of CRM (Osarenkhoe, 2007). 
 
Education of the employees within CRM 

The company have a lot of education which is provided through the company’s intranet says 
respondents B, C, D and F. There are also seminar courses which educate the employees who 
are in contact with customers in the company’s CRM process and Siebel according to 
respondents A and C. The education which is given in the company is personalised for the 
employee’s further career (Respondent B) and the employees are encouraged to take 
responsibility to get their internal education (Respondent D).  
 

Higher level of communication 

To get the company’s CRM to work properly the interaction has to be flexible and the design 
of communications should be personalised from the customers needs (Osarenkhoe, 2007). To 
evaluate how successful the company is with fulfilling this objective the sales channels can be  
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investigated as well as the availability of the communication channels provided for the 
customers (Peelen, 2005).  
 
Availability 

The availability of communication to the customer is not measured in the company according 
to respondent G. Respondent H agrees that there is no measurement of how available a 
salesperson have been to the customer. According to respondent D there is a general feeling 
among many of the customers that that it is easy to get contact with the company when 
communicating but sometimes it takes a long time to get the desired answer.  
Respondent H describe that the company measure how available the company is on the web, 
which also is a way of communicating. These measures consist of visitors at the company’s 
website, for example the interest for a launched campaign. 
 

6.3.3 Outcome-related objectives 

Increased profit and revenue 

CRM assists to increase the economic value of the company. By improving the lifetime value 
for the customers they stay longer and buy more products. To evaluate if the company 
increase profit and revenue many financial measures can be used. In this research the profit 
margin and discount rate is asked for. Other ways to evaluate the company’s performance in 
achieving the objective can be to adapt strategies of cross-selling and up-selling to get more 
sales. In order to get satisfying results the company can also use a Lifetime value which 
indicate the customers that are valuable to the company (Peppers & Rogers, 2004; Zikmund, 
2003).  
 
Respondent A declares that the company have profitability key criteria such as turnover, 
coverage and margin on products and service groups. There are measures of the customers 
and how many employees they have, their turnover and how much that is spent on IT-
solutions each year according to respondent H. When it comes to the relationship the measure 
is also very thorough in an account planning according to respondent C. In the company the 
profit margin is measured in every opportunity and on every customer states respondent D. 
This is verified from respondent B that see this measurement be used through all used hours, 
overhead costs and prices for the customers. A specific lifetime value is not used in the 
company to calculate the importance of the customer to the company agrees respondents A, 
B, D and F. 
 

Reduced costs of sales 

The costs of sales can be reduced by using CRM technologies since the information within the 
system gives control of cost units. The information can also be used to create more sale 
opportunities which also bring down the total sales costs. (Greenberg, 2004) To measure cost 
reductions of sales the sales process length can be shorten. Another way is to manage the 
costs are to manage the transactions between the company and the customers in an 
inexpensive way. In order to increase sales cross-selling and up-selling can be used (Peppers 
& Rogers, 2004). 
 
Sales process 

The company have a great focus on costs and all prices need to be approved by responsible 
people. The measurements that include costs are found on all levels of the company from 
personal goals to regional level according to respondent C. In terms of measuring the sales  
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process the Siebel system automatically register the number of days for each step in the 
process (Respondent H) but it is not specifically measured by a metric agree respondents A, B 
and D. But respondent F argues that it is shorten naturally for the reason that the sales people 
are measured on their performed sales.  
 
Transaction measures 

Because of the size of the company makes it hard to measure on a transactional level states 
respondent D. This is backed up by respondent A who although think that the company could 
save money by doing it. 
 
Cross-selling and up-selling 

Cross-selling is important to the company and is used a lot, and there are tools used to 
measure it according to respondent H. Cross-selling is done between the different departments 
of hardware, software and services agree the asked respondents. It is also cross-selling 
performed between the lines of business within the service department do respondent F 
further explain. When a cross-selling opportunity occurs somewhere in the company a cross-
review board decides how the costs and earnings should be divided (Respondent C), this is 
then registered into the Siebel system (Respondent F). Respondent B:s opinion is that the 
company even make too much cross-selling sometimes. Up-selling can be made in the service 
department, it is performed by selling value of service instead of service per hour describes 
respondent C. Another aspect of up-selling is given by respondent D, who describe that the 
company operate on the frequency of the customers purchases. With many deals the margin 
can be lower but still be valuable. 
 

Improved forecast capability 

Better forecast capability is obtained by using the CRM system. In the system there is 
information from previous sales which can assist when predicting future sales (Greenberg, 
2004). To measure how well the prediction accuracy the actual situation is compared to the 
forecasts (Peelen, 2005). 
 
In the company works a lot with predictions and have many forecasts. According to the 
respondents A and F these are followed up weekly, monthly and every quarter. These are very 
important in the company’s work and large differences are not appreciated according to 
respondent A. Respondent F admits that the estimations not always match up and that the 
forecast are not measured on their accuracy. 
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7 Findings and Conclusions 

This chapter follows up the previous two chapters where the collected data was presented and 

analysed. This chapter will present the findings and conclusion found in the analysis in order 

to answer the research questions stated in Chapter 1. This chapter will end by giving 

recommendations to the management of the researched organisation, to theory and for 

further research. 

 

7.1 Conclusions 

Each conclusion is in this part of the chapter discussed and stated. Many interesting things 
found in the chapter of analysis are here further discussed and explained from our perspective. 
How the company actually is working with CRM objectives, strategies and measurements.  

7.1.1 How can the objectives of CRM be described? 

When conducting this research many interesting aspects of this company’s CRM objectives 
have been found. As an overall finding is it that there are no stated objectives that everyone 
seems to be aware of. The CRM strategy is more about how the employees are supposed to 
work and think in the daily activities. However, we did find information about CRM in the 
company on the intranet, where the guidelines were represented. These are described as how 
to increase customer loyalty will generate higher revenue and profitability. 
 
When answering our first research question, each objective group will be discussed. 
According to the categorisation in chapter three, the first group is referred to as customer-

related objectives. The company’s employees are right-minded for working with these 
objectives, they know that this is important. Unfortunately this focus is not communicated by 
management who mostly finds the CRM strategy to be for financial goals. The three 
objectives placed in this category are connected to each other in many ways. The only one 
that is possible to say that the company is more or less actively working with is customer 
satisfaction. With this we can conclude that the company does find customer satisfaction as an 
important objective. We will also conclude that the company does not work with customer 
retention as objectives, even though the employees all seem to find it important. Customer 
loyalty is stated as an objective by the company, but the employees does not see this as an 
objective the company is working with actively. Therefore we will conclude that this is not an 
objective in this organisation, because this is not at all communicated to the employees.  
 
The second objective group is about relationship-related objectives. Higher level of service is 
important when selling services, how the company is able to provide what the customer 
needs. In this researched company we can conclude that this is an objective that the company 
works with but it could perhaps be better. Higher internal efficiency with customer focus is 
really essential, if the employees do not have customer focus the customers will probably not 
stay with the company. The company is not applying this objective in a high extent, but the 
employees see the importance of it especially when selling services. Our conclusion is that 
higher efficiency in not in focus by the management. The third objective in this group is about 
increased customisation capability. The company’s sells solutions put together based on the 
specific customer’s needs and wants, which is the same as customisation. Therefore the 
conclusion will be that this objective is important for the company, and they are working with 
it daily even though it is not stated as an objective. Higher level of communication is 
something that the CRM-strategy brings to this company, but the quality of the  
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communication is maybe not always satisfying. This ends in the conclusion that this is an 
aspect the company works with and is important, even if it could be better. 
 
The final objective group is outcome-related objectives and it is on these the company has its 
focus when talking about CRM. Increased profit and revenue is an obvious objective in the 
company while using the CRM-strategy. The CRM-system is helping management in 
financial questions. We find that this is an important objective to the company and that they 
are constantly working for increasing the profit and revenue. CRM is also in this company 
reducing the costs of sales by helping in decrease repetitive communication and create a view 
of the customer. Improved forecast capability is absolutely an objective; this company is 
doing forecasts on many possible things to try predicting the future. This is done through 
information from the CRM-system. As a conclusion we find the company to work hard on 
financial objectives. 
 
Conclusion 

To summarise the finding of how CRM objectives can be described in this organisation we 
will clarify with this list that shows which objectives they are working with. The objectives 
they do not work with but think are important are also concluded below. In order to clarify, 
we want to explain that none of these are stated objectives by the organisation. 
 
The company is working with: 

• Customer satisfaction 

• Higher level of service 

• Increased customisation capability 

• Higher level of communication 

• Increased profit and revenue 

• Reduced costs of sales 

• Improved forecast capability 
 
The company is not working with, but find important: 

• Customer loyalty 

• Customer retention 

• Higher internal efficiency 
 

7.1.2 How can the CRM strategy be described? 

A CRM strategy is affecting the whole company, its functions, activities, management and 
more. Therefore the strategy can not be described without research different areas. We have 
divided the conclusion of how the CRM strategy can be described according to Figure 2:1 in 
Chapter 2. Touch points, Front office, Back office and Technology. 
 

Touch points 
The research shows that the company uses a wide range of touch points when being in contact 
with their customers. At these points the company has the opportunity to understand the 
customers’ wants and needs which makes it an important issue of the CRM strategy. We find 
that each of the company’s channels is design for filling a specific purpose which is shown 
through the usage of these. Contact tools like e-mail or the Web is used when there is no need 
of the same interaction as when the company is using telephone and personal meeting as  
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touch points. This gives the customers the possibility to decide how they prefer to be in 
contact with the company.  
 
From the company’s perspective the communication channels are vital because it is through 
them information about the customer is gained. The service department who is delivering 
intangible products needs an extensive and prosperous communication together with their 
customers. This is because each service solution is unique to satisfy each customer’s specific 
needs. Therefore the choice of conducting most of the communication by face-to-face is a 
good choice when getting to know the customers needs and expectations. Within the 
company’s other departments are touch points as contact centre, e-mail and web used more 
frequently when communicate with the customers.  
 
Conclusion 

As the overall conclusion it can be said that it is extremely important to have well developed 
customer touch-points. If the customer does not have the choice of how to contact the 
company and the company only used on channel of communication would customers be 
unrecognised. For this company, when selling services is the most important channels: 

o Walk-In 
o Field 
o Telephone 
o The Web 
o E-mail 

 

Front office 
Strategies when handling customers 

With such a large company is it important to have well structured contact with the customers. 
In this company there are many strategies involved on how they should handle their 
customers. That is why it is even more important to have a clear way, to be able to represent 
the company to the customer in the same way wherever you are. When talking about the 
theory in this matter it is about handling relationships and a process found as a closed loop. 
When looking at this company they do not seem to have the whole process clearly stated, only 
parts and processes are clearly defined. These can be placed within the Customer Lifecycle. 
The loop, where the customers come back after a purchase is not well defined. This can be 
because the researched department often is in contact with their customers during a long 
period of time with one purchase. Our conclusion is that there is not clearly stated and known 
by the employees of how the customer relationship process is conducted. There are the 
different processes which are clear, but not how are they linked together. 
 
Conclusion 

From the observations of the company we will draw the following conclusions: 
o Front office processes are well defined, but do not have to be connected in a cycle. 
o The employees know about their processes, but less aware of other processes. 

 
Identification 

The company is widespread and all the companies on the market know more or less who they 
are and what they do. Most of their customers are or have been customer earlier, and therefore 
the company already knows the customer. In that way it becomes easier, and the identified 
customer can be found from earlier transactions. The company finds many of their 
opportunities when they are already represented at the customer through other projects.  
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Therefore when they hear about a new opportunity from the customer they already know who 
the individual customer is. Some of the opportunities are even sent directly to the company 
without showing earlier interest. We conclude that the identification activities are not really 
defined concerning already existing customers. Maybe the company really does not need 
these because they already know the customer. Most of their contact with customers is 
through human contacts and therefore they get to know the customer fast.  
 
Conclusion 

Identification is where the customers are found as individuals. This company conduct 
customer identification accordingly: 

o Most identification contacts are made is through human channels. 
o Many customers are found within already existing customers. 

 
Sales process 

We have found out that a well structured sales process becomes a backbone of how sales is 
conducted. By using the sales process it is made sure that everything that should be done gets 
done. This provides a framework of how and when something should be done but also which 
support that is provided in each step. The structure when conducting sales will help the sales 
people to be more comfortable within their work.  
 
It is also found that within a large B2B company such as the researched one, the selling can be 
built upon opportunities. The sales process makes it possible to handle the opportunities from 
the moment they are found until the time the customer get the product and service delivered. 
The research shows that the sales process helps the selling part to hand over the opportunity to 
the delivering part of the company. It is important that the customer get what have been 
agreed on with the sales. Therefore the internal communication should be good between the 
sales and delivery organisation. We found out that from a managing perspective the sales 
process is valuable because it gives the chance of monitoring the ongoing activities and the 
status of all opportunities. One observation was also that in the sales process was focused on 
only sales opportunity and not on specific customers all purchases, if many at the same time. 
 
Conclusion 

To summarise this discussion, we conclude the following statements about the researched 
company: 

o The sales process is a well-defined and well-known process 
o The sales process assures that each step is completed before moving on 
o The sales process makes it easy to monitor sales for involved employees. 

 
Marketing process  

The research has showed that marketing is performed by several diverse ways not only to 
different customers but also to different parts of the customer’s company. These efforts are 
done by structured processes which are aimed for certain segments chosen to be important. 
The data that is collected when preparing for these activities are based on data from among 
other systems the Siebel system, which has been registered by the sales people.  
  
We have found that not every part of the company is aware of the marketing department’s 
activities. One reason to this could be that the company is globally well-known and therefore 
does not conduct as much marketing in the daily press. The marketing activities seem to be 
more direct on a specific area of customers. The company’s brand is already widespread and 
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this contributes to the fact that the company do not have to create awareness to new 
customers. It is more about making the customers aware of how the company can solve their 
specific problems. Much of the sales are gained by having sales people and consultants at the 
customer because of other projects or by getting requests for solutions directly by the 
customer. 
 
The message the marketing department is trying to commune does not always gets through to 
the rest of the organisations departments. The connection between marketing and sales feels 
insufficient. We find that this is an important communication bridge, between marketing and 
sales. In a company that provides services the employees become a part of marketing because 
they are located at the customer’s company, therefore will they also represent the company.  
 
Conclusion 

This large company has a name all over the world, when it comes to marketing we have found 
the conclusions as follows: 

o Marketing is done by well-structured marketing processes. 
o Different customers are aimed by different kinds of marketing. 
o Different parts of the customer company are reached through different kinds of 

marketing. 
o A large company have great advantages by being known to many people 
o It is more difficult to market services than solid products. 
o The connection between marketing and different parts of the organisation is 

insufficient. 
 

Segmentation 

We can conclude that the segmentation seem to be important to the company. The customers 
are segmented in many different ways within the company’s departments. The company’s 
large size requires a geographical separation of the customers which are located all around the 
world. We find that the usage of sectors for different industries is a very good way to give the 
customers specialised knowledge suited for their line of business.  
 
Apart from these segmenting bases it is found that the company makes a lot of divisions 
depending on which employee that is asked. Every part of the company uses their way of 
organising customers into groups, the way that suits their needs in the best way. This can be 
good in the sense that the customer gets more suiting support. At the same time it makes it 
difficult to get an overview of what should be focused on in a large-scaled perspective. With a 
company providing many types of products and services there will be hard to focus all efforts 
to the customers with the largest potential gains.  
 
Conclusion 

With this discussion we can summarise the conclusions of how this company is using 
segmentation: 

o Segmenting is made differently in different parts of the organisation. 
o Segmentation is used to give the customer higher value 
o Segmentation is used to focus the company efforts for customers with good potential  

 

Sales force automation 

Sales force automation is well-structured in the company, they are using this applications to 
facilitate. We can only conclude that the company is handling customers through lead  
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management, opportunity management, proposal management, territory management and 
campaign management. 
 
Conclusion 

To conclude this part of the CRM-strategy we will say that this seems to be well-known 
concepts within the company and they are using the following parts: 

o Lead management 
o Opportunity management 
o Proposal management 
o Territory management 
o Campaign management 

 

Back office 
Collecting data  

The research shows that the company uses many sources when collecting customer data. Data 
about the customer is collected and registered in the CRM system mainly by the sales people. 
This data is then brought out of the system and used for different purposes. When conducting 
the study we noticed that data that was demanded got collected, but data that was not 
compulsory is sometimes not registered if the person does not personally gain from it. The 
research also shows that the company uses data that is gained from external sources, although 
it is not used by all parts of the organisation. This implies that benefits could be obtained if all 
collected data is compared to the different employee’s need of data, in order to get the 
maximum value out of it. 
 
Conclusion 

From this company’s perspective we come to the conclusion that: 
o Data about the customer is collected from internal and external sources  
o The data that is controlled get collected by the employees. 

 
Data analytics 

The research concludes that the performed analysis in the company’s departments differs. The 
analysis made in the service department is mostly predictive analysis concerning future sales 
which is made by certain employees. The reason to this could be that this department 
generally perform extensive service assignment to larger customers. A product sale can be 
easily defined while a service is usually unique and therefore harder to compare by customer 
analyses. We discovered that there are capabilities for the sales people to do some analysis 
within the Siebel system but this is not widely used. We have also found that many analyses 
are made in the company’s marketing department which includes the customers buying 
behaviour. However it seems that although these can be valuable to the sales people they are 
seldom received. The fact that the company is a professional provider of IT solutions 
including analytical capabilities, should imply that there is a lot of competence in this area 
internally which could be used for developing this in the company.  
 
Conclusion 

By looking at the different analyses that are made in the company we can conclude that: 
o Analytical tools are used for descriptive and predictive analyses. 
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Technology 
Data management 

The research shows that the evolvement in data management has reached a rather high level in 
the company. There is a CRM system for handling the data which can be used by the front 
office people. From the sales people’s perspective the opinions are divided about the data 
management. Some of the thoughts are indicating that the system is too focused on controlling 
and not giving enough support in the daily work with the customers.  
 
One goal of improving the data management was to connect the customer channels with the 
system; this is something that is not done within the service department. When reflecting over 
this it can be concluded that not much of the data in today’s system can be of value to the 
customers, at least not the ones of the service department. Another aspect can also be that 
most of the contact with the service department’s customers is done face-to-face and not with 
a system, something that could be registered by documenting the communication. It is worth 
mentioning that the company is keeping customers integrated through the web-sales channels, 
but these does not concern the researched department’s customers.  
 
To describe the data management, also the intranet of the company must be considered. This 
contains massive amounts of information and is integrated in the whole organisation. From 
our personal opinion does this contain much valuable information, but that it is hard to find 
what is needed because of the complexity. 
 
Conclusion 

As a conclusion we will say that when talking about data management has the company come 
far and that: 

o Front office employees are involved in the data management 
o The CRM system is not connected to all touch points 

 
System integration 

The research concludes that there is an integrated system for the sales-related operations. The 
company has a system solution that handles the opportunities through the sales cycle with 
integration between the sales department and the service department. The after-sales systems 
of billing which is compatible with the Siebel system while the forecasts figures derive from 
here. Some marketing systems are not connected to the system, which they should be if they 
are a part of the sales cycle when gaining customers. This type of marketing is not used by the 
service department.  
 
One thing that we observed was that systems used today that are not integrated are the 
communication tools. The communication with the customer but also within the company 
should be integrated to the CRM system while it contains data that can be used. Because of 
the company’s large size and many systems we believe that an integration of all these would 
not be manageable. 
 
Conclusion 

The conclusions that can be said of system integration can be concluded: 
o Sales, order and delivery processes are well integrated by the system  
o Communication systems are not integrated with the CRM system 
o All customer data is not reached by using the CRM system. 
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Storing data 

The research shows that the company uses a data warehouse where data from different 
systems are stored. The Siebel system was more used just for storing and by the marketing 
department. The service department does not use the data warehouse for searching data. One 
finding is that the CRM system works like a data mart. 
 
Conclusion 

The data storing of the company can be concluded as follows:  
o To store all data in a data warehouse is used 
o A data mart is used for the sales operations.  

 

Conclusions of CRM strategy 
The company has implemented a CRM-strategy and with this research we have tried to define 
this strategy of how Customer Relationship Management is conducted. We have found that 
this is a combination of unstructured and structured ways of how to work within the daily 
business. The process seems to be well defined and followed as it should, but the correlation 
between the different parts seems to be poor. To get the whole organisation work together, 
they need to work accordingly, and therefore is communication and correlation highly 
important. To compare the overview of the different parts that we mentioned in Chapter 3, we 
have found that the communication between customer touch points and CRM technology and 
data warehouse does not exist in the preferable extent. In Figure 7:1 can this be shown by 
erasing the arrow between these to parts of the CRM strategy. It has also been found that 
CRM technology and data warehouse is used to carry out operations performed in front office 
and back office.  
 

 

Figure 7:1 Overview of the structure in the company 

7.1.3 How is the effectiveness of CRM measured? 

The concept of CRM is very wide and the level of effectiveness therefore has numerous 
options of measurement. The theoretical research has proved that many of the objectives of 
CRM have different measuring methods. The empirical data shows that there ware measures 
made within every of the three groups of the measurement categories which was used in the 
study. One finding was also that some objectives are hard to get an effectiveness evaluation 
of. Another insight is that some measures are done without the employees knowing what it 
aims to achieve. One of the most striking observations that the research revealed was the 
focus of the financial measurements of CRM within the company. 
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For the customer-related objectives the measurements of effectiveness was mainly done on 
satisfaction. The satisfaction measures were according to the study done to a large extent by 
asking the customers for their opinions and expectations. It was shown that the satisfaction 
variables were used for measuring satisfaction. There were no specific measures of customer 
loyalty such as a potential index. This could be valuable if the company want to strengthen 
their relationships. The retention was not measured by either by expected lifetime or retention 
rates. The reason to this was not measured either because of the reason that services was a 
large part of the sales. This objective could also be seen in synergy with the loyalty and the 
satisfaction of the customers and therefore not being measured. 
 
The relationship-oriented measurements were done in different ways depending on how the 
objectives characteristics. The service was measured by the cycle process length and by using 
the customer records. For measuring the Superior there was also more metrics that could be 
used according to the research, but there was no answer obtained about these while they did 
not apply to the researched department. To get higher internal efficiency the company had a 
lot of education for the employees but this was not measured by the company. For the 
communication it was showed that the availability is not measured by the company for the 
researched company. Many things were measured in these for the relationship-related 
objectives but not many of the ones researched from the frame of reference. 
 
The outcome-related objectives seem to be the main focus of using a CRM system. All sales 
operations were based on predictions which were the base for the profit and revenue goal that 
had to be reached. The measures were made on profit margin, discount rate and by increased 
cross-selling and up-selling. These were actively monitored and evaluated closely through the 
hierarchy of the company, with consequences if not reached. The detailed control of these 
measurers resulted in very good knowledge of the ongoing business for the management. 
Another consequence was the sales determined minds of the employees, something that could 
result in lost focus in the customer relations. 
 
Conclusion 

Within the company these measures in the three categories of measurements were used to 
obtain efficiency in the CRM strategy. 
 
The customer-related objectives was measured by 

o Satisfaction variables 
 

The relationship-related objectives was measured by 
o The length of the sales process 
o Satisfaction with sales channel 
 

The outcome-related objectives was measured by  
o Profit margin 
o Discount rate 
o Cross-selling and up-selling 
o Prediction accuracy   
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7.2 Recommendations 

Recommendation to theory 

It has been showed that not all theories match up with the researched company. The reason for 
this has been that a company that is selling services is not always the same as selling products 
and therefore the same theories will not work in the same way. Another thing that did not 
correspond with the theories was that the complexity in real life was much more extensive 
which made many of the theories almost not practicable.  
 

Recommendations for management  
One thing to think about is that if there are no stated objectives that no employee knows 
about, of how he/she should work and strive for. How it is then possible to be sure that the 
goals of the CRM strategy is followed. Therefore we would give the recommendation to this 
company to state objectives and communicate them to the employees. 
 
A CRM-strategy is focusing on customer and customer relations, therefore should there be 
objectives declaring this importance. As seen in the conclusions of research question one, the 
objectives that the company does not work actively with are customer and relationship 
related. To increase the customer focus, internal education could be a step in the right 
direction. Investing in the employees and give them the right knowledge and understanding in 
this area. It is the employees that are representing the company at the customer and should 
therefore know about customer focus. The company has today a high focus on financial 
objectives, which is good, but how that is strengthen customer loyalty. It seems like the 
company facing CRM the other way around than they claim. They states that they will gain 
increased profit and revenue through customer loyalty. Instead they are focusing on increased 
profit and revenue directly and forgetting customer loyalty. 
 
Specific recommendations: 

 

• Better communication between marketing department and the delivery department 

• Better focus on each customer and not only on the opportunities 

• Use a segmentation which can be understood by all parts of the company 

• The company should investigate what kind of data that can be of value to the sales 
people 

• Better use of the analysis methods by the sales persons 

• The CRM system could be containing more customer information 

• A new interface in the CRM systems which makes it possible for the sales person to 
overview the customer and not only the opportunity. This could contain data such as 
previous transactions, discussions and projects. This could also make it possible to see 
what kind of marketing efforts the customer been exposed to 

• Use more of the data in the data warehouse in the Siebel system  

• Make more measures such as customer loyalty index and LTV to get a better 
evaluation of how good the relationships are. 

 

Recommendations for further research 

There are many areas which have been touched in this research that would be possible to go 
further into. While the research is a single case study in one part of a large company there 
could be interesting to see if the conclusions are representing other parts or other companies 
which also use CRM. Within the different areas that the research questions have investigated 
many things that have been brought up is suitable to research more thoroughly. All the  
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conclusions stated in the last chapter could be used for hypotheses to see if these can be 
confirmed to be true on a larger scale of samples. These companies could be medium or 
smaller ones to see if it is possible to get the same result when applying this research to a 
small company applying CRM. Another aspect could be to research if there are 
similarities/differences between companies positioned in other industries.   
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Appendix I 

INTERVIEW GUIDE 
 

General Information 
Name of the interviewee: 
Position and working tasks of the interviewee: 
The interviewee’s definition of CRM:  

 

RQ1: How can the objectives of CRM be described? 
 

1. Has the organisation any set up CRM objectives? 
a. Yes, continue 
b. No, why not? 

2. How are these objectives described? 
3. Why is this/are these objectives important to the organisation? 
4. Are the following objectives important to the organisation? 

a. Which ones? 
b. In what way? 

 
Customer related objectives 

• Strengthen customer loyalty 

• Customer retention 

• Customer satisfaction 
 

Relationship related objectives 

• Superior service 

• Higher internal efficiency 

• Higher productivity 

• Higher level of communication 
 

Outcome related objectives 

• Increased profit and revenue 

• Reduced costs of sales 

• Improved forecast capability 
 
 

5. Is there anything more to add on this subject? 
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RQ 2: How can the CRM strategy be described? 
Touch points  

1. What channels does the organisation use when communicating with the customers? 
2. In what situations are they used? 
3. What are the benefits and disadvantages with these channels? 
4. Are the following channels important for the organisation? 

a. Which? 
b. In what way are they important? 
 

• Personal meetings 

• E-mail 

• Telephone 

• Fax 

• Callcenters 

• Internet/webpages 

• Direct mail 
 

5. Is there anything more to add on this subject? 
 

Front office  

Customer/relationship strategy 

1. Does the organisation have a strategy for handling the customers? 
a. Yes, continue 
b. No, why not? 

2. Is this strategy performed in the whole company? 
a. Yes, continue 
b. No, why not? 
c. In what parts is the strategy performed? 

3. How is the strategy described in the organisation? 
4. Are there defined functions directly connected to the relationship strategy? 

a. Which are these functions and how are they designed? 
5. Which front office functions are connected to the CRM strategy? 

a. How are they connected to CRM? 
b. What value has CRM in these functions? 

6. How is the sales function built up? 
a. How is CRM used in the organisation’s sales function? 
b. What benefits and disadvantages is it with the CRM usage in the sales function? 

7. How is the marketing function built up? 
a. How is CRM used in the organisation’s marketing function? 
b. What benefits and disadvantages is it with the CRM usage in the marketing 

function? 
8. Is there anything more to add on this subject? 
 
Identification 

1. How does the organisation identify its customers? 
2. Are these activities used when identifying customers? 

a. Why? Why not? 
 

• Personal meetings 

• Trade-shows 
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• Surveys 

• Through customer service 

• Interviews 

• From internal functions 
 

3. Are the following front concepts used in the organisation? 
a. Which of them 
b. Are they important? Why?  
c. What are the benefits of using these? 

 

• Lead management 

• Opportunity management 

• Proposal management 

• Territory management 

• Campaign management 
 

4. Is there anything more to add on this subject? 
 
Back office 

1. Does the organisation use the data for analytical purposes? 
a. Yes, continue 
b. No, why, not? 

2. Which methods are used when searching for information? 
3. Are analytical systems used for finding valuable information? 

a. Yes, which? 
b. No, why not? 

4. What methods are used when doing analysis? 
5. Does the organisation use data mining? Why/ why not? 
6. Does the organisation use OLAP (Online analytical processing)? Why/why not? 
7. Does the organisation segment the customers? If no, why? 

a. How are they segmented? 
b. What are the benefits of the segmentation for the organisation? 
c. What are the benefits of the segmentation for the customers? 

8. Does the organisation differentiate the customers? If no, why? 
a. How are they differentiated? 
b. What are the benefits of the differentiation for the organisation? 
c. What are the benefits of the differentiation for the customers? 

9. Is there anything more to add on this subject? 
 
Technology 

1. Does the organisation have systems supporting the CRM strategy? 
a. Are these systems connected? How? 
b. How are the systems used in the daily activities? 
c. What benefits does the system integration give? 
d. Is there anything more to add on this subject? 

2. Does the organisation use a data warehouse? 
a. Yes, continue 
b. No, why not? 
c. What is the field of application for the data warehouse? 
d. Which areas of the organisation use the data warehouse? 
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e. What kind of data is saved in the data warehouse? 
3. Does the organisation use data marts? 

a. Yes, continue 
b. No, why not? 
c. What are the field of applications for the data marts? 
d. Which areas of the organisation use the data marts? 
e. What kind of data is saved in the data marts? 

4. What is the purpose of the data in the data warehouse and the data marts? 
5. Is the information easily accessed for the users? 
6. Is there anything more to add on this subject? 

 

RQ 3: How is the effectiveness of CRM measured? 
 

1. Does the organisation evaluate that the objectives of the CRM have been reached? 
a. Yes: continue with questions. 
b. No: why not? 

2. What evaluation methods are used to see that the objectives are fulfilled? 

• Customer-related measures 

• Relationship-related measures 

• Result-related measures 
 
3. Are the following measures important in the organisation? 

a. Why? 
b. In what way are they important? 

 
Customer-related measures 

• Strengthen customer loyalty 
o Willingness to do business with the company 
o Willingness to integrate with the company 

• Customer satisfaction 
o Satisfaction variables 
o Tangibles 
o Empathy 
o Reliability 
o Responsiveness 
o Assurance 

• Customer retention 
o Expected lifetime of relationship 
o Retention rate 

 
Relationship-related measures 

• Superior service 
o Satisfaction with error solution 
o Cycle and purchase process length 
o Tailored service 
o Internet support and webpage 
o Customised service 
o Customers with personalised web-pages 
o Customer with ad-on services 
o Use of customer records 
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• Higher internal efficiency 
o Education of the employees 

• Higher productivity 
o Work and errors that need to be redone 

• Higher level of communication 
o Availability 
o Customer satisfaction with sales channels 
o Customised communication 

 
Result-related measures 

• Increased profit and revenue 
o Calculated LTV of customers 
o Profit margin 
o Discount rate 

 

• Reduced costs of sales 
o Increased cross-selling and up-selling 
o Reduced process or transactional costs 

• Improved forecast capability 
o Prediction accuracy 

 
4. Is there anything more to add on this subject? 
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